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EXAMINATION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A MANDATED ATTENDANCE

POLICY IN OHIO SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN THE MIDST OF COVID-19

RENE TERUKO MOLENAUR
ABSTRACT
This multi-site case study uses Policy Implementation Process Examination
(PIPE) and a variegated diagram to represent the evolution of interpretations in a human
sense-making framework as it relates to Ohio House Bill 410, legislated in 2016. The

purpose of the research is to study how implementing agents such as school district
personnel respond to legislation and carry out efforts to reduce chronic absenteeism while

attending to local conditions. Because the COVID-19 pandemic occurred while this study
was taking place, this study was able to include within its investigation how school

district personnel responded to this crisis and changes in conditions during
implementation. In examining the experiences of practitioners, the researcher is not

seeking to prove or support a particular curriculum, school, model, or theory. Rather, this
study seeks to draw on PIPE and theories of human sense-making to gain an
understanding of the experiences and meaning district personnel give to policies enacted

to reduce chronic absenteeism. The findings of the study may offer useful considerations

for future policymaking in the area of chronic absenteeism and may contribute to theories

of policy development and implementation.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the United States, education laws were established in Massachusetts in 1642.
By 1890, compulsory schooling was a legislative norm throughout the country to resolve
the strains of social diversity and perception of urban chaos. However, many of the laws

were ineffective and unenforced (Katz, 1976). In the early 1900s, policy expanded to

legislation that not only required attendance but also established the role of truant officers
and delegated enforcement power to the courts. By the second half of the 20th century,
the notion of sending children to school was more than a simple legal standard, but a

societal norm as schools were promoted as agencies of social control and assimilation
that could prevent crime, vagrancy, and the breakdown of American culture. However,
although policy had expanded and compliance was increasing, there was still a lack of

enforcement (Katz, 1976).
In the 1980s, national concern over children termed "at-risk" led to extensive

investigations of truancy and students dropping out-of-school. Concern over school crime
and violence prompted many public schools to adopt zero-tolerance policies that
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suspended or expelled students and referred them to the criminal justice or juvenile
delinquency system for a list of offenses (Rethinking School Discipline, 2014). Since the
1990s, broad interpretations of zero-tolerance policies have resulted in suspending or

expelling students from school for nonviolent behaviors, like truancy, with students of
color and students with disabilities disproportionally affected (Epp & Epp, 1998;

Sullivan, 2007; Sullivan, Larke & Webb-Hasan, 2010). In 2014 the Obama

administration Department of Education and Department of Justice jointly published the

School Discipline Guidance Package (US Departments of Justice & Education, 2014),
which used the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as a rationale to move away from a zero
tolerance approach for minor infractions like truancy.

Even among districts that used zero-tolerance policies as a method of addressing
absenteeism, district officials found truancy continued to be a problem across the country.

According to “Chronic Absenteeism in the Nation’s Schools: A hidden educational

crisis,” published by the US Department of Education, more than 7 million students
missed 15 or more days of school in 2015-16, which means that 16 percent of the
nation’s student population, or one in six students, were considered to be chronically

absent that year. At the state level, the Ohio General Assembly passed House Bill 410
(HB 410) in December 2016 with bipartisan support.

Ohio House Bill 410 (HB 410) (2016) requires all school districts to amend or

adopt policies to include interventions for students who miss too much school instead of
punitively suspending or expelling a child for not attending school. Additionally, since

the 2017-2018 school year, districts with a 5% or greater truancy rate (approximately
96% of Ohio’s school districts) are required to establish Absence Intervention Teams that

2

provide a community-based approach to support students and remove barriers to

attendance. The purpose of the teams is to determine why the student is missing school
and increase school attendance through proactive interventions before a student is

considered to be habitually truant and a complaint is filed in juvenile court (Wilson,

2018). Ohio Revised Code was also updated to reflect HB 410 initiatives. Section ORC
2151.27 (G) now requires the court to consider methods to divert the child from the
criminal justice system. A formal filing in juvenile court should only be used to address

truancy as a last resort. The 2018-2019 School Report Cards from the Ohio Department

of Education were the first to track attendance under the new guidelines established by
House Bill 410.
Ohio HB 410 was introduced by Republican representatives Rezabek and Hayes

and cosponsored by Republican Representative Brenner. However, organizations that had

representatives who testified as proponents for this bill that focused on increasing school
attendance and reducing involvement with the courts include the following: The Ohio

House, the Juvenile Justice Coalition, Advocates for Basic Legal Equality, Inc.,

Children’s Defense Fund-Ohio, National Juvenile Justice Network, Justice for Children
Project, Schubert Center for Child Studies, American Academy of Pediatrics, National

Alliance on Mental Illness of Ohio, Ohio Poverty Law Center, and Students for
Education Reform1. Although there were many proponents for the bill, most school
groups testified only as an “Interested Party.” The Ohio 8 Coalition, Ohio Federation of

1 Rezabek & Hayes, 2016; Davies, 2016; Cole, 2016; Corey, 2016; Bryer, 2016; Jordan, 2016; Celeste,
2016; Arnold, 2016; McKee, 2016; Hales, 2016; Honaker, 2016
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Teachers, Ohio Education Association, Ohio’s Superintendent Association (Buckeye

Association of School Administrators), Ohio Association of School Business Officials,
Ohio School Boards Association, Geauga/Lake County Schools, and the Granville

Exempted Village School District all testified as interested parties2. While their

testimonies agreed with proponents and researchers about the need to promote strong
attendance as a foundation of high-quality education, and the concept of building rapport

and using strong relationships as part of a plan to improve school attendance, they

expressed concern with the burden placed on schools and the resources available to
implement and monitor the programs necessary to be successful. As evident in the
response by stakeholders to HB 410, even when there is widespread interest in a policy,
ambiguity and resource capacity issues are examples of frequent challenges to policy
adoption and implementation (Lipsky, 1980; Meyerson, Lawrence, Miller, Gillespie,

Raymond, Kelly, & Shannon, 2017).
The same policy can be carried out in different ways under different

circumstances (Spillane, Reiser, and Reimer, 2002 p. 417). Lipsky (1980) used the term
street-level bureaucracy to describe how individuals, like educators, use discretion to

mitigate challenges when implementing policies. When educators use discretion, they
may not be intentionally avoiding implementing a written policy with fidelity. The
process of sense-making provides opportunities for district officials to interpret state

2 Ash, Shaner, & Hogue, 2016; Brown, 2016; Cropper, 2016; DiMauro, 2016; Hanlon, 2016; Romick &
Allison, 2016
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policy based upon their previous understandings (Spillane, 2009 p. 8). As professionals,
they develop techniques to respond to policy demands within local constraints.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to eliminate discretion in any policy (Lipskey,
1980 p. 15). However, there are several factors that can increase the use of discretion.

First, the lack of clear and consistent directives from policymakers can undermine policy
implementation as implementing agents may unintentionally act in ways other than
policy makers intended (Mazmanian & Sabatier, 1981; Pressman & Wildavsky, 1974;

Van Meter & Van Horn, 1975; Weatherly & Lipsky, 1977). Additionally, exceptional

situations bring new conditions that may require creative strategies to address policy
initiatives. A time of crisis intensifies policy ambiguity and tests the behavior of citizens,
agencies, authorities, and implementing agents responding to urgent cases, which expand

discretion while shifting priorities and increasing exposure to risk (Roux-Dufort, 2007).
Historically, several policy initiatives related to compulsory schooling and

attendance in the United States expanded compliance, but were difficult to enforce (Katz,
1976). In 2016, Ohio House Bill 410 revived concern and awareness related to student

attendance through new mandates for school districts. In addition, in 2020, the crisis of a

global pandemic required everyone to shift priorities urgently. As an unfunded mandate,
the response to HB 410 evolved in different ways due to the needs and understandings of

implementing agents within school districts.
Statement of the Problem
There is a significant body of research around the impact of chronic absenteeism

on academic performance. Research supports that chronic absenteeism - excused or
unexcused absences - is one of the primary causes of low academic achievement. Being

5

absent from school is detrimental to learning and academic achievement because truant
students receive fewer hours of instruction. Truant students may also feel a sense of

alienation from their classmates, teachers, and school. Missing school may also be

associated with future problems such as alcohol and drug use and unemployment
(Gottfried, 2009). Issues associated with prolonged absence from school can be damaging
to the economy and society (Gentle-Genitty et al., 2015). Intervention to remedy issues
related to school attendance may provide the first opportunity to interact with children

who risk entering the Juvenile Justice System (Ohio Supports Attendance, 2018).
Prior to Ohio House Bill 410 (HB 410), Ohio law had a zero-tolerance approach

to “excessive” truancy. Students who missed a certain number of days were referred to

juvenile court (Chambers, 2016). Children adjudicated unruly for truancy were often
commingled and received the same treatment as criminally delinquent children. An

unruliness charge could escalate to delinquency through additional non-criminal acts like

probation violations (Kleri, 1975). In the 2013-14 school year, 6,000 Ohio students were
suspended or expelled for truancy with youth of color and students with disabilities

disproportionately affected (Chambers, 2016). The US Office of Civil Rights Task Force
data collection shows that across the United States, African American students are more

than three times as likely as their white peers to be expelled or suspended (Rethinking

School Discipline, 2014). In 2014 the Obama administration Department of Education

and Department of Justice jointly published the School Discipline Guidance Package.
One of the School Discipline Guidance package goals was to address inequities in school
discipline using The Civil Rights Act of 1964 as a rationale to move away from a zero
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tolerance approach for minor infractions like truancy (US Departments of Justice &
Education, 2014).

As a response to national trends and research, the Ohio General Assembly passed
House Bill 410 in December 2016. As noted by Spillane, Reiser, and Reimer (2002),
policy’s messages about reforming practice can be represented and carried out in multiple
ways (p. 417). Besides legislation, policy interventions can take the form of school

policy, district resource guidance, government and professional association information

through pamphlets and publications of various sorts, and programs for families (Spillane,

Reiser, & Reimer, 2002, p. 417).

As of February 2019, the Ohio Legislature posted more than 20 documents on HB
410. Various stakeholders also published their interpretations and recommendations as
HB 410 is relevant to them. The Ohio Department of Education, The Ohio Education
Association, and the Ohio School Boards Association are different stakeholder
organizations that have also published summaries of HB 410 and a FAQ sheet on the

legislation focusing on the responsibilities of schools. As an intermediary between the
courts and schools, individual law firms (ex: Bricker & Eckler; McCarthy, Lebit, Crystal
& Liffman; McWeeney, Peters Kalail & Markakis) posted their own summaries of the
bill. Other intermediary stakeholders, including the Juvenile Justice Coalition (2016) and

Ohio Judicial Conference (2017), also published their own HB 410 summaries with

updates relevant to both courts and schools. Reports from local news outlets have added
to the range of views and interpretations of HB 410. The press has furthered our

understanding of this legislation by reporting what representatives stated their goals were

with the bill (Beynon, 2016; Siegel, 2016), what key lobbyists had to say about the bill
7

(Chambers, 2016), and reactions from school principals and other stakeholders (Bailey,

2019; Swartz, 2018).
According to Spillane, Reiser, and Reimer (2002), policy evolves. The same

policy can have different significance to different people. Erin Davies, JJC’s Executive
Director, said, “The passage of HB 410 shows broad, bipartisan support for positive

policies for Ohio kids and is a major step forward to keep Ohio’s students engaged in
school and on a path to success” (Chambers, 2016). While there was bipartisan support,
the support was arguably over different aspects of the bill.

One of the sponsors of the bill, Jeff Rezabek, is quoted as saying, “Our goal with
this bill is addressing the root causes of truancy” (Siegel, 2016). Benjamin Chambers of

the National Juvenile Justice Network wrote that one of their organization’s members,

Juvenile Justice Coalition (JJC) of Ohio, lobbied for HB 410 because “Under the new

law, the court system will be a last resort-not a first response—for dealing with students
who miss school” calling it a “school discipline victory” (Chambers, 2016). However,
Delaware County Probate and Juvenile Court Judge David Hejmanowski also voiced his

support over HB 410 because, in his experience, truancy often offered the courts first

contact with students who are dealing with many issues. Judge Hejmanowski said, having
contact with students and “Intervening early in these cases is the key to discovering these

issues” (Siegal, 2016). However, Hejmanowski’s description of using the courts as an
early intervention with students’ conflicts with Chambers’ comment of using a supportive
school team as an early intervention and using the courts as “a last response” with the

insights of Rezabek and Davis addressing the root causes of truancy potentially falling
somewhere outside or in-between depending on where it is addressed.
8

While there was support for HB 410 from both Republicans and Democrats in
office, the courts and lobbyists were not the only ones involved with the bill. Ohio House

Bill 410 addresses school attendance and requires school districts to make several
changes. Testimony documents consistently listed school districts and their

representatives only as “Interested Parties” because while they supported the notion of
decriminalizing truancy, they wanted the opportunity to voice their concern over
ambiguity within the bill as it related to the potential additional work required of school
districts and lack of additional resources provided to accomplish those tasks.

After HB 410 was enacted, Middle School Principal and Local Columnist Gary

Swartz wrote: “This year is the first year that Ohio schools are dealing with attendance
issues under House Bill 410. Our state government believed that they should lessen the

load on our juvenile court system by legislating attendance changes. Now, principals

across the state are in a perpetual battle with the new attendance laws. This is a time
consuming and tedious process” (Swartz, 2018). The Superintendent of Bedford City

Schools, Andrea Celico, said, “The challenge for us is that unfunded mandates come
down that we have to adhere to without additional resources.. .We don’t have enough
social workers or counselors to dedicate time to an intervention team. There is no time

and there is no money” (Bailey, 2019, p. 2). She went on to say that from her experience

in her district, going through the courts actually seemed to be more effective in moving
parents into action (Bailey, 2019).
Laswell (1956) asserted that the policy sciences could provide insights into

various situations to inform future scenarios. School attendance has been and will

continue to be vital. Ohio changed its response to absenteeism through House Bill 410
9

(2016), but there were immediate and evolving inconsistencies in interpretation. Policy

ambiguity can undermine implementation. Additionally, although a written policy may
not be formally amended since its legislation, the implementation can evolve to respond

to changing conditions. A time of crisis intensifies policy ambiguity, increases risk

exposure, and expands the use of discretion to mitigate implementation challenges. Since

policymakers aim to limit discretion during ordinary times, expanded discretion granted
during extra ordinary times emphasizes the necessity of implementing agents to act as

policy mediators (Davidovitz, Cohen, & Gofen, 2021).

Conceptual Framework

A single policy may not have the same implementation in different places because

it is affected by local conditions, like resource availability. The decisions of individuals
tasked with carrying out policy within varying parameters influence its implementation

(Lipsky, 1980). According to Lipsky (1980), “. . . the decisions of street-level
bureaucrats, the routines they establish, and the devices they invent to cope with
uncertainties and work pressure, effectively become the public policies they carry out”

(Lipsky, 1980, p. xii). Policy networks are entities that seek to influence policy outcomes
through information and resource exchanges, collaboration, and trust (Weible et al.,
2020). According to Patton, Sawicki and Clark (2015), implemented policies need to be
monitored in order to decide whether to continue or modify them and to generate

information that will be useful when similar policies are proposed in the future. Policy
formulation and modification involve meaningful but often invisible processes that would
benefit from further study. Spillane, Reiser, and Reimer’s conceptualization of policy
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implementation through a cognitive perspective offers a framework from which these
processes might be better understood.

A cognitive perspective of policy implementation can be used to understand how

policies evolve as they are implemented (Spillane, Reiser, and Reimer, 2002). Since
reform may require a reorganization of many implementing agents’ existing schemas, a

cognitive model identifies human sense-making as one possible explanation of multiple

interpretations of a single policy. Furthermore, by unpacking how implementing agents
construct ideas, a cognitive model complements existing models by incorporating both
bottom-up and top-down perspectives while illuminating additional explanations for

implementation failure (Spillane, Reiser, and Reimer, 2002).

In the case of Ohio HB 410, there are many actors involved with implementing
the policy. Figure 1 (below) is a variegated diagram of how policy actors can contribute

to policy evolution, in this instance HB 410. In painting, a variegated wash is a blending

of discrete colors so that each color retains its character while also incorporating a
gradual change in the hue as the wash progresses (Betthauser, 2018).

Spillane (2009 p. 8) compares policy implementation to the telephone game,

where information transforms as it moves from player to player. Spillane, Reiser, and

Reimer’s cognitive model (2002) makes it possible to identify categories of variables that
help to account for the understandings that implementing agents construct from a policy.
These themes can be used to generate hypotheses about the ways ideas can evolve as they

percolate through the system as a result of implementing agents’ cognition.

In this variegated diagram, color hues are used to represent the policy and
demonstrate how the policy gradually changes as it is interpreted through each layer of
11

meaning makers. At the top, the policy as it was enacted is represented in blue then is

variegated to purple and other colors as it passes through each layer of meaning makers.
The blending of colors represents the transformation that ensues through the process of

00000

human sense-making and subjectivity of meaning makers that interpret the policy.

Figure 1. Conceptual map of policy interpretation
The initial written policy as it was legislated by primary meaning makers is at the
top of the diagram in blue. The secondary meaning makers are highlighted in purple. As

the first evolution of HB 410, purple was selected to represent these stakeholders because
the original bill was blue, but what they produced about the bill was tinted by their
perspective. Various advocacy coalitions have provided their interpretations of HB 410.

These coalitions are more community-based and have agendas that may not be

represented at the state level. While they may target messages that reflect state policy,
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they influence their audiences by emphasizing components they believe to be relevant to

their constituents.

The interpretations of advocacy coalitions are also more likely to come in the
form of recommendations or offered as helpful offerings of convenience because there is

no compulsory obligation to use the coalition’s interpretation. Since districts often choose

to be members of coalitions, like Education Service Centers, they rarely are in the
position to enforce rigid expectations. In contrast, the courts and education departments
have more leverage. Education departments can tie implementation to outcomes and

require schools to communicate their progress towards reaching policy goals by
threatening to take away crucial funding from school districts that do not comply, and the

courts set their own conditions to ensure they fulfill legislative imperatives. Examples of
groups identified as advocacy coalitions examined in this study include the Ohio

Education Association (OEA), Ohio School Board Association (OSBA), the Juvenile
Justice Coalition, the Ohio Federation of Teachers, the American Civil Liberties Union

(ACLU), the Ohio Parent Teachers Association, and other organizations that also serve as

a link to community partnerships.
School Districts are highlighted in the diagram in red because they are both
primary and tertiary meaning makers. HB 410 requires them to set their own policy, but

their policies were influenced by requirements from ODE and recommendations from
various advocacy coalitions. Viewed as policy in action, Absence Intervention Teams are

represented in orange as a blend of red and yellow. The (red) policies set by each school

district determine how Absence Intervention Teams are formed, but it is the (yellow)
policy implementers that are the street-level bureaucrats who carry out what ultimately is
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known as an absence intervention team (Lipsky, 1980). Members of absence intervention

teams are comprised of school, family, and community partnerships. As the primary
policy implementers, the members of absence intervention teams and the juvenile courts
are all in yellow. The evolution from the (blue) policy enacted to the (yellow) policy

implemented is illustrated above. It is anticipated that the results of this study will

manifest in shades of green because of the blending of blue (policy as written) and yellow

(policy as implemented) in different proportions from different schools, districts, and
policy implementers. This all transpires on a grey background to acknowledge the

environment in which this is taking place. As epidemiological, social, political, and other

educational interruptions materialize, these influences can be represented through shades
of grey.
To facilitate a significant shift in policy in Ohio from involving the courts to

employing an intervention approach, schools and districts were required to create and
enact local policies that include their interventions and strategies to support students who

miss too much school. Even under typical circumstances, without research or resources to

provide evidence-based strategies, districts and schools may not be able to develop or
deploy a cohesive plan. Although the same consequences bind all Ohio schools if district
policy does not change or if district attendance does not improve to meet state goals,

there will likely be wide variation in interventions for students and districts to achieve
those goals. Additionally, unexpected situations at the time of implementation exacerbate

variations. Therefore, programs in Ohio schools need to be rigorously studied to
contribute to the broader understanding of how policies are implemented and, more

specifically, how intervention practices and activities are established and used to comply
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with HB 410 and improve student attendance outcomes. Uncertain conditions can also
provide a unique and pertinent opportunity to better understand policy implementation

within a crisis.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the evolution of the implementation of
local school district policies related to meeting HB 410 mandates on truancy intervention

and provide data to policy stakeholders. Ohio House Bill 410 (2016) requires all school

districts to amend or adopt policies to include their interventions for students who miss
too much school. The Ohio Department of Education, The Ohio Education Association,

and the Ohio School Boards Association are different stakeholder organizations that have
each published interpretations of the legislation focusing on the responsibilities of

schools. These documents help educators understand elements of HB 410 that they may

be involved with as preventative requirements to court intervention, such as establishing

and convening absence intervention teams. In addition, the Ohio Supreme Court School

Attendance Toolkit (2018), written to provide courts and schools a guide of resources to
promote attendance, emphasized the need for data from schools.

In this study, the evolution of the implementation of Ohio HB 410 was
investigated in school districts with varying demographics in Ohio. Districts have

multiple conditions that can affect implementation they must address locally. Districts
may respond to shared conditions in similar or different ways. Additionally, districts

could respond to differing conditions in similar ways. Finally, conditions can change.
Emergencies can disrupt the status quo and change power relations, opening space for
increased discretion (Weible, et al., 2020).
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Research Questions
It is increasingly necessary to understand how policies are implemented locally
(Patton, Sawicki & Clark, 2015). With regard to HB 410, school districts are required to
enact a policy and create a design for Absence Intervention Teams. Once the teams are

formulated, the members need to assemble to create an intervention plan for each student.

Regarding the formation and assembling of Absence Intervention Teams as mandated by
HB 410, this study explored the salient features of each intervention program and where
there are contrasting differences among districts’ policy features. Specifically, interviews
and document studies were utilized to examine how administrators deploy Absence

Intervention Teams and how members of the teams understand their charge. The
overarching question that will guide this study is: What meaning do district personnel

give to state legislative mandates to reduce chronic absenteeism, and how has that

influenced district policy and practice?

The specific questions that guided this study are:
1. How do district personnel understand their implementation (models, conditions

within schools and the community, resources available) in relation to the

mandates of state law on reducing truancy?
a. What models are districts following and what conditions are they

encountering?
b. What resources were used to create and sustain interventions (staff, time,

money, equipment, space, etc.)?
c. How have the plans evolved since implementation began and what have

district personnel learned thus far?
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2. How do implementation efforts compare and contrast across districts?
a. What appear to be the initial key outcomes of local district policies?

b. What do the data suggest about the conditions in districts that facilitate or

impede intervention plans?
3. How consistently is the policy implemented within and among districts?

The Impact of COVID-19

During this study, the COVID-19 pandemic changed how people lived and
worked around the world. While legislators and other officials focused on health policies

and procedures, educators scrambled to reimagine schooling during a crisis. This study

was able to include within its investigation how school district personnel responded to
these changes in conditions during implementation.

Significance of the Study
Implementation is important to examine as Street-Level Bureaucrats, such as
schoolteachers and other government workers, manifest policy in the process of carrying

out their day-to-day responsibilities (Lipsky, 1980). Their interpretation of policy can be
as influential as what is formally written (Patton & Sawicki, 1993, p. 28). According to

Patton, Sawicki and Clark (2015), it is imperative for implemented policies to be
monitored in order to decide whether to continue or modify them and generate

information that will be useful when similar policies are proposed in the future.

Examinations are necessary for the sustainability of programs because they can be used

in discussions with funding authorities and in resource allocation (Ohio Supreme Court
Attendance Toolkit p. 57).
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Since not all failure to follow policy directives are due to implementing agents’

blatant rejection of reform ideas, factors that contribute to the evolution of policy
interpretation and implementation are significant. Exceptional situations, like crises, shift

priorities and expand discretion. Thus, the opportunity to gather and record data mid
pandemic to document implementing agents' response to intensified ambiguity beyond

what may occur during normal conditions is especially meaningful.
Beyond offering pertinent policy studies insights, this study provides specific

examples relevant to education. Through the testimonies of Absence Intervention Team

members in school districts responding to different conditions, this study is an

opportunity to support innovative thinking and contribute to the national evidence base
by using local data to understand what interventions districts are using to comply with

Ohio HB 410 and reduce chronic absenteeism. In addition, the data from this study can

offer a better understanding of practices to reduce formal referrals to juvenile courts and
the success of absence intervention teams in Ohio (Ohio Supreme Court Attendance

Toolkit, p. 57).
An educator’s top priority is success for every student. Fulfilling this priority

means that selected strategies must yield maximum return. This is paramount as
educators support students with diverse needs, and administrators are faced with limited

resources (The Ohio Department of Education, 2018). These data can also inform
decision-making on bridging school attendance, participation, and achievement in Ohio
and beyond.
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Definition of Terms
Chronic Absenteeism Ohio uses the federal definition for chronic absenteeism. As

defined by the Every Student Succeeds Act, chronic absenteeism is missing 10 percent or

more of the school year for any reason. It includes excused and unexcused absences. The

Every Student Succeeds Act does not require schools and districts to wait until a child

has missed 10 percent of the school year to offer supports to the student and his or her
family (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 7).

Excused Absence Ohio Revised Code Section 3321.04 and Ohio Administrative Code

3301- 69-02 set forth the situations in which an absence can be excused. Districts also are
permitted to add to the list of excused absences as provided in state law (Ohio

Department of Education, 2017, p. 8). HB 410 includes excused absences as part of the

definition of excessively absent because when a student is missing a lot of school, the
student is missing instruction time, and there may be a larger problem contributing to the

absences. Furthermore, excessive absences may serve as an early indicator that districts
can use to address absences before a student becomes habitually truant. Likewise, a
student may still need district support to get to school every day even though the

student’s absences are excused (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 10).

Excessive Absence Ohio Revised Code Section 3321.191(C)(1) defines excessive
absences as a child of compulsory school age who “is absent with or without a legitimate

excuse from the public school the child is supposed to attend for thirty-eight or more

hours in one school month, or sixty-five or more hours in one school year.” The Ohio
Department of Education reminds districts to proactively utilize their intervention

strategies with students who meet the standard for being excessively absent so that the
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district can get the student the support he or she may need to get to school every day to
prevent the student from becoming truant (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 7).

Tardy Ohio Revised Code section 3364.25-55 defines tardiness in the workplace to be
when an employee is late for work. The word tardiness can be interchanged with lateness.

Truancy The Ohio Department of Education defines truancy and chronic absenteeism
differently. Truancy involves absences without a legitimate excuse. Also, when a child is

habitually truant, the district must follow several administrative procedures and legal

solutions to ensure the student attends school regularly (Ohio Department of Education,
2017, p. 7). Students who cannot attend school due to chronic or terminal illness are not
considered truant because their individualized education program (IEP) or 504 plan

should include a home instruction plan (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 11). Per
Ohio Revised Code 3323.12, students actively participating in a home instruction plan are

not considered absent.
Habitual Truancy Ohio Revised Code Section 2151.011(B) (18) defines habitually

truant students as “any child of compulsory school age who is absent without legitimate

excuse for absence from the public school the child is supposed to attend for thirty or
more consecutive hours, forty-two or more hours in one school month, or seventy-two or
more hours in one school year.” (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 7).
School Month The Ohio Department of Education defines a school month as any

calendar month that students are required to attend school (Ohio Department of
Education, 2017, p. 8).
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Zero-tolerance Policy “A school or district policy that mandates predetermined

consequence/s or punishments for specific offenses” (US Department of Education, 1998,
p. 18).
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CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter reviewed literature related to school attendance and absenteeism

before addressing policy implementation perspectives and challenges. Starting with the
first education laws in Massachusetts, Attending School will give a brief history of
attendance laws from 1642 to the present in the United States.

The next section describes Zero-Tolerance policies from their broad national

inception to specific school requirements in Ohio. Prior to House Bill 410, schools were
not required to determine why students were missing school before filing charges in
juvenile court for missing school. Criminalizing Truancy includes literature on how zero

tolerance policies have been described as key components of the school-to-prison
pipeline. School Exclusion and Disenfranchisement includes literature that uses Office of

Civil Rights Data that highlights how exclusionary discipline policies, like zero

tolerance, have disproportionally removed students of color from school and the

opportunity to receive an education.
Rethinking School Discipline introduces evidence of the national move away from

zero-tolerance policies. Rethinking School Attendance specifically addresses the problem

of chronic absenteeism and the change in expectations regarding truancy, specifically in
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Ohio and nationally. Particular Challenges to Implementing State Attendance Laws:

Online Learning specifically describes how calculating attendance and determining

absenteeism in Ohio has been complicated by opportunities for virtual and online
learning.
Measures of Chronic Absenteeism examines the evolution of the national focus of

chronic absenteeism in No Child Left Behind (2002), the Every Student Succeeds Act

(2015), and Every Student, Every Day: A National Initiative to Address and Eliminate
Chronic Absenteeism (2016). Partnerships Transform the Educational Experience
describe how Ohio's Each Child, Our Future (2019) can be applied to chronic

absenteeism through the importance of community and family partnerships.

In the second half of the literature review, the actual Policy: House Bill 410 is
introduced and described along with some of the anticipated Challenges
to Implementation that are specific to HB 410. Next, Implementation Perspectives

presents relevant literature from the field of policy studies and describes the role of street
level bureaucrats as implementing agents. This section also presents theories and

perspectives surrounding bureaucratic discretion and times of crisis.
A cognitive perspective of policy implementation addresses the role of Human
Sense-making in a policy’s transition from what policy makers intended to what policy
implementors enacted. A cognitive model can be used to identify categories of variables

that contribute to the evolution of a policy as multiple people interpret and create their

own understandings of a policy. Implementation failure can occur if implementing agents

construct ideas that misconstrue policymakers’ intent. For these reasons, the Monitoring
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and Examining of Implemented Policy is essential. Policy analysis is not necessarily a
linear process but can closely examine the early implementation of a policy.

History of School Attendance in the US

In the United States, education laws began in Massachusetts in 1642. The laws in
1642 & 1648 established educational responsibilities of parents that reflected the
prevailing concern that children needed to be trained for honest labor and not become a

burden to society (Katz, 1976). In 1852, Massachusetts passed the first compulsory
attendance law and by 1890 compulsory schooling was a legislative norm throughout the
country as a measure to resolve the strains of social diversity and perception of urban

chaos. However, many of the laws were ineffective and unenforced (Katz, 1976).
Katz (1976) described the time period between 1900-1930 as "The Bureaucratic
Phase” of compulsory school attendance. By 1918, all states had compulsory attendance
laws of their own (Rauscher, 2014). In this time period, policy expanded to a complex

network of rules that not only required school attendance, but also established the role of

truant officers, delegated jurisdictive power, and incorporated child labor regulations that

prioritized education over employment, especially for younger children. This was also
when many states tied school funding to average daily attendance which encouraged

district personnel to demonstrate their efforts to increase student attendance. Most
notably, it was during this time that the notion of sending children to school became more
than simply a legal standard, but a societal norm as schools were promoted as agencies of
social control and assimilation that could prevent crime, vagrancy, and the breakdown of

American culture (Katz, 1976).
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In 1974, prevailing concerns were exemplified when New York Schools were
accused of having truancy laws that were not working because they had 60,000 to

100,000 truant students daily along with increased vandalism in the city (Katz, 1976). In
the 1980s, national concern over children termed "at-risk" led to extensive investigations

of truancy and students dropping out-of-school. Concern over school crime and violence

prompted many public schools to adopt zero-tolerance policies that suspend or expel
students and refer them to the criminal justice or juvenile delinquency system for a list of
offenses (Rethinking School Discipline, 2014).
In School Engagement and Students at Risk (1993), Finn writes that students who
do not remain active participants in class or school may be at-risk for school failure.

Relevant behaviors were identified as elements of a cycle that begins in the elementary

grades. According to Finn (1993) students who attended school, responded to the
teachers’ directions, questions, and assignments, and engaged in other basic forms of

participation were found to have a sense of belonging in school and were more
academically successful. Students who did not remain as active participants engaged in

class and in school were at-risk for school failure. These findings emphasize the effects

of attendance and absenteeism because non-attendance prevents students from

participating in learning activities and being engaged in school (Finn, 1993). These

behavioral risk factors were found to be related to significant outcomes of schooling

regardless of status characteristics such as race/ethnicity, home language, or family
income.
Ginsburg, Gordan & Chang, (2014) claim that students can become academically

at-risk as soon as they miss two days a month and point out that “excused” absences still
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affect academic achievement. Students with higher absenteeism have lower scores on

standardized tests across the country (Ginsburg, Gordan & Chang, 2014). Furthermore,
poor attendance contributes to the achievement gap for students struggling with poverty

and from communities of color (p. 4). According to Ginsburg et al. (2014), chronic

absenteeism is one of the primary causes of low academic achievement and is one of the

strongest predictors that can be used to identify students who will eventually drop out.

In 2017, Brittany Miracle, Program Administrator for the Office of Integrated

Student Supports at the Ohio Department of Education, presented an overview of HB 410
and chronic absenteeism. In her presentation, she shared that Performance Index, which
is the composite score across all grades and subjects that Ohio uses to evaluate and rank

school districts, falls as the number of chronically absent students rises (Miracle, 2017).

Chronic Absenteeism by
Performance Index
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Figure 2: Chronic Absenteeism by Performance Index
Since the 1990s, broad interpretations of zero-tolerance policies have resulted in
suspending or expelling students from school for nonviolent behaviors, like truancy, with

students of color and students with disabilities disproportionally affected (Epp & Epp,
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1998; Sullivan, 2007; Sullivan, Larke & Webb-Hasan, 2010). The federal definition for

chronic absenteeism includes missing school for any reason. This can include not being

in school because a student is suspended or expelled; it could also include the time that a
student was suspended or expelled as a consequence of missing too much school (Ohio

Department of Education, 2017, p. 7). In their 2011 study, Bruner, Discher, & Chang
found that schools were more likely to detect chronic absenteeism for students that were

missing consecutive days. Teachers and parents were more likely to underestimate the
missed days of students with excused absences and commonly used metrics like average

daily attendance. According to “Chronic Absenteeism in the Nation’s Schools: A hidden
educational crisis,” published by the US Department of Education, more than 7 million

students were chronically absent from school in 2015-16, which means that 16 percent of
the nation’s student population, or one in six students, missed 15 or more days of school

that year (The US Department of Education, 2016).
Zero-Tolerance Policies

The term "zero-tolerance" refers to policies intended to send the message that
certain behaviors will not be tolerated by punishing all related offenses severely, no
matter how minor (Skiba & Peterson, 1999; Skiba & Knesting, 2001). As a reaction to

circumstances related to the deindustrialization of many cities in America, elected
officials fixated on zero-tolerance policies as a solution to the overwhelming urban crime

and drug “epidemics” (Beckett, 1997; Hirschfield, 2008; Nolan, 2011; Simon, 2006).

According to Skiba & Peterson (1999), while zero-tolerance began in the 1980s with state
and federal drug enforcement policies, it quickly expanded to issues as diverse as
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environmental pollution, trespassing, skateboarding, racial intolerance, homelessness,

sexual harassment, and boom boxes.
Concern over school crime and violence, along with national concern over “atrisk” students, prompted many public schools to adopt zero-tolerance policies
(Rethinking School Discipline, 2014). In 1989 school districts in California and

Kentucky published zero-tolerance policies that called for expulsion for possession of
drugs or participation in gang-related activity. In Yonkers public schools in New York,

zero-tolerance policies were more sweeping with a ban on hats, immediate suspension for
any school disruption, and increased use of law enforcement (Skiba & Knesting, 2001).

The use of such policies received federal backing in 1994 when President Clinton

signed the Gun-Free Schools Act into law. The Gun-Free Schools Act amended the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) and encouraged each state
receiving federal funds to have a state law in effect requiring local educational agencies
to expel any student who brings a weapon to school. Schools were also directed to
develop policies requiring these students to be referred to the criminal justice or juvenile

delinquency system.

Since the federal role in education is limited by the Tenth Amendment,
stipulations to receive federal funds have been a powerful catalyst for change. As ESEA

has been reauthorized, it is typical for states receiving federal funds to be required to
follow federal guidelines and make laws, like requiring the expulsion of students with

weapons in school. Similarly, states like Ohio continue to funnel the funds down to
districts that create policies based upon their guidance (US Department of Education).
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Following requirements set by The Gun-Free Schools Act, Ohio Revised Code
section 3313.661, requires “a policy regarding suspension, expulsion, removal, and
permanent exclusion that specifies the types of misconduct for which a pupil may be

suspended, expelled, or removed,” and section 3313.66(B)(2)(a) provides that a student
must be expelled for a period of one year for bringing a firearm onto property owned by a
school board. Additionally, section 3313.534 required local boards of education to adopt
“a policy of zero-tolerance for violent, disruptive, or inappropriate behavior...” However,

since Ohio Revised Code did not have definitions for “zero-tolerance” or establish

guidelines or standards for devising or applying such a policy. Thus, “zero-tolerance”

policies and discipline standards were left largely in the hands of local boards of
education, which adopted expansive policies.
Since 1994, the concept of zero-tolerance has evolved to include the automatic
suspension or expulsion of students for an expanded list of offenses, including alcohol

and drug violations, physical assault and fighting, criminal damage to property, and
committing multiple violations in the same school year (a closely related “three-strikes”
disciplinary policy) (Sullivan, 2007). In many schools, increasingly broad interpretations

of zero-tolerance have captured a few incidents of serious violence and many incidents of

minor disruption (Skiba & Peterson, 1999). Zero-tolerance policies have been used to

punish students for minor or innocuous offenses, ones that zero-tolerance was never
intended to remedy (Diversity Strategies for Successful Schools, 2011). The broad net of

zero-tolerance resulted in national attention as their policies set harsh consequences for

seemingly trivial events. For example, in 1997, a six-year-old was suspended for
“possession of other chemical substances” after sharing organic lemon drops on the
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playground (Skiba & Peterson, 1999). In 2016, a student was arrested after bringing a
homemade clock to school. Although he was released from police headquarters finding

no malicious intent, he was still suspended for three days because his English teacher said
that the clock “looked like a bomb” (Alphonso, 2016).

Criminalizing Truancy

Prior to 2016, Ohio law required all school districts to implement a zero-tolerance
discipline policy, which included truancy. In 2016, the National Juvenile Justice Network

reported that Ohio’s approach resulted in 200,000 students being suspended or expelled

every year. The majority of the students were removed from school for nonviolent
behavior, like truancy. In the 2013-14 school year, 6,000 Ohio students were suspended
or expelled for truancy with youth of color and students with disabilities

disproportionately affected (Chambers, 2016). Ohio law did not require schools to
determine why students were truant or take any steps to help students attend school.

Students who missed a certain number of days were referred to juvenile court, where they

could be charged with a delinquency offense.

Under Ohio law, juvenile courts can find minors delinquent if they commit acts
that would be against the law for adults. In the instance of a child-only crime, like truancy

or curfew, an unruly adjudicatory hearing will ensue. In Ohio, when a complaint is to be
filed for the failure to attend school, the student is alleged to be an unruly child (R.C.

2151.011/2151.022(B)). A complaint can also be filed when it is alleged that the parent
or other custodian of a young child failed to cause attendance. A student can be alleged to

be a delinquent child if they have already been adjudicated an unruly child for being a
habitual truant (R.C. 2151.011(B) (17)).
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While proponents of unruly adjudication claim that the simplified process is

appropriate for misdemeanors that are easily rehabilitated, critics argue that unruly
adjudication is inappropriate for a variety of reasons. For example, children adjudicated
unruly are may be commingled and receive the same treatment as criminally delinquent

children since unruly adjudication arrives at that conclusion while circumventing the

protections guaranteed through due process. Furthermore, an unruliness charge can be
escalated to delinquency through additional non-criminal acts like probation violations

(Kleri, 1975).
Advocates from the Juvenile Justice Coalition, a nonprofit organization that aims
to reduce placements of children in the juvenile system by promoting community
alternatives to incarceration, also argue that it is counter-intuitive to punish kids for

missing school by making them miss more time in school. An American Psychological
Association (APA) Zero-Tolerance Task Force concluded that the implementation of
zero-tolerance policies in the late 1990s and early 2000s did not improve school climate
or school safety, and it may have exacerbated the discipline gap between White students
and students of color (American Psychological Association, 2008). Nationwide, as many
as 95 percent of out-of-school suspensions are for nonviolent misbehavior—like being

disruptive, acting disrespectfully, tardiness, profanity, and dress code violations. Making
matters worse, exclusionary discipline is applied disproportionately to children of color

and students with disabilities (Duncan, 2014; Skiba & Knesting, 2001).

Like a snowball effect, a student punished with expulsion is more likely to turn to

crime and, in turn, cost the state more money in the long run due to infrequent
participation in the workforce, paying fewer taxes, and being more likely to draw from
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social services (Finn, 1993; Hirschfield, 2008; Hoffman, 2014). Researchers have linked

exclusionary discipline, like zero-tolerance policies, as a key component of the “school to

prison pipeline” (Anfinson et al., 2010; Nolan, 2011). Franklin County Prosecutor Ron
O’Brien noted that when youth get bound over into the adult courts for serious felonies,
they often have truancy charges on their records (Siegel, 2016).

School Exclusion and Disenfranchisement
Zero-tolerance suspension and expulsion policies are considered exclusionary
discipline practices because they prevent students from attending and participating in

classroom activities. Research indicates a connection between discipline and negative

student outcomes, such as poor academic achievement (Fabelo et al., 2011; Forsyth et al.,

2013; Gregory et al., 2010). School suspension has been found to be a moderate to strong
predictor of a student repeating a grade, having a negative school experience, exhibiting

recurring misbehavior leading to future suspension, disengagement, and ultimately
dropping out-of-school (Anfinson, Autumn, Lehr, Riestenberg, & Scullin, 2010;
Bridgeland, DiIulio, & Morison, 2006; Fabelo et al., 2011; Gleason & Dynarski, 2002;
Rumberger, 2001). Ekstrom et al. (1986) found that more than a third of sophomores

who dropped out-of-school had been suspended three times as much as peers who stayed

in school. Lamont et al. (2013) found statistics had grown to students being ten times
more likely to drop out of high school if students had previously been suspended or

expelled. Suspension is sometimes used as a tool to "push out" particular students, to

encourage "troublemakers" or those perceived as unlikely to succeed in school to leave

(Bowditch, 1993; Fine, 1986; Skiba & Knesting, 2001).
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With data on school discipline from the Office for Civil Rights (OCR), the

Children's Defense Fund found high rates of suspension for black students as far back as
1975. Since the 1990s, a disproportionate number of students removed from school
through zero-tolerance policies are urban students of color. School policies are powerful

mechanisms that are supposed to be impartial toward the race, ethnicity, and gender of
students (Epp & Epp, 1998; Sullivan, 2007; Sullivan, Larke & Webb-Hasan, 2010). With
respect to disenfranchisement, colorblind policies do not appear to have race-neutral
consequences (Ochs, 2006).
In 1999, Skiba & Peterson declared that zero-tolerance policies were contributing

to the disproportionate rates of suspensions for black students compared to white

students. From 2002-2007, out-of-school suspensions increased 14% for Latino students,

8% for black students, and decreased 3% for white students nationwide. During the same
period, expulsions decreased 2% for white students and increased 33% for black students

(Diversity Strategies for Successful Schools, 2011). Following national trends, from
2004-2008 in Ohio, the number of out-of-school suspensions decreased 3% for white

students but increased 34% for black students. In 2007-2008, black students were five
and a half times more likely to be suspended from school than white students despite

there being four times as many whites as black students (Diversity Strategies for

Successful Schools, 2011).
US Office of Civil Rights data collection shows that African American students

without disabilities are more than three times as likely as their white peers to be expelled
or suspended (Rethinking School Discipline, 2014). Neal, McCray & Webb-Johnson
(2001) found that school personnel mistakenly perceive students of color, especially
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African American males, as aggressive. Students of color are also more likely to receive
longer and harsher punishments for the same behavior as their white peers. Black

elementary school students were more likely to be suspended or expelled for minor

misbehaviors (such as inappropriate language, defiance, noncompliance, disruption, lying
and cheating, and tardiness or truancy) than were white students (Skiba et al., 2011).

These huge disparities are not caused by differences in children; they are caused by
differences in training, professional development, and racialized discipline policies

(Duncan, 2014; Ochs, 2006).
Disparate use of disciplinary policies results in the effective denial of educational

opportunities for students of color through disproportionate use of suspension and
expulsion. The phenomenon of disciplinary policies and practices that can push students

out-of-school and into the justice system has been dubbed the “Schools-to-Prison

Pipeline” (Hirschfield, 2008; Nolan, 2011). Zero-tolerance policies have increasingly
been identified as a contributory mechanism. The racial/ethnic disproportionality of

students’ removal from school has been identified as a violation of civil rights protections
ensured in The Civil Rights Act of1964 (Skiba et al., 2011; Skiba & Knesting, 2001).

Rethinking School Discipline
Virtually no data suggest that zero-tolerance policies reduce school violence, and

some data suggest that certain strategies, such as strip searches or undercover agents in

school, may create emotional harm or encourage students to drop out (Skiba & Peterson,
1999). Both the American Psychological Association and the American Bar Association
have come out against zero-tolerance policies (American Psychological Association,

2006; Hirji, 2018; Krebs, 2019). The federal government has recognized the many
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negative ramifications of zero-tolerance policies, with various members of Congress

introducing bills to circumvent the problems that zero-tolerance and “get tough” practices
have posed for students and school districts. In 2007, then-Senator Barack Obama

introduced a bill entitled the “Positive Behavior for Effective Schools Act.” The bill

acknowledged that negative and reactive school management practices, like zero
tolerance approaches to school discipline, are ineffective and often counterproductive

(United States House of Representatives, 2011).
In 2011, the Ohio Department of Education published its Diversity Strategies for

Successful Schools Policy. The policy was based on recommendations from the Ohio
State Board of Education and the Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity at

the Ohio State University. In their study and subsequent policy, zero-tolerance was

recognized as a contributory mechanism of the school to prison pipeline that

disproportionally denies students of color educational opportunities. The Ohio policy
encouraged schools to develop district-wide policies that use zero-tolerance to apply to

only truly serious offenses in an effort to reduce racially disparate incidences. It also

recommended cultural competency training, mentorship programs, and more effective
parental involvement efforts to support student needs.

Also in 2011, the United States Department of Education and the United States

Department of Justice collaborated on the Supportive School Discipline Initiative to
address the school-to-prison pipeline and the disciplinary policies and practices that can

push students out-of-school and into the justice system. In 2014, they released a School
Discipline Guidance Package to assist states, districts, and schools in developing policies
and strategies that enhance school climate and support students with school discipline
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practices that comply with federal law and foster safe, inclusive, and positive learning
environments while keeping students in school. Then- US Secretary of Education Arne

Duncan announced that improving school climate and culture to ameliorate inequities in
school discipline would be the core premise of School Climate Transformation Grants.

The aim of the grants was to help schools and teachers to implement evidence-based
strategies with multi-tier behavioral frameworks to improve school climate and culture.

On December 10, 2015, The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) was signed into law, a

component of which allowed schools to spend federal dollars to reduce absenteeism (US
Department of Education, 2015).
In 2017, Betsy DeVos became the United States Secretary of Education despite

unprecedented opposition and media attention (Brown, 2017; Cowan, 2017; Wheeler &
Shelbourne, 2017; Wong, 2017). While organizations like The Leadership Conference on

Civil and Human Rights were concerned that DeVos would rescind Obama-era

guidelines like the 2014 School Discipline Guidance Package (Henderson & Zirkin,
2017), DeVos’ supporters were pleased when she not only rolled them back but kept the

ball rolling by recommending schools partner with law enforcement to train and arm
school personnel (Binkley, 2019; Kamenetz, 2018). In response to the views of education

experts who support discipline alternatives, Conservative think tanks used results from a
RAND study by Augustine et al. (2018) to label restorative justice and related discipline

reform measures as a policy failure (Camera, 2019; Eden, 2019). The report by Augustine

et al. (2018) and its critiques focused on suspensions, expulsions, academic achievement,
and school climate but did not specifically focus on attendance or absenteeism.
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Rethinking School Attendance
In June 2016, the US Department of Education, Office of Elementary and

Secondary Education, the US Departments of Health and Human Services, Housing and
Urban Development, and Department of Justice collaborated to sponsor the Every

Student, Every Day National Conference as a response to then-President Barack Obama’s

My Brother’s Keeper Initiative to build safe & supportive communities for boys & young
men of color. The conference focus was on eliminating chronic absenteeism by

implementing and strengthening cross-sector systems for support for all students. The

collaborative also published federal guidance and examples of best practices across the

country in Every Student, Every Day: A Community Toolkit to Address and Eliminate
Chronic Absenteeism. In November 2016, The US Department of Education, Attendance

Works, Everybody Graduates Center and United Way Worldwide also held Every

Student, Every Day virtual summit to outline key steps that states, districts, and
communities can take to improve student outcomes by identifying chronic absence as an

early warning sign that a student is off track for school success and graduation and

monitoring and reducing chronic absenteeism, especially among our nation’s most
vulnerable students.

The National Juvenile Justice Network reported that Ohio’s approach to zero
tolerance resulted in 200,000 students being suspended or expelled every year

(Chambers, 2016). Most of the students were removed from school for nonviolent
behavior, like truancy, with youth of color and students with disabilities are

disproportionately affected (Chambers, 2016).
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Particular Challenges to Implementing State Attendance Laws: Online Learning
Educators, administrators, legislators, and policymakers around the world have

struggled with student attendance in schools for hundreds of years with no conclusive
solution (Gentle-Genitty et al., 2015). An additional challenge to school attendance laws

has emerged with the establishment of online schools. As schooling has changed, the
notion of compulsory education has also changed (Gentle-Genitty et al., 2015).
The issue of attendance has been complicated with the birth and growth of online

schools and their promise of flexible, asynchronous learning opportunities. Online
schooling started as a way to expand education by providing learning opportunities to
rural students to increase accessibility to programs as well as to provide supplemental

courses to local schools with limited offerings (Glass & Welner, 2011). One of the top

claims of online schools is their ability to expand educational access to students who, for
some reason or another, are unable to regularly attend brick-and-mortar schools while
also being more cost-effective than traditional schools (Anderson, 2008; Torre, 2013).
Governments have written and implemented truancy laws based on traditional,
brick-and-mortar schools where students are either physically present or absent. By their

nature, online courses do not have to be offered at a specific time of the day. Virtual

courses offered by school districts to students in district school buildings may be

provided during a specific period of the school day, although access to the curriculum

may often take place at any time (Anderson, 2008). The Ohio Alliance for Public Charter

Schools (OAPCS) uses Ohio Revised Code’s (ORC) definition to describe elements of
online delivery of instruction “.. .whereby the student has some element of control over
time, place, path, or pace of learning.”
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States typically allocate budget appropriations to districts based upon their

average daily attendance (ADM) (Jones, Toma, & Zimmer, 2008). According to the Ohio
Department of Education’s Office of School Finance task force of Finance Program

Services, Ohio’s online schools are funded using a similar per-pupil formula based on
Full Time Enrollment (FTE) similar to Ohio’s brick-and-mortar charter school
counterparts. However, it is very difficult to determine or confirm attendance information
due to online schools’ flexible learning options where students are never physically

present.
The Electronic Classroom of Tomorrow (ECOT) advertised that they were
“Ohio’s first and largest online charter school” In the 2000-2001 school year, ECOT

(then eCOT) was billed as the nation’s first internet school, offering students the ability

to work on computers from their homes and communicate with teachers via email (Drew,

2001). In 2005, data from the state education department showed ECOT had a 100
percent attendance rate. In fact, 20 online schools in Ohio were funded based upon
perfect attendance claims in 2005. On October 2, 2006, Tonn of the periodical Education

Week wrote that these improbable reports have state officials rethinking the way
attendance was calculated and reported in online schools. In May of 2015, Ohio’s

highest-ranking Democratic member of the House education panel, Teresa Fedor, and

House Education Committee Chairman, Bill Hayes, asserted that Ohio’s online schools
might be receiving extra state tax dollars through attendance fraud (Minority Caucus,

2015). In September 2016, ODE again raised concerns about inflated attendance rates at
online schools and claimed that according to their audit, ECOT’s attendance was inflated
by 143 percent. While ODE’s attendance audit included several online schools (including
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one school with an operating manual stating “students needed to log in for only one hour
to be counted for five”), ECOT made national headlines when they responded to their

audit by going to the courts.

ECOT filed an appeal with the Ohio Supreme Court after Franklin County Court
of Appeals ordered them to repay The Ohio Department of Education $60 million of the
$109 million that they received from state tax dollars in 2015 (Chow, 2018). Franklin
County Common Pleas Judge Jennifer French ruled in favor of ODE and said that ECOT

is unlikely to succeed on lawsuit claims because, “_ to require the state to continue

paying hundreds of millions of dollars per year without any ability to determine whether
students are in fact participating in any curriculum at ECOT at all,” would violate public

policy and that “public interest (is) in ensuring our children are receiving the education
that our taxpayers are funding” (Siegel & Candisky, 2016). With the growing number of

online learning programs, there is a need to include online schools in clearer policies
regarding student attendance and funding, including the concepts of attendance and
truancy as applied to all schools (Archambault & Bender, 2013). While there is a need for

the state to attend to chronic absenteeism within online instruction, action in this area has

not occurred. This places uncertainty in both how for-profit online schools will address

chronic absenteeism and how traditional school districts may use the option of online

programming for students who could be considered to be absent.

Legislative Measures of Absenteeism
The No Child Left Behind Act required school districts to report attendance rates
to qualify for federal education aid. However, reporting methods along with definitions

for attendance, truancy, and educational neglect were inconsistent. US Office of Civil
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Rights data from 2013-14 were able to find that chronic absenteeism put as many as six
million students at-risk of falling behind or dropping out-of-school each year. Chronic

absence was also identified as an early warning sign that a student is off track for school

success and graduation (Every Student, Every Day, 2015).
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), signed by President Obama on
December 10, 2015, encouraged better reporting of chronic absenteeism data to
understand how chronic absenteeism tends to arise and allowed schools to spend federal

dollars to reduce absenteeism (US Department of Education, 2015). In Every Student,
Every Day (2015), chronic absenteeism was identified as an equity issue as a

disproportionate number of students with low-income, students of color, students with
disabilities, students who are highly mobile, and/or juvenile justice-involved youth

receive suspensions, expulsions, and inappropriate referrals to law enforcement.

In Ohio’s approved ESSA plan, chronic absenteeism was identified as the
additional measure of school quality or student success (Ohio Department of Education,

9-10-2018). As part of Ohio State Superintendent Paolo DeMaria’s ESSA plan in 2018,
Ohio began including a Chronic Absenteeism improvement indicator that contributes to

the Indicators Met measure within the Academic component of the Ohio School Report
Card (Ohio Department of Education, 9-10-2018). Over time, Ohio’s goal is a chronic

absenteeism rate of 5 percent or lower by 2028. For the 2017-2018 school year, the

interim goal was 13.6 percent. According to the Ohio School and District Results 2017
2018 published by the Ohio Department of Education, 56 percent of Ohio school districts
met the state’s interim goal, and around 5 percent of districts met the 2028 goal.
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Partnerships, Relationships, and Community-Based Initiatives

In 2017, Ohio’s superintendent of public instruction and the State Board of
Education launched their plan titled “Each Child, Our Future.” The plan’s stated purpose

is to lift aspirations, create hope and excitement, guide the development of state-level
education policies, and promote high-quality educational practices across the state. To

ensure that each student is challenged, prepared, and empowered for his or her future, the
plan is centered on a whole child approach (Each Child, Our Future, p. 14). According to

the plan, recognizing the whole-child approach means creating a culture and conditions

so that each child feels supported by caring, committed adults and empathetic peers (Each
Child, Our Future, p. 20).
The plan applies the three core principles of equity, partnerships, and quality

schools (Each Child, Our Future, p. 9). Partnerships are listed as a core principle because,
“Everyone, not just those in schools, shares the responsibility of preparing children for

successful futures. Put simply, partnerships transform the education experience.” (Each
Child, Our Future, p. 9) Parents and caregivers are listed as the most critical partners who
have the greatest impact on a child’s development. Of the plan’s ten strategies, the 7th
strategy focuses on partnerships with the directive to work together with parents,

caregivers, and community partners to help schools meet the needs of the whole child

(Each Child, Our Future, p. 19). Other critical partners listed include educators,

institutions of higher education, business, philanthropy, employers, libraries, social
service organizations, community members, health care providers, and behavioral health
experts (Each Child, Our Future, p. 9). The main goal is for Ohio and its education
stakeholders to work together to identify, curate, and share resources aimed at increasing
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awareness and understanding of how to identify and address student needs (Each Child,
Our Future, p. 20).

In a message from Paolo DeMaria, Ohio Superintendent of Public Instruction, in
the School Attendance Toolkit, DeMaria mentions that the Ohio Department of

Education collaborated with the Ohio Supreme Court to create a resource that supports
Ohio student’s attendance needs. He encourages districts and schools to follow that lead

and work with the court system and other local partners to align policies, supports, and

resources across systems to ensure a community of care for students and help to ensure
children feel supported and confident both inside and outside of the classroom (“School

Attendance Toolkit”, 2018).
Promoting Attendance and Responsible Choices is a program that Franklin

County Juvenile Court Judge Elizabeth Gill has run since 2013. Instead of suspending
students for truancy, the program meets at West High School for a bi-weekly “night

court.” These informal hearings are attended by truant students, guardians, school social
workers, and social service representatives to develop a plan of services for the family
and student (Siegel, May 6, 2016).

Ohio House Bill 410 (2016)
According to Erin Davies, executive director for the Juvenile Justice Coalition,
there were 6,000 cases of Ohio students being expelled or suspended for missing school

between 2013 and 2014 (Benyon, 2016). In May 2016, The Ohio House of

Representatives passed HB 410 as an effort to decriminalize truancy across the state
while pushing schools to use diversionary programs to form a plan to get youth back in
school before filing a complaint in court (Siegel, May 6, 2016). In December of 2016, the
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Ohio General Assembly passed House Bill 410. The Columbus Dispatch quoted

Representative Jeff Rezabek, the bill sponsor, who explained, “Our goal with this bill is

addressing the root causes of truancy and deal with it early and effectively” (Siegel, May
6, 2016).

The Juvenile Justice Coalition of Ohio, a National Juvenile Justice Network
member, considered the reform to re-engage students first and use the court system as a
last resort to be a legislative victory after it passed both houses of the Ohio legislature

with strong bipartisan support (Chambers, 2016). While the bill mandated many changes
as an effort to reduce truancy in K-12 schools, it is most notable for changing the way

attendance was tracked in school “days” to “hours,” redefining terminology and
consequences for time missed in school, the creation of absence intervention teams

whose role is to develop and implement absence intervention plans, and the requirement
that local school districts adapt their policies to reflect these changes. Implementation of

absence intervention teams was required for districts with a 5% or greater truancy rate

beginning in the 2017-2018 school year (approx. 96% of Ohio’s school districts).
Challenges to Implementation of HB 410

The Ohio House, the Juvenile Justice Coalition, Advocates for Basic Legal
Equality, Inc., Children’s Defense Fund-Ohio, National Juvenile Justice Network, Justice

for Children Project, Schubert Center for Child Studies, American Academy of

Pediatrics, National Alliance on Mental Illness of Ohio, Ohio Poverty Law Center, and
Students for Education Reform were all proponents of HB 410. The Ohio 8 Coalition,
Ohio Federation of Teachers, Ohio Education Association, Ohio’s Superintendent

Association (BASA), Ohio Association of School Business Officials, Ohio School
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Boards Association, Geauga/Lake County Schools, and the Granville Exempted Village
School District only testified as interested parties instead of proponents of HB 410

(Romick & Allison, 2016; Cropper, 2016; DiMauro, 2016; Ash, Shaner, & Hogue, 2016;
Hanlon, 2016; Brown, 2016).
In September 2016, representatives from the Buckeye Association of School
Administrators, the Ohio Association of School Business Officials, and the Ohio School

Boards Association provided joint testimony on HB 410 to the Ohio Senate Education

Committee. At that time, the stakeholders described themselves as interested parties who
agreed with the need to address the causes of student absences and the concept of
intervention rather than removal. However, they did not support the bill because they
were concerned with the state’s failure to include funding to support the costs associated
with implementing this mandate and the lack of resources available to many school

districts and other agencies in the community, including juvenile courts.

Specific concerns listed in the testimony focused on the burden placed on school
districts through the requirement of having school district personnel participate in
absence intervention teams along with the additional reporting requirements that were

described as ‘extensive’. The concern over lack of resources referred to districts of all

sizes. Smaller districts may not have full-time attendance officers, which may put a strain
on their building principals, who are already charged with various responsibilities. Large

districts may already have full-time attendance officers, but scheduling and attending

meetings for just 10% of 1000 students would require them to create and monitor 100
individual plans in addition to their current other responsibilities (Senate Education

Committee, September 27, 2016).
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Implementation Perspectives

According to Patton, Sawicki, & Clark (2013), policies fail because of program

failure or theory failure. Theory failure happens when the program ran as designed but
did not produce the desired results (p. 344). Policies are more likely to be implemented

with fidelity when policy directives pair a clear implementation goal (for example, theory
connecting behavioral change to an outcome) with an efficient way to measure change

(Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman, 2003, p. 390). Program failure is when a program could not

be implemented the way that policy makers intended (Patton, Sawicki, & Clark, 2013, p.
344). According to Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003, p. 233), there are three kinds of
program failures due to implementation: first, no intervention, or not enough, is

delivered; second, the wrong intervention is delivered; and third, the intervention is
unstandardized or uncontrolled and varies excessively across the target population (p.

237). There could be a variety of reasons for implementation failure.
Van Meter and Van Horn (1975, p. 447-448) describe policy implementation as
the stage in the cycle of policy where individuals (or groups) carry out actions directed at
the attainment of objectives set forth by policy. Early research on policy implementation

maintained a “top-down” perspective that started with a policy decision and examined the
extent to which its objectives were achieved over time and why. They focus on the

effectiveness of programs and the ability of officials to guide and constrain the behavior

of target groups (Sabatier, 1986). In the late 1970s, a “bottom-up” perspective emerged to
analyze the interactions of the multiple actors at the operational level who may be more
concerned with the policy problem than the policy directives that were enacted (Sabatier,
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1986). Some scholars from a “bottom-up” perspective argue that local implementing
agents often divert policy directives to their own purposes (Elmore, 1978).

The term “street-level bureaucrats” is used by researchers with a bottom-up
perspective because the actions of implementing agents become the policy that is carried

out. Michael Lipsky’s 1980 seminal book Street-Level Bureaucracy: Dilemmas of
Individuals in Public Services describes the role of street-level bureaucrats in policy
implementation. Lipsky (1980) identified implementing agents as street-level bureaucrats

because they have the autonomy to implement policy or ignore the policy directives that
they disagree with. An important element to street-level bureaucracy is the presence of

discretion.

Discretion
Discretion may be formally granted or assumed. Haupe (2013) acknowledged that

some street-level bureaucrats, like teachers, are responsive to both public policy and a
number of other influences that no single person, including themselves, administrators, or
legislators, has complete control over. When street-level bureaucrats know it is difficult

or costly to monitor their behavior, they become relatively autonomous and are more

likely to use discretion. They may believe that if they followed policy directives, it may
worsen rather than ameliorate the social problems that they are addressing. The strategies

they choose to use might make otherwise unworkable policy directives workable, even if

it means failure to follow policy directives (Lipsky, 1980).
The lack of clear and consistent directives from policymakers can also undermine

policy implementation (Mazmanian & Sabatier, 1981; Pressman & Wildavsky, 1974;
Van Meter & Van Horn, 1975; Weatherly & Lipsky, 1977). In situations with policy
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ambiguity, implementing agents may unintentionally act in ways other than policy
makers intended because they lack capacity-the knowledge, skills, personnel, and other

resources necessary to fulfill policy directives (Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman, 2003, p. 390).
Implementing agents use discretion to act in situations where there is ambiguity,
so discretion is often needed in times of crisis such as natural disasters, financial
collapses, terrorist attacks, unprecedented diseases, and other significant events that

present exceptional situations (Roux-Dufort, 2007). Many researchers have examined the

role of street-level bureaucrats (Honig, 2006; Hupe, 2013; Lindqvist, 2019; Taylor, 2007)
and the use of discretion specifically during a crisis (Alcadipani et al., 2020; Collins &
Augsberger, 2020; Purnom, Suharto, & Wahyunengseh, 2020; Weible et al., 2020).

Crises test the behavior of citizens, agencies, authorities, and street-level
bureaucrats responding to urgent cases (Roux-Dufort, 2007). Crises require the

collaboration and coordination of multiple individuals and organizations while
challenging leaders’ decision-making, communication, sense-making, and accountability

(Weible et al., 2020). As new conditions are imposed during a crisis, there is increased
policy ambiguity and expanded discretion. Street-level bureaucrats rely on discretion and
heuristics to develop routines and creative strategies to cope with unreasonable

responsibilities and expectations (Hupe, 2013). A crisis may also shift priorities which
could further intensify the use of discretion and can increase stressors, risk, fatigue, and

burnout (Davidovitz, Cohen, & Gofen, 2021). These factors may be reflected in

misunderstandings and policy decisions that would not transpire under normal
circumstances.
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A time of crisis intensifies policy ambiguity, increases exposure to risk, and
expands discretion. Since policy makers aim to limit discretion during normal times,
expanded discretion granted during a crisis emphasizes the necessity of the role of street

level bureaucrats as policy mediators (Davidovitz, Cohen, & Gofen, 2021). Laswell
(1956) asserted that the policy sciences would provide insights into these situations in

order to inform future scenarios.
Human Sense-Making

One plausible explanation for the evolution of reform proposals during

implementation is the process of human sense-making (Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer,
2002). The sense-making process has opportunities for both misunderstandings and a

reconstruction of existing knowledge (Spillane, 2009). If implementing agents construct

ideas that misconstrue policymakers’ intent, then implementation failure is likely.
Implementation failure, in this case, results not necessarily because implementing agents
reject the reform ideas advanced but because they interpret and understand them
differently (Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002).

Interpretive behavior is involved in making sense of policy (Haupe, 2013).

Majone & Wildavsky (1978) described the implementation process as one that evolves.
Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer’s (2002) cognitive perspective of policy implementation

attempts to address the ways in which human sense-making contributes to the evolution

of policy. The manifestation of constructed ideas by implementing agents addresses the

recognized notion that policy evolves as it is implemented and can generate insights as to
how and why policies evolve the way that they do.
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In 2009, Spillane explored curriculum standards and the interplay of state and
school-district policymaking from the perspective of educators in his book Standards
Deviation: How Schools Misunderstand Policy. He found that a lot of sources informed

policymaking, including state policy foundations, professional associations, universities,
foundations, connections with other districts, along with prior experience and knowledge.

In many districts, constructed messages misconstrued the intentions of state policymakers
in influential ways. He described that the likelihood of misunderstanding increases
between the statehouse and the schoolhouse like a game of telephone as various

understandings amalgamate. State policymakers and national reformers relay new ideas,
then district policymakers construct understandings of those ideas alongside messages
from professional associations and others and pass those understandings on to school

leaders and teachers who also receive this policy message from private consultants,
professional associations, and academics (Spillane 2009, p. 170).
Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer’s cognitive model (2002) simultaneously incorporates

both bottom-up and top-down perspectives. Since policy documents provide a gauge for
analyzing implementing agents’ understandings, the top-down perspective comes from

the influence of messages from policy documents. However, since the implementing
agents’ schemata along with their situation affect their ability to interpret (and eventually

implement) a policy, the bottom-up perspective is also fundamental. According to
Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer’s cognitive model (2002), “ideas about changing behavior

that implementing agents construct from policy are a function of the interaction of (a) the

policy signal; (b) the implementing agents’ knowledge, beliefs, and experience; and (c)

the circumstances in which the local actor attempts to make sense of policy” (p. 420).
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Policy reform often comes from a paradigm shift that requires a reorganization of
most implementing agents’ existing schemas. According to Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer’s

model, the policymakers’ intentions when they created the policy are relevant even if
they are not clearly understood by the implementing agents. This cognitive model

suggests that when researchers try to see if a policy was understood as it intended, there
can be patterns in what implementing agents come to understand, along with patterns in
how they construct ideas to arrive at that understanding. The model also suggests that we

can identify themes to help account for those patterns. This strategy can be used to inform

insights into the implementation process of many policies, especially in education

(Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002).
Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer’s cognitive model (2002) complements existing

models because it is still possible for implementing agents to construct understandings of

a policy that align with policymaker’s intent, but intentionally undermine the
implementation of the policy to advance their own agenda or respond to conditions on the
ground. This model also offers new explanations for policy implementation failure

because even if implementing agents construct understandings that reflect the intention of
the policy, they may lack the necessary skills and resources to do what they understand
the policy is asking of them. This strategy also does not exclude the possibility of

multiple interpretations of a single policy.
Monitoring and Examining Implemented Policy
The formalized, scientific approach to the examination of policy problems began

in the 1930s and expanded in the 1960s into a field with specialized literature and
professional organizations working to streamline methods (Patton, Sawicki, & Clark,
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2013, p. 347). Policy evaluation is one of the many types of program evaluation, which is
the use of social research methods to systematically investigate social intervention

programs and the ways that they are adapted to their political and organizational
environments and are designed to inform social action to improve social conditions

(Chelimsky & Shadish, 1997; Freeman & Rossi, 1984; Haveman, 1987; Rossi, Lipsey, &
Freeman, 2003, p. 15).
Patton & Sawicki (1993) describe the concept of policy analysis as the process

through which policies and programs are identified and evaluated (p. 21). According to
Patton & Sawicki (1993), any policy will have a variety of outcomes to various groups.
In order to compare, measure, and select policies, the relative importance of policy

criteria and the political dimensions that will be affected along with the outcomes that

may be acceptable (or unacceptable) becomes central to the analysis (p. 53). According to
Patton & Sawicki (1993), the six steps to policy analysis are: (1) defining the problem;

(2) establishing evaluation criteria; (3) identifying alternative policies; (4) evaluating

alternative policies; (5) displaying and distinguishing among policies; and (6) monitoring

policy outcomes. This process is not necessarily linear and involves data analysis during
each step (p. 53.) In addition to policy evaluation, policy analysis may also involve a

close look at the early implementation of a policy. Such a study requires particular
attention to the processes through which the implementation materializes.

Summary of the Literature
In this chapter, a brief history of issues related to school attendance provides a

backdrop to better contextualize Ohio House Bill 410, a law that was passed in 2016 that

required schools and courts to change their policies and processes for when students miss
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school. Implementing Agents, known as street-level bureaucrats, interpret policies, like
the ones affected by HB 410 and use discretion to act based upon their interpretations.

The use of discretion is enhanced in a crisis, but the ability to make good decisions can
decrease under added pressure. Policy Analysis is useful to closely examine the

implementation of a policy as it evolves within local conditions.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY
This study sought to examine how school district personnel have been influenced
by the legislation and subsequent literature from key stakeholders regarding HB 410 and

the actions they have taken to address policy mandates. Specifically, this study sought to
determine how practitioners understand and deploy absence intervention teams within

local constraints. This research focus is central to the study of the heuristics and

discretion utilized by policy implementors to mitigate uncertain conditions. In examining
the experiences of practitioners, the researcher is not seeking to prove or support a

particular curriculum, school, model, or theory. Rather, this study seeks to gain an
understanding of the experiences and meaning district personnel give to policies enacted

to reduce chronic absenteeism and how that has influenced their practice.

Basic Qualitative Research
The use of a qualitative methodology allowed for the production of rich
descriptions of the process of forming and assembling absence intervention teams by

enabling participants to discuss their experiences in detail and in their own words
(Merriam, 2009). Although a quantitative approach could be utilized to solicit data from

school districts, quantitative methods only provide one piece of the story. By utilizing the
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researcher as the primary instrument for data collection, as opposed to a predetermined

questionnaire with limited response options, the researcher gained the ability to adapt to
nuances of each data collection situation, thereby yielding more comprehensive and
complex data. By employing a qualitative methodology, the researcher was able to
examine policy implementation experiences from the perspective of the practitioner

rather than that of the researcher. In order to ensure that the story of these practitioners is

represented in the literature, the qualitative research method is the most appropriate

research method (reference).

Policy Implementation Process Examination Bricolage
Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003) use the terms descriptive policy analysis,

program process evaluation, and implementation evaluation to describe the examination

of a new policy as it is implemented (p. 23). Patton, Sawicki, & Clark (2013) use the term
policy maintenance to describe the analysis of a policy to determine if it was
implemented as designed and if changes occur during implementation. In this study, the
term Policy Implementation Process Examination (PIPE) is used to describe the bricolage

of approaches, concepts, and methods focused on the operations, activities, functions,
performance, component parts, and resources during the implementation of an enacted

policy. If PIPE were placed within Patton & Sawicki’s six steps to policy analysis (1993),
it would be between steps 5 and 6. In this study, Absence Intervention Teams
implemented by school personnel and community partners as a response to mandates

from Ohio House Bill 410 will be investigated through PIPE.
While it is meaningful to evaluate and monitor policy outcomes, that is not the
focus of PIPE or this study. Process Policy Implementation Examination (PIPE) can be
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distinguished as separate from outcome or impact evaluation. Similar to the way that
Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003) differentiate process monitoring from outcome

monitoring, PIPE is different from outcome monitoring and evaluation which measure
outcomes of programs (p. 208). Policy Implementation Process Examination (PIPE) is
designed as the formative study of implemented policy. Since it could take place earlier

in the policy analysis process than an outcome evaluation, data collected through PIPE
could be used to inform evaluation criteria.
Patton & Sawicki (1993) describe a “good” policy analysis as one that integrates

qualitative and quantitative information and approaches the problem from various
perspectives (1993, p. 25). While PIPE is not an ex-post policy evaluation (Patton,
Sawicki, & Clark, 2013, p. 346), the analysis of PIPE can include both qualitative and

quantitative data through addressing three issues common to program process
monitoring: description of the program operation, the evolution of policy since it was
enacted, and comparison between sites (Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman, 2003, p. 208).

Project Design
According to Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003), as the study of program process is

often the focus of formative studies designed to provide useful feedback to managers and
sponsors of new programs (p. 213). Comparison of sites addresses potential differences in
program implementation among the sites. Comparison of sites permits an understanding

of the sources of diversity in program implementation, such as differences in staff,
administration, targets, or surrounding environments, and it also can facilitate efforts to
achieve standardization (p. 240).
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In this study, Policy Implementation Process Examination (PIPE) was used to
develop the interview protocol for this formative examination of the implementation of a

new policy across school districts in Ohio. Elements in this examination were adapted

from Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003) in order to describe elements of the programs.
However, this study did not involve words such as appropriate, adequate, sufficient,
reasonable, and other phrasing indicating the quality of a program because the purpose of
this study was not to make an evaluative judgment (p. 210).

Social Constructivism
Social constructivism seeks to develop meaning from experiences (Creswell, 2013
p. 25). The use of social constructivism is also common in case studies (Merriam, 1998;

Stake, 1995). The context in which participants live and work is critical to their
understanding of policy. Therefore, the generation of themes about human sense-making

in this case study will use social constructivism to co-construct knowledge through a
collection of perspectives on implemented policy through Policy Implementation Process

Examination (PIPE).
Multi-Site Case Study Features
Creswell (2013) describes a case study as a qualitative approach in which a reallife bounded system is explored over time through multiple sources of information (p.
97). In A Taxonomy of Major Evaluation Approaches from Evaluating with Validity

(1980), a case study with interviews is listed as the appropriate methodology to use with a
major audience or reference group of practitioners. According to House’s Evaluation
Taxonomy (1980), an evaluation with the desired outcome of understanding diversity

typically asks the question, “What does the program look like to different people?”
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Although this study is not a program evaluation, it does explore how the same policy
looks to different practitioners. In this Policy Implementation Process Examination
(PIPE), a multi-site case study with a comparative-sites approach is used.
Yin, Merriam, and Stake are three prominent methodologists who have each

contributed interpretations of case studies (Creswell, 2013; Yazan, 2015). According to
Stake (1995), a qualitative case study is a study of the complexity of a case in order to
understand an activity within its circumstances (p. xi). Stake might classify this PIPE

study as an instrumental case because of the intent to better understand a specific issue
(Creswell, 2013, p. 98). Merriam (1998) describes a case as a unit with boundaries that

can be a person, group, program, or policy (p. 27). This study will also follow Merriam’s
(1998) defining characteristics for case studies to be particularistic by focusing on

interpretations of Ohio House Bill 410, descriptive because the analysis has rich, thick
descriptions, and heuristic because of the intention of illuminating understanding through

the study.

Stake (1995) describes a case study as having a flexible design. According to
Stake (1995), researchers can have two or three research questions to help structure the
data collection, but also flexibility to make major changes after they progress from design

to research (p. 20). It was important that this study followed the concept from Stake

(1998) that, “the course of study cannot be charted in advance” (p. 22) because a global
pandemic occurred during data collection. This unforeseen situation affected the lives and

daily practices of the participants, the researcher, and other people around the world. This

study would have been incomplete without acknowledging the impact of this change in
circumstance. This case study was also able to include effects related to the pandemic by
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following through with the plan to use a logical sequence that connects this study’s

research questions, data, and conclusions (Yin, 2002) (p. 20). Data analysis included
examining, categorizing, and tabulating information gathered through documentation,

archival records, and interviews (p. 109).
Since this study is comparing data obtained from multiple sites, it uses a multiple
case design from Yin (2009) with replicated data collection procedures for each site
(Creswell, 2013 p. 99). First, a within-case analysis provided a detailed description of
each case. Then a cross-case synthesis provided a thematic analysis across cases and

assertions of the meaning of the case (Creswell, 2013 p. 101).

Data Collection
Prior to data collection, a research proposal for the study was submitted to the

IRB of Cleveland State University. Following IRB approval, data collection commenced.
Primarily, this study utilized document analysis and semi-structured interviews, as noted

in the figure below.
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Figure 3. Data collection
Document Collection

In the first phase of data collection, the researcher collected documents and
performed an analysis of documents produced by organizations related to HB 410, as

illustrated above. In addition to the actual Ohio House Bill, documents from Legiscan,
the Ohio Senate Education Committee, and the US Department of Education were
collected for analysis. These documents were considered “primary” sources (see Figure

1. Conceptual map of policy interpretation). In addition to an analysis of HB 410 and

various other documents related to the legislation, the researcher analyzed “secondary

sources” such as policy summaries and recommendations by various sources like The
Ohio Supreme Court, The Ohio Department of Education, and Advocacy Coalitions like

the Ohio School Boards Association, the Ohio Education Association, and stakeholder
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organizations like Education Week. Document analysis also included the school district

documents as evidence of a manifested policy that has been approved and adopted.

Semi-Structured Interviews

The second phase of data collection utilized semi-structured interviews for an in

depth investigation into absence intervention teams. The semi-structured interview

allowed the researcher to cater to each individual by allowing them to fully describe their
experiences and allow more participant voice (Hays & Singh, 2011). It also allowed for
follow-up questions if an answer required clarification and openings for participants to

offer a conversational narrative (Galletta, 2013). In preparation for the first interview, the
researcher emailed a questionnaire with several demographic questions to allow the
researcher to become familiar with the participant prior to the in-person interview
session. The email also contained an outline of the interview protocol. The protocol

assisted in preparing participants for discussion, thereby yielding more useful data.
The actual interviews took place between January and November 2020. While
interviews were initially in participants’ offices, after March 2020, all interviews were

moved to Zoom due to safety protocols related to COVID-19. For each interview, field

notes were taken by the researcher, and the interviews were recorded. Following a typical

a semi-structured interview protocol, the questions were used flexibly in guiding the
interviews (Merriam, 2009). Participants were contacted a few weeks after the in-person

interview to meet again in Zoom at a date and time chosen by the participant. During the
second interview, the researcher planned to follow up on any statements made during the

in-person interviews or to pursue new lines of questioning that may have arisen during
other participant in-person interviews. The researcher also used the second interviews as
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an opportunity to ask about changes in policy and procedures related to HB 410 that may

have been affected by the Coronavirus Pandemic. After initial data analysis, each of the

participants was given the opportunity to review the researcher’s initial summaries and
themes and to revise or clarify any statements. Therefore, from the initial questionnaire

through the member-checking phase, the researcher had at least four interactions with
each participant, as displayed in the graphic below.

I ntroductory
Email
Introductory
Letter
• Participant
Survey
• Schedule
Interview

In Person
Interview

Semi-Structu
red Interview
Protocol
Schedule
Phone
Interview

Follow Up
Questions

• Member
Checking

Figure 4. Contact with participants for semi-structured interviews
Semi-Structured Interview Protocol Development.
Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003) provided a list of program process evaluation

questions (p. 209). Those questions were adapted and aligned with the research questions

for this study in order to better understand the meaning district personnel give to state

legislative mandates to reduce chronic absenteeism and how that influenced district
policy and practice. For instance, Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003) recommended asking,
“Is the program in compliance with requirements imposed by its governing board,

funding agencies, higher-level administration.. .and applicable professional and legal
standards?” However, this study was designed to examine how district personnel
understand their implementation in relation to the mandates. Therefore, after an initial
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rapport-building question (Creswell, 2013, p. 154), the second interview question was
“Describe how you became involved with Absence Intervention Teams.” Probes were

designed to ask participants about their knowledge of national, state, or local issues that

influenced the formation of and their involvement with Absence Intervention Teams.

Research question 1a is: What models are districts following and what conditions
are they encountering.” The semi-structured interview question that will be asked is

“Describe how Absence Intervention Teams are organized” with probes about the
composition of the teams, the frequency of meeting, and the ways that asynchronous

learning opportunities may count towards achieving Absence Intervention Plan goals. An
additional probe adapted from Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003) is: “How does the team

coordinate with other programs and agencies with which it must interact?” Rossi, Lipsey,
& Freeman (2003) also provide a few questions on resources and staffing (p. 209). Since
research questions 1b asks, what resources were used to create and sustain interventions,
the third interview question is “Describe the ways that resources affect important
program functions.”

Research question 1c asks how implementation plans have evolved and what

district personnel have learned so far. Research question 2b asks about the conditions in
districts that facilitate or impede intervention plans. The next questions and probes on the

interview protocol ask about initial key outcomes, what adjustments have been made, and

what recommendations the participant has for program adjustment or reorganization of
resources.
Finally, research question #3 asks “How consistently is the policy implemented

within and among districts?” This question will be answered through the themes found in
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participant interview responses within and across districts, along with data collected in

the document analysis. The full semi-structured interview protocol can be found in

Appendix E. Appendix F contains the protocol mapped to the research questions and
recommendations by Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003, p. 209).
Research Site Selection

A criterion sampling strategy requires all cases to meet some criterion, usually for

quality assurance (Creswell, 2013, p. 158). In this study, a criterion sample was used to
select school districts. In this study, required criteria include that a site is a public school

district in Ohio. Sites also needed to have a chronic absenteeism rate of five percent or
greater in 2016-2017. Participating districts were also required to have established an
absence intervention team for habitually truant students in the 2017-2018 school year.
Additionally, districts were asked if they offered online learning opportunities, but this

was not a required criterion. The initial rationale for including this information was
because it could affect questioning during the semi-structured interviews, but this turned
out to be especially relevant when all districts were forced to go remote during Spring

2020.
A stratified purposeful sample selects particular cases in order to allow

researchers to capture variations and facilitate comparisons (Creswell, 2013 p. 158). In
this study, three cases were selected from two different typologies. In 2013, The Ohio

Department of Education classified their public school districts into eight typologies

based on a statistical analysis of shared demographic and geographic characteristics.

These typologies are used to compare “similar districts” across the state on the Local

Report Card. In 2017, Brittany Miracle, Program Administrator for the Office of
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Integrated Student Supports, presented an overview of HB 410 and chronic absenteeism
to the Ohio State Board of Education. In her presentation, she shared that, by typology,
Very High Urban Poverty schools (Typology 8) had the highest percentage of chronic

absenteeism (28.5%), followed by (Typology 7) Urban High Poverty (16.3%), (Typology

4) Small Town High Poverty (12.7%), (Typology 1) Rural High Poverty (11.2%),

(Typology 2) Rural Moderate Poverty (9.4%), (Typology 3) Small Town Low Poverty
(9%), (Typology 5) Suburban Low Poverty (8.7%), and (Typology 6) Suburban Very

Low Poverty (6.2%). In an attempt to diversify, the researcher selected one district from
the typology with the highest absenteeism (Very High Urban Poverty) and two districts
from the typology with the lowest absenteeism (Suburban Very Low Poverty). The

rationale for choosing three districts was that it could allow for comparison within and
among district types. Additionally, the enrollment of two Suburban (Typology 6) districts
combined is often still less than one Large Urban (Typology 8) district.

The three districts that were selected are located in three different counties. Each
county has its own Educational Service Center and county Juvenile Courts with which
they interact. The first district was Winston Park Local Schools. This Suburban, Very

Low Poverty district has a small central office with a Superintendent and only two other
administrators. Winston Park Local Schools, or simply Winston Local, is in many ways a

classic American school district with such low transience that they have multiple
instances of students staying in the district beyond graduation to become staff and parents

of students. Their intergenerational reach that also spans multiple roles and scenarios

enables offers a complex sense of Winston identity.
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The second district was Madison Preparatory School. They are also a Suburban,
Very Low Poverty school district. They have slightly fewer students than Winston Local

and higher per-pupil spending which is used to support a number of resources, including

a larger central office and administrative staff. Madison Prep is a public school, but they
strive to offer academic opportunities resembling the excellence of an elite institution.

The third district is Portsonhurst City Schools. Portsonhurst is a Very High Urban
Poverty district with more students than Madison Prep and Winston Local combined and

a very large central office. Despite considerable transience in students, staff, and
leadership, Portsonhurst is an anchor to their community.

Researchers have noted many differences in the conditions among Very High
Urban Poverty and Suburban Very Low Poverty school districts that can generally affect
policy implementation and specifically influence the implementation of HB 410. Urban

schools have large enrollment along with a high percentage of low-income students. In
addition to high absenteeism, urban schools often have high student transience, family
instability, high rates of teenage pregnancy, lack of community connectedness, complex
transportation patterns, lower graduation rates, and inequities in access to health care.

Suburban schools have higher parent educational attainment with primarily professional
employment and more access to resources through a large tax base (Lee, 2005; ODE,

2013). Additionally, the number of central office personnel may influence sense-making
as administrators in smaller offices juggle multiple roles.

Selection of Research Participants

After school districts were selected based upon their typology and survey data, the
researcher contacted the individuals nominated by school district leadership as
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implementers of policy participating as members of absence intervention teams. These
individuals were sent an introductory letter and survey before beginning data collection.

In order to address concerns some participants might have had about participating,
the Internal Review Board (IRB) was informed of the goals of this research and that my
intentions were to investigate not to interfere. To ensure confidentiality, pseudonyms are

used for all participants and the schools and towns that they work for. I also created

consent forms (Appendix C) to ensure that the participants were not put at any risk
beyond those of regular daily living and that they could benefit from participating

because at the end of the study, I will be able to provide them with strategies from other
participants that could inform improved practice in their school districts. All data
gathered was also password protected.
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Contact School
District Leaders.

Criterion Sample
Stratified by
Typology A

recommendation!
^from eligible^
districts

• District Introductory Letter
• District Questionnaire
• Participant Recommendations

Use survey data and document analysis of
school district policy to determine
eligibility
Participant Introductory Letter
Participant Survey
• Schedule Interview

Figure 5. Selection of participants
The participants that were selected included at least one central office person from
each district who participated in formulating and overseeing the district’s compliance of

HB 410 and district employees that are crucial members of Absence Intervention Teams.
A chart of participants is below:
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Figure 6. List of Research Participants
It may be opportune to note here that while building level administrators are
crucial members of AIT in both Suburban districts, Portsonhurst had attendance staff

members prior to HB 410 and kept them as AIT members instead of giving an additional

task to their principals.
Data Analysis
The data was collected for this study in two parts: documents and interviews. The
researcher also utilized the assistance of NVivo, a software package designed for
qualitative research, in the management and analysis of the transcripts and artifacts
collected for the document analysis. For the document analysis, the research questions

were utilized to guide the researcher’s coding in order to ensure relevant findings. During
First Cycle coding, exploratory methods were used. Holistic coding grasped basic themes
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and issues like strength-based incentives and school refusal as a whole, rather than line
by line (Saldana, 2013).

The audio files from each in-person and zoom interview were transcribed, with
care taken to remove or edit sensitive or identifying information. Meyerson et al. (2017)
performed a mixed-method, qualitative, exploratory case study on policy adoption from

May 2015 to April 2016. They observed rapid and widespread policy adoption interest,

but a significant and frequently reported challenge to policy adoption and implementation

was policy ambiguity, epidemiologic, and resource capacity issues. Meyerson et al.
(2017) used an a priori framework to code field data. Based upon their framework, in this
study, an a priori framework was used to code data with a focus on (1) policy adoption

and implementation challenges and successes, (2) conceptualizations of the absence

intervention teams and their functioning, and (3) how the participants mitigate policy
adoption and implementation challenges. After First Cycle coding, code mapping with

focused coding during second cycle coding brought meaning and structure to the First
Cycle codes.

As a practical matter, an analysis must also be tailored to the study (Rossi, Lipsey,
& Freeman 2003, p. 20). Organizational factors, such as the availability of administrative

cooperation and support; the ways in which program files and data are kept, and access
permitted to them; the character of the services provided; and the nature, frequency,
duration, and location of the contact between the program and its participants are critical

elements of analyses like Policy Implementation Process Evaluation.
Additionally, once a study is launched, it is common for changes and “in-flight”
corrections to be required. Modifications, perhaps even compromises, are often necessary
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in the types, quantity, or quality of the data collected as a result of unanticipated practical
or political obstacles, changes in the operation of the program, or shifts in the interests of
the stakeholders. During this study, the Coronavirus pandemic changed the world.
However, the researcher took special care to try to use this unforeseen circumstance to

enhance the study and its findings while making minimal changes to the original

proposal.

Trustworthiness
Morrow (2005) describes the importance of trustworthiness in qualitative research

because of the difference from quantitative researchers’ need for validity and reliability.
The ways that the quality of this research will be met are through the credibility,

transferability, dependability, and conformability of findings. First, construct validity has
been addressed through the triangulation of multiple sources of data. Trustworthiness is

enhanced through the use of multiple approaches to data collection, including interviews,
document analysis, and field notes. Beyond multiple approaches to data collection, the

quality of the research is also enhanced through the use of multiple participants from

multiple research sites and multiple contacts with each participant. Having multiple
contacts with each participant will assist in establishing a rapport between the researcher

with the hopes of allowing for greater candor from participants while also creating the
opportunity for clarifications. Credibility was achieved through member checking. All
participants were sent a transcript of their interviews and were give over two weeks to
respond with any edits or clarifications and certify the accuracy of the data.

Transferability was addressed through the researcher providing rich descriptions

of the conditions throughout the study. Dependability was achieved by ensuring there is
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an audit trail. Together, these provide a degree of transparency between the data collected

and the researcher’s interpretations. All data, including memos, have been stored,

analyzed, organized, and coded in NVivo. Conformability has been accomplished
through debriefing with mentor researchers to review the findings and write up of the

study in an attempt to uncover emergent perspectives and assumptions (Hays & Singh,
2011).

Ethical Considerations
Ethical considerations within policy analysis and examination include teleological
theories like act- utilitarianism, which claims that an act is right if, and only if, it brings

about the greatest happiness for the greatest number of people (Patton & Sawicki, 1993,
p. 36). Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003) argue that although concerns about ethics and

professional standards are always indispensable in research, they are particularly

fundamental in studies like these. Their rationale is that when basic researchers violate
professional standards, their discipline may suffer, but in applied research, the effects

might be felt by programs, the target populations involved, and the society as a whole (p.
446). Tong’s fiduciary model presents three obligations when examining policy: (1) to

bring to public attention government policies that may threaten public health and welfare;

(2) speak out when public debate may be hampered by the misrepresentation or

suppression of information; and (3) share information with as many citizens as possible
and practical (Patton & Sawicki, 1993, p. 40).

Summary of the Methodology
The aim of this research study was to explore, through qualitative methodology,
the implementation of state policy in K-12 schools through the experience of school
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district employees. The findings in this study resulted from an analysis of documents
relevant to House Bill 410 and its implementation, along with interviews from nine

participants involved in local implementation of the policy.
The participants were asked to participate in two rounds of interviews, which

were recorded and transcribed. From those transcripts, significant statements regarding
implementation of HB 410 were extracted and coded following an a priori framework
based upon the literature and interview questions which focused on House Bill 410,

conceptualizations of the absence intervention teams and their functioning, policy
adoption and implementation challenges and successes, and how the participants mitigate

policy adoption and implementation challenges.

After first cycle coding, code mapping with focused coding during second cycle
coding brought meaning and structure to the First Cycle codes. Each general topic area

was then examined relative to the research questions, and for each of the research
questions, several distinct themes emerged. These themes are presented in the following

chapters with supporting data.
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CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH FINDINGS

The data are organized into three chapters. Chapter 4 provides initial data to
address all three research questions. It begins with an analysis of House Bill 410 and the
primary, secondary, and tertiary influences that manifested into district plans and

protocols regarding HB 410. After describing the implementation models, interventions,
and resources used for interventions, Chapter 4 continues with themes that emerged while

examining district implementation before March 2020. Chapter 5 addresses and identifies
challenges to implementation during an unexpected critical event that emerged during
data collection, a global pandemic caused by a coronavirus disease (COVID-19). Chapter

6 continues the story by expanding on Chapter 4 themes used to address all three

Research Questions within the context of the pandemic and focuses on how districts
mitigated implementation challenges during the crisis. Each theme and its relationship to
the research questions is revealed in more detail in the following portions with detailed
explanations including relevant supporting excerpts from the data.
HB 410—The Policy

The first research question asks how district personnel understand their

implementation in relation to the mandates of state law. This section begins with a HB
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410-Document Analysis to describe the mandates of HB 410 and how they have been

interpreted by Secondary Meaning Makers and other various actors. In Tertiary

Interpretation, District Process, I describe how district personnel came to understand
their implementation and models they are following and District Policy describing the
documents used and Policy Manifestation is a description of HB 410 in schools with

attention to Absence Intervention Teams and their product, Absence Intervention Plans.
In these sections, the models districts are following and the resources they are using to
create and sustain interventions are more richly described to further support the first

research question and its sub questions.

After describing each school’s plans and protocols regarding HB 410, I will
answer the second research question using themes related to district rationales for how
their plans and protocols were developed and implementation priorities based upon their

interpretations of HB 410 will be used to answer the second research question. How
implementation efforts compare and contrast across districts begins with a Cross-Case

Synthesis to outline data from each district organized by elements of Policy
Implementation Process Examination (PIPE) analysis. Generally, important themes from
the way districts described their approach to implementing HB 410 was to move away
from punitive attendance policies and towards more of a community approach. This

process of policy interpretation and use is a fundamental element of Policy
Implementation Process Examination (PIPE) through Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer’s
(2002) cognitive perspective of policy implementation because patterns in what

implementing agents come to understand contributes to Policy Evolution. However, there
were some key differences between the suburban/ very low poverty (Typology 6) districts
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and the urban/ very high poverty (Typology 8) districts. To elaborate on the second

research question and elaborate on its sub questions, Local Understanding, Conditions,
and Interventions compares and contrasts districts’ policy goals key outcomes. Modest

details in definitions of attendances and tardies made crucial differences in district policy
understanding and implementation. The section Unfunded Mandate underscores how

discretion was necessary to compensate for the lack of resources and other conditions that
affected the implementation of intervention plans.

The section of themes comparing and contrasting districts in Chapter 4 focuses on
data collected until March 2020. While there were some key differences among districts

and their implementation strategies pre-covid, these were all magnified during the crisis

of a global pandemic. Therefore, Chapter 6 expands on themes presented in the following
sections of this chapter and will be used to expound on the ways plans evolved since

implementation and reactions of district personnel during a crisis.
HB 410: Policy Document Analysis

In the following sections I include my analysis of Ohio House Bill 410 as it was
legislated in Initial Policy. The section Secondary Meaning Makers describes analysis of
documents related to HB 410 distributed by key stakeholders. Tertiary Interpretation

describes analyses of a combination of interview data describing documents and an

analysis of documents acquired during interviews.
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Figure 7. Conceptual map of policy interpretation through document analysis
Initial Policy

In the formative study of implemented policy, the evolution of a policy since it
was enacted not only includes local policy implementation changes between two points in
time, but an evolution that begins as soon as the bill is written and continues each time it

is read. This is because making sense of a written policy requires interpretation.

Constructed understandings can misconstrue the intention of legislators before

implementation even begins. When a policy is ambiguous, the lack of clear and
consistent directives makes it more susceptible to misinterpretation. For these reasons, it
is necessary to examine the written policy of HB 410 and its evolution through each stage

of sense-making to gain insights as to how and why a particular policy evolved.
Ohio HB 410 was introduced by Republican representatives Rezabek and Hayes

and cosponsored by Republican Representative Brenner. As it was legislated, HB 410
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was 69 pages long with amendments to multiple sections3. When interviewed, all

participants admitted that they never actually read, or even attempted to read the actual
policy document, likely because it was complicated and seemed unapproachable to them.
However, they were aware of general concepts from the most notable portion of HB 410,

which was the enactment of section 3313.668 of the Revised Code to modify truancy and

compulsory school attendance law.
As of February 2019, the Ohio Legislature had posted more than 20 documents on

HB 410. The legislation text had six separate documents 4. There were also five analysis
documents and with eight fiscal notes 5. There was also a Synopsis of Committee

Amendments and two Sub Bill Comparative Synopses. The participants were unaware of
the synopses, amendments, or other specific details within the actual written policy, but
they were aware that the goals of the bill were to increase school attendance. They also
believed that the best strategy to accomplish this would be to encourage and support a

preventative approach. This aligns with the policy makers expressed intent to mitigate
excessive absences and truancy in K-12 schools that involve individualized plans with a

team approach utilizing family and community partnerships (Rezabek & Hayes, 2016).
Notably, HB 410 redefined terminology and consequences for time missed in

school. For example, the way attendance was tracked was changed from school “days” to

3 HB 410 had amendments to sections 2151.011, 2151.022, 2151.18, 2151.23, 2151.27, 2151.28, 2151.311, 2151.35,
2151.354, 2152.02, 2152.021, 2152.19, 2152.26, 2919.24, 3313.534, 3313.66, 3313.661, 3314.03, 3321.041, 3321.13,
3321.16, 3321.19, 3321.191, 3321.22, 3321.38, 3326.11, 3328.24, 4510.32, and 5919.34
4 Six documents of legislative text: As it was Enrolled, As Passed By Senate, As Reported By Senate Committee, As
Passed By House, As Reported By House Committee, and As Introduced
5 Five analysis documents: (As Enrolled, As Reported By Senate Committee, As Passed By House, As Reported By
House Committee, and As Introduced) Eight fiscal notes: (As Enrolled, As Passed By Senate, As Reported By Senate
Committee, As Passed By House, As Reported By House Committee, As Pending in House Committee, As Pending in
House Committee, As Introduced).
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“hours.” Additionally, Absence Intervention Teams (AIT) were introduced and given the

task of developing and implementing Absence Intervention Plans (AIP). Implementation

of AIT was required for districts with a 5% or greater truancy rate beginning in the 2017
2018 school year. There is also a requirement that local school districts adapt their

policies to reflect these changes.
One of the goals of HB 410 was to prevent students from entering the juvenile

justice system through adjudication due to school absences. Per Ohio Revised Code

3313.534, districts must still have zero-tolerance policies for violent, disruptive, or

inappropriate behavior by their students. However, districts must now remove “excessive
absences” from their zero-tolerance policies. Districts are no longer allowed to suspend

(out-of-school) or expel students for being absent from school.
Secondary Meaning Makers
Secondary Meaning Makers are the state and local courts, the Ohio Department of

Education, the various Education Service Centers, and others who provided guidance

documents to help unpack vital elements of HB 410. As the interpretations of HB 410 are

manifested, secondary meaning makers have a strong influence, especially in this
instance. Since none of the participants felt it was reasonable to read the actual policy,

their perception of policy initiatives was shaped primarily through the summaries and

guidance created by secondary meaning makers. These associations were not obligated to

perform a literal summary of the entire policy. Contrarily, they were expected to have
already identified and interpreted critical elements specific to the anticipated needs of

their constituents. Additionally, HB 410 is not the only initiative with which these
stakeholders at the secondary level of meaning making were involved with, so their
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perception and priorities influence their own interpretation beyond aspects specific to HB

410.
Judicial Policy Interpretation: Decriminalizing Truancy.

The Ohio Supreme Court School Attendance Toolkit was a document prepared by
The Supreme Court of Ohio Commission on Dispute Resolution. There were 20 people
named as members of the commission along with 22 additional people identified as
members of an Ohio Supports Attendance Subcommittee, including juvenile court judges

and employees from the Ohio Department of Education. The toolkit has multiple sections
and identifies additional contributors as having various roles within sections of the
document like a director, manager, mediation counsel, program coordinator, and policy

counsel. All of these people co-constructed this document that summarizes HB 410

before providing cases and examples of tiers of support strategies to be used by courts

and schools to promote attendance, intervene for excessive absences, and respond to

habitual truants. Their interpretation of the policy was only three pages of the document.
The particular sets of experiences and subjectivity the co- authors brought to the policy
influenced the recommendations, examples, templates, opinions, and other content within

over a hundred other pages of the document.
A message from the committee chairperson describes the purpose of the toolkit as
providing courts and schools a guide of resources to promote school attendance. The aims

were to intervene before a student becomes habitually truant by responding with positive
strategies rather than punishments for parents and students when truancy and related

charges were filed. The toolkit incorporates the legislative changes related to HB 410 by
building on the Commission on Dispute Resolution and Conflict Management’s already
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successful Truancy Prevention through Mediation Program while also introducing the
process of “Attendance Coordination.” While the messaging supports the concept of
providing a supportive and preventative approach to truancy as a primary goal of HB
410, the toolkit authors acknowledge that there is still the potential for court involvement.

According to the toolkit, if the school has made meaningful attempts to re-engage
the student through intervention strategies and the student refused to participate or failed

to make satisfactory progress on the intervention strategies, a child may be defined as

habitually truant. After a habitually truant student is absent for 61 calendar days, school
attendance officers are required to file an unruly child complaint in Juvenile Court (p.

11). After a complaint is filed, the courts are required to first consider additional
alternatives including diversionary programs.

A diversionary program is an opportunity to engage with students and parents in
order to remove barriers and improve attendance. If successful, the parent can avoid
being convicted of contributing to the unruliness of a child and to avoid being adjudicated

a delinquent or unruly child. Court diversionary programs, like court-sponsored school
attendance mediation, focus on personal empowerment rather than punishment and offer

students and families a way to get back on track after a formal complaint has been filed.

After children are placed in these alternatives to adjudication, courts are to continue data

collection and reporting. It is also a way to avoid paying fines and other formal sanctions
like detention, house arrest, wearing a GPS monitor, or any other conditions that the

Judicial Officer finds appropriate.
The toolkit provides 18 pages of specific strategies that the authors recommend at
various attendance thresholds along with identifying education and training resources for
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courts and schools. Should truancy related charges be filed, HB 410 requires courts to
respond with additional interventions and diversionary programs, like court-sponsored

school attendance mediation, as alternatives to adjudication (Ohio Supreme Court
Toolkit, p. 25). If the diversion program is successfully completed, the case will be

dismissed, the parent will avoid possible conviction, and the student will not have a
juvenile record. Requirements to participate include pleading guilty or No Contest to the

complaint, meeting with the Judge or Magistrate to review student attendance,
undergoing any recommended assessments or treatment programs deemed necessary by
the Diversion Officer, and getting to school on time every day.

In addition to resources on interventions, the Ohio Supreme Court Attendance
Toolkit lists required and recommended data to be collected by the courts. In an effort to
evaluate the reduction of referrals to the juvenile justice system and improve student

attendance, courts are recommended to keep track of the number of Absence Intervention

Plans (AIP) in the court’s jurisdiction, the number of AIPs in which the court provided a
neutral third party, the role of the neutral third party before children are placed in

diversionary programs as alternatives to adjudication. In order to evaluate the efficacy of
court diversion programs, under HB 410 Juvenile Court Cases are required to collect and
report data on the number of children placed in alternatives to adjudication, the number

of children who successfully completed alternatives to adjudication, and the number who
failed to complete alternatives to adjudication and were adjudicated as unruly.

The authors also made the decision to include a section on sustainable funding

and resources. This section recommends beginning with identifying and evaluating

resources that were already in place. It also offers information about grants that may be
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appropriate at various levels and ends with strategies to engage with parents and the
community in order to support attendance initiatives through creative funding
opportunities.

Ohio Department of Education.
Subsequent to the passage of HB 410, guidance from the Ohio Department of
Education instructs districts to change their district policies in order to reengage students
and families and improve attendance. The guidance is aligned with Strategy 7, from Each
Child Our Future, Ohio’s Strategic Plan for Education 2019-2024, which is to “Work

together with parents, caregivers and community partners to help schools meet the needs

of the whole child” (p. 19) Instead of suspending or expelling students after they have
missed too much school or referring them directly to the courts, districts are tasked with
proactively working with families and community organizations to break down barriers
that prevent students from attending school. This is to be accomplished through the

creation of Absence Intervention Teams that meet and formulate Absence Intervention
Plans based upon individual student needs.
The Ohio Department of Education (ODE) released a 22-page House Bill 410

Requirements FAQ sheet in 2017. The House Bill 410 Requirements FAQ sheet seems to
have been designed to be used by educators because it does not provide messaging to

students or parents and its guidance ends with filing a complaint to county juvenile
courts. It is also much shorter than the Ohio Supreme Court Toolkit and does not give
examples of funding recommendations, diversion program resources, or intervention

strategies beyond creating Absence Intervention Teams and Absence Intervention Plans.
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Instead of offering supplementary information that might be used when

conceptualizing new strategies that could increase attendance outcomes, the Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQ) sheet appears to focus on compliance with the laws. The FAQ

offer both a summary of key initiatives and definitions, like Absence Intervention Teams
and Absence Intervention Plans, along with guidance that may fill in gaps that were left
ambiguous by the policy makers in the bill as it was written. Some circumstances that
may not have been considered by legislators are how HB 410 affects submitting

attendance information through the Education Management Information System (EMIS),

Ohio’s statewide data collection system for primary and secondary schools that is used to
streamline reporting requirements necessary to receive state and federal funding.

The Ohio Department of Education reduces the amount of variance within district

interpretations of policy by providing guidance in the FAQ sheet and addressing concepts
like EMIS both generally and for special cases like lunch, recess, and for students in
college credit plus, joint vocational programs, dropout prevention and recovery schools,

and e-schools that do not follow a traditional school schedule. The FAQ sheet also aligns

information from HB 410 with Ohio Revised Codes and provides a model policy
framework. The document reminds districts that even though they are required to follow
all HB 410 mandates, they are not required to adopt ODE’s model policy or have their
updated policies approved by ODE or their county juvenile court. It is recommended that
they consult the judge of the juvenile court, but for districts to follow their typical process

to gain approval from their local board of education while establishing protocols that

align with HB 410 within their district.
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The FAQ sheet begins with the information that districts and community schools

should review their policies, because in order to satisfy HB 410, it is a requirement for
them to “have local policies that outline their interventions and strategies that support
students who miss too much school.” (p. 1) Areas that district policy may need amended
due to changes from HB 410 listed as the following: definition of truancy and excessive

absences, indications of the ways in which truancy is decriminalized with several

changes, student discipline changes, EMIS reporting changes, district responsibilities
when a child is excessively absent, and district responsibilities when a student is
habitually truant (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 15).
The mechanism for policy implementation described in HB 410 is Absence
Intervention Teams. The FAQ sheet describes that any district with a chronic absenteeism

rate of 5 percent or greater in the 2016-2017 school year must establish an Absence
Intervention Team for students who are habitually truant beginning with the 2017-2018

school year (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 12). This applies to districts,

community schools, vocational schools, and dropout prevention and recovery schools (p.
12).

According to the FAQ sheet, when a student is habitually truant, the district has

seven days to select members of the Absence Intervention Team and to make three
meaningful attempts to secure the participation of the student’s caregivers on the absence

intervention team (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 11). Each Absence
Intervention Team should vary based on the needs of each individual student. However,
the legislation emphasizes that each team must include: (1) a representative from the

school or district; (2) another representative from the school or district who has a
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relationship with the child; and (3) the child’s caregiver or a designee if the parent is

unable to participate. The district may also invite a school psychologist, counselor, social
worker, representative of a public or nonprofit agency or representative from the court to

participate on the team (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 12).
Before a student is considered to be habitually truant, they may be excessively

absent. Since HB 410 promotes a proactive approach, a school may want to begin the
process for intervention teams when a student is excessively absent (Ohio Department of
Education, 2017, p. 2). When a student is excessively absent, the district should follow

the district’s policy for addressing excessive absences and may refer the student and
family to community resources, as appropriate (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p.

11).

According to ODE’s HB 410 FAQ sheet, schools can have their own absence
intervention teams, but the district is responsible for developing a team if the school does
not have one. The Ohio Department of Education also encourages districts to partner with

outside entities, such as education service centers, representatives from public or
nonprofit agencies, or representatives from the court to assist with the implementation of

and participate on absence intervention teams (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p.

13). Within 14 days after the assignment of the team, the district will develop the
student’s Absence Intervention Plan. If the student does not make progress on the plan,
the attendance officer must file a complaint in juvenile court against the student on the

61st day (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 11).
The Ohio Department of Education’s House Bill 410 Requirements FAQ sheet

describes the primary task of Absence Intervention Teams (AIT) is to develop an
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Absence Intervention Plan (AIP) for every student who is habitually truant. In order to
break down barriers to attendance without filing criminal complaints against students in
juvenile court, the AIP should be a student-centered, personalized plan. This plan should

be developed collaboratively with the student and their family to identify specific barriers
to attendance along with agreed upon strategies for getting the student to school every

day (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 12). Student AIPs are critical because they
are the contract that holds the student and his or her parents accountable for attending

school regularly. While the goals of House Bill 410 were to decriminalize truancy,
continued absences, or failure to make progress toward implementation of the absence

intervention plan can result in the district filing a complaint with juvenile court (Ohio
Department of Education, 2017, p. 8).

Absence intervention plans may carry over from one school year to the next if a
student becomes habitually truant within 21 days prior to the last day of a school year. It
is up to the discretion of the school if they would like to extend an AIP to the next school
year if the absence intervention plan deadline falls during summer break. If a student

moves to another district during the development or implementation of an AIP, the

previous district should send the plan to the enrolling district, which should work with the
student and their family during the rest of the implementation process per the timelines
prescribed in the plan. If a student withdraws from a district without confirmation that

they have enrolled elsewhere, districts must refer the student to an Absence Intervention

Team (unless the student migrates to another country) (Ohio Department of Education,

2017, p. 14).
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Among intervention strategies, a school’s updated policy should include a truancy
intervention plan for any student who is excessively absent from school. Schools also are

required to provide counseling for a student who is habitually truant and provide
information on parental involvement programs to the student’s parent, guardian or other

person having care of a student who is habitually truant. Schools also may require the
student and their family to attend truancy prevention mediation programs. Finally, the
school’s updated policy must include when they will notify the registrar of motor

vehicles and take legal action against the student’s care giver, should there be no
improvement in attendance. (Ohio Department of Education, 2017, p. 16).

Tertiary Interpretation

The third research question asks how consistently the policy is implemented

within and among districts. An alternative title for this section could be district HB 410
“on paper” as it relates to the district’s whose policies were examined in this study. This

is because each district created forms to regulate and organize HB 410 protocols

including communication with students and families, and expectations for staff before,
during, and after meetings related to HB 410. In the following sections, participant

responses regarding documentation used and developed by districts are included to
understand the tertiary level of implementation. As noted elsewhere, the three districts
include the suburban districts Madison Prep and Winston Local and the urban district

Portsonhurst.

As noted in the literature, a comparison of sites provides an understanding of the
diversity in program administration. The student handbooks from each district and other
data gathered through interviews were used to create three tables of elements by district.
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The tables have columns for each district in order to compare and contrast rows of

organizational factors related to Policy Implementation Process Examination. These
elements of analysis describe the character of the services provided, the availability of

administrative cooperation and support, the ways in which program files and data are
kept and access permitted to them, and the nature, frequency, duration, and location of
the contact between the program and its participants.

Three Cross-Case Synthesis tables were created based upon a priori framework

themes. A comparison of tertiary elements at the district level is presented in Table I:
Cross-Case Synthesis of Policy Adoption and Implementation to summarize District
Policy. Conceptualizations of Absence Intervention Teams and their functioning are

shared in later sections within Table II: Cross-Case Synthesis of Policy Manifestation.

The section How Districts Mitigate Policy Adoption and Implementation Challenges is an

introduction to additional themes that emerged through interviews with Absence
Intervention Team members and features Table III: Cross-Case Synthesis of Challenges

and Successes.

Focusing on the Tertiary Interpretations, District Process describes the procedures
related to the creation of and District Policy. Examples of some of the documentation that

was developed across the three districts are discussed. These sections focus on specific
plans in each district to comply with HB 410 and, from the mindset of district-level

policy makers, what is “supposed to” happen in their buildings.

District process.

When interviewed, district participants gave varying answers as to the guidance
they received when developing their protocols. While nearly all interviewees said they
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were following the bill, most acknowledged that when they said “the bill” they meant the
22-page ODE FAQ sheet. Alexis, a central office pupil service director at Madison Prep
said “I would say that I don’t know that anyone actually looked at the bill itself. That’s

probably not a very good thing (laughter) but we went through the guidance documents.

Yeah, I don’t think that anyone went through it.. .maybe our counsel, but it wasn’t us.”

Alexis also explained that when the legislation was new, she relied on frequent
meetings at her local Education Service Center (ESC) because she thought the guidance

documents that were provided were unclear. She found that during meetings with those,

who, like her, had the responsibility of implementing HB 410 in districts across the

county, people were able to share their interpretations. Alexis found the co-construction

of ideas helpful at this level. She said that people also expressed a lot of “consternation
and concern” about how changes due to HB 410 were going to be implemented, along

with what consequences districts would encounter if mandates were not appropriately
enforced. Attention to these concerns was ambiguous in messaging from the top down,

but these considerations weighed on administrators while they were trying to make

decisions for their districts.
Other interviews from staff at Madison Prep described using information from
the ODE Clearinghouse Toolkit, along with recommendations from Attendance
MATTERS Ltd, and resources from Attendance Works, a non-profit that collaborates

with over 70 national organizations with the purpose of reducing chronic absence.
Participants also described relying on personal experiences discussed by the
administrative team their district created. A participant from Madison Prep noted that the

district team met more frequently while creating district documents but continued to meet
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and discuss their experiences and potential improvements as the team interprets the
documents, they created through specific intervention efforts. Alexis said that they are

very lucky because they are a smaller district, but they have a well-staffed administrative
team.

According to Alexis, any time there is a new state law or initiative to which her

district needs to attend to, her district’s the typical response is to create a team of
administrators tasked with discussing what implementation will look like across the

district. Concurrently, the team then considers how board policy can be supportive of the

way that the administrative team would like to implement the new policy. Alexis said that

she believes it would be very difficult for legislators or the Department of Education to
outline an implementation strategy that would be appropriate for all districts because
there will always be factors that need to be addressed at the district level, like contract
agreements with a district’s local teachers’ union.

Winston Park Local is a suburban (Typology 6) district, similar to Madison Prep.

Carly, a central office director and Elizabeth, an elementary school principal at Winston
Local both said that their district also created a team to interpret initiatives contained

within HB 410. Their team also met frequently at first, but once they created a plan to
consistently communicate with parents across the district along with corresponding letters

to send home, they did not need to meet again. Carly also noted that conversations with

neighboring districts have helped to guide some aspects of their implementation.

Portsonhurst, a large urban (Typology 8) School District, used a different strategy
than Winston Local or Madison Prep. Olivia, from the student services department within

Portsonhurst’s central office reported that she did not have many opportunities to meet
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with people in similar districts and roles, but she “googled HB 410” to see what other
districts were sharing and created presentations to use when meeting with her School
Community Workers (SCW). According to Olivia, she also has not really reached out to

other districts in their county to see how they are handling initiatives related to HB 410.
Olivia said that she or the SCW might get ideas from mediators that are working across

the county, although it is not anything formal. One of the SCW, Tiffany, described a

desire for more guidance and training. She said that when she is looking for information,

she accesses the ODE Clearinghouse Toolkit independently.

Although Portsonhurst does not have a team that was tasked to interpret HB 410
and cocreate implementation processes to be consistent across their district, the district
does have a partnership with a national non-profit organization that has helped the district

to develop and implement interventions designed to improve attendance outcomes.

Maya, a SCW, also described methods of informal sense-making around her district as

SCW, counselors and diversion officers have a good relationship, “stay in constant
communication”, and often work together and share strategies. She said that it has also

been helpful to call other SCWs to get their opinion on how they would handle a

particular situation or how they may have dealt with situations in the past.
District Policy.
ODE’s Model Policy Framework provides guidance on how districts can update

their policies with modifications related to HB 410. The model framework references

specific sections of Ohio Revised Code and includes passages describing what school
attendance is, why it is necessary, along with definitions of excused and unexcused

absences. While none of the districts in this study used the same language or referenced
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the same codes as the model, they all began with a similar sentiment and referenced Ohio
Revised Codes in the district handbooks on the policy.

The ODE model focused on the codes that changed after HB 410 related to
student consequences like suspension and expulsion. However, as noted in Table I:

Cross-Case Synthesis of Policy Adoption and Implementation, Portsonhurst began with

3321.01 that outlines compulsory school requirements. Madison Prep and Portsonhurst
both referenced 3321.04, which requires every parent to send their children to school.

Winston Local also focused on parents when referencing 2919.222 and 2151.011 which
gives juvenile court definitions and outlines parental educational neglect. They also all
utilized 2151.001(B) in referring to a student as “habitually truant” when they are absent

for 30 consecutive hours unexcused, 42 hours unexcused in a month, or 72 hours
unexcused in a year.

All three districts also count unexcused tardies towards these hours and do not

give credit for make-up work for unexcused absences. Once a student is considered
“habitually truant” the process to form an Absence Intervention Team begins. It is

worthwhile to note that habitually truant only includes unexcused absences and tardies.
All three district handbooks provide a long list of absences that can be excused. These

lists suggest that, if a parent calls and/or writes a note, then the absence will likely be
excused.
An “excessively absent student” in all three districts is described as “Students
who are absent (excused or unexcused) for 38 or more hours in one school month or 65

or more hours in one school year.” Madison Prep’s handbook says that an Attendance
Intervention Plan may also be put in place for excessively absent students. Portsonhurst’s
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handbook says they may assign an excessively absent student to an Absence Intervention
Team and a letter may be sent home to alert the family of excessively absent students.

These districts may be electing to intervene sooner than required because of

recommendations to intervene before a student becomes habitually truant, but it was
difficult for many districts to keep up with that expectation. According to Elizabeth from
Winston Local, “once it changed to just dealing with the unexcused, our day-to-day

operations as far as what we have to do in terms of reporting significantly dropped.”

Excessively absent students at Winston Local are required to provide documentation for
their absence or receive an unexcused absence.

Each district created templates to send letters to families in order to make their
mandated three attempts to contact families to communicate absences and begin working

on strategies to reduce future absences. Madison Prep and Winston Local formed
committees to create templates in order to keep messaging consistent across the district.

Madison Prep has simplified its process by creating a single letter with three checkboxes

to let parents know which threshold they are in.

When describing letters from her district, Olivia from Portsonhurst said she
wanted to provide information to families, so she also sends information about HB 410

and a brochure with the letter in the mail. However, Olivia noted there are possibly
additional and even better ways that the district can try to reach parents: “I guess the one

thing we haven’t tried would be text messaging...teachers already communicate with
families through Class Dojo, LiveSchool, and Remind so we can add those to the list of

how school community workers can reach out to families.”
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Table I
Cross-Case Synthesis of Policy Adoption and Implementation

School Districts

Elements

Madison Prep
(Typology 6)

ORC in 3321.04 Scope of
Student obligation
Handbook

Winston Park Local
(Typology 6)

Portsonhurst City
(Typology 8)

2919.222. Parental
education neglect
2151.011. Juvenile
court definitions

3321.01 Compulsory
school age
3321.04 Scope of
obligation

Students marked tardy
at 1 minute late with
progressive discipline
starting at 5 tardies

Students marked at 19
minutes late with
progressive discipline
starting at 5 tardies

Students marked tardy at
15 minutes late with
progressive discipline
starting at 4 tardies

Excessive 38 total hours in a
Absence month or 65 total
Response hours absent in a year
-start similar AIT
process as habitually
truant, except with its
own form

38 total hours in a
month or 65 total
hours absent in a year
- give documentation
or receive unexcused
absence

38 total hours in a
month or 65 total hours
absent in a year
-start similar AIT
process as habitually
truant student

Tardy
Policy

Student
Identifi
cation

Report programmed to
email APs attendance
threshold lists weekly

Building Secretary
manually pulls reports
for School Principal

Report programmed to
email SCWs attendance
threshold lists weekly

Timeline
of
letters
to
families

Letters sent from
Assistant Principal:
Letter #1: 35 hours
Letter #2: 50-65
hours
Letter #3: 66-71
hours
After 72+ hours,
parent conference,
juvenile court filing,
and/or Family &
Children’s Services

Letters sent from
Building Principal:
3 letters within 7 days
for student/family to
participate in the AIT

Letters sent from
Principal and School
Community Worker:
Letter #1: 30 hours
Letter #2: 65 hours
with AIT scheduled
meeting date and a
statement that the school
will be required to file in
juvenile court if
satisfactory progress is
not made in 60 days due
to HB 410
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HB 410: Policy Manifestation

The manifestations of HB 410 are the Absence Intervention Teams (AIT) and
Absence Intervention Plans (AIP) because this is the policy in action. Neither HB 410,

Ohio Revised Code, or guidance documents from the Ohio Department of Education or
Ohio Supreme Court provide specific requirements or examples outlining AIT or AIP
beyond the expectation that the student and their guardian should meet and participate

with district representatives that know them. As the culmination of HB 410, arrangements
are responsive to individual and district conditions, needs, and understandings.

Absence Intervention Teams

Once students are assigned to an Absence Intervention Team (AIT), they begin to
work on an Absence Intervention Plan (AIP) to reduce future absences. The group of

people that form an Absence Intervention Team and the individualized Absence
Intervention Plan that they are able to create are manifestations of the policy- truly an

abstract idea come to life.
According to HB 410, Absence Intervention Teams can vary based upon need, but
must include the student, a school or district representative, a second school or district

representative who knows the child, and the student’s parent, designee, guardian,
custodian, Guardian ad Litem, or temporary custodian. At Portsonhurst, the School
Community Worker (SCW) uses an Absence Intervention Team Planning Checklist
developed by the juvenile court in the county that Madison Prep is in. The SCW is also

responsible for contacting teachers, families, and coordinating other AIT members,

possibly from outside of the district in order to schedule AIT meetings. While everyone
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on the team comes up with the plan together, it is the mediators that actually write it out,
but the SCWs keep individual file folders with the paper documents for each student.
At Winston Local, a committee developed a shared google folder with templates

and a flow chart on how to proceed with excused and unexcused absences, however the
teams are always different. The teams always have a teacher, but beyond that it is the

principal’s decision to build the rest of the team based upon why the student was absent.
Since they are a smaller district, everyone on the team is expected to have a relevant

purpose specific to the individual student. Notably, at least one of the principals had
never been part of an AIT.
At Madison Prep, they have a very structured template for who the team members

will be. They meet weekly and have all of their documents and flow charts to guide their
planning organized in google folders including drop down menus and other forms of pre

selected responses to streamline the data entry process. Anna is an administrator in one of
the Madison Prep schools. As an administrator, she is involved in several Absence

Intervention Team meetings and was also part of the district committee to develop

protocols and documentation. In Anna’s first interview, she described that when her
teams meet, one person will open the database of student grades, someone else has the
plan document open to reference and another person has the email template open in order

to be able to quickly contact teachers.

In Portsonhurst, Maya said that she’s using some documents and forms that might
have been left from the previous person in her position, so she is not sure where they

originated. In contrast, Madison Prep developed a series of interactive, collaborative
documents in their google folder including a protocol specifically developed for
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Excessive Absences (use or delete picture?) because they happened to have a principal on
the committee who enjoyed making forms and staff used to using her forms. As a

principal, Anna said that she believed it was the job of the AIT to capture what they were
accomplishing and her job to make sure it was being documented. She said that all of the
systematic things and forms enable them to be more efficient- not so that they can be

finished, but so the majority of their time can be focused on what’s going on with the
student and in a 30-minute weekly meeting they can get through quite a few kids. Jason

described how nice and efficient he thinks it is to meet every Wednesday during their
RTI block “oh, I think it’s awesome because you have now... you have a whole bunch of
smart minds working together for the cause or the purpose of helping students with their

attendance.”
Table II
Cross-Case Synthesis of Policy Manifestation

School Districts
Elements

Madison Prep
(Typology 6)

AIT
Member
ship

Assistant Principal,
School Counselor, School
Psychologist, Attendance
Secretary, Social Worker,
(as needed). Nurse or
Student Resource Officer
Rarely anyone else inside
or outside of the district

Winston Park Local
(Typology 6)
District personnel as
needed based upon
the student (because
they are so light
staffed, and students
are not all missing
school for the same
reasons
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Portsonhurst City
(Typology 8)

School Community
Worker, Principal,
Teacher(s), Guidance
Counselor, Diversion
Officers, Nurse, or
others from the courts
(if mediator or
additional mental
health support is
needed)

School Districts
Elements

Madison Prep
(Typology 6)

Winston Park Local
(Typology 6)

Portsonhurst City
(Typology 8)

AIT
Meetings

Meets weekly to discuss
Meets as needed as
multiple students in a row determined by
as part of Response to
building Principal
Intervention

AIP
elements

Parents attend a parent
education program that
focuses on having a
routine. There are also
more punitive things like
truancy intervention and
notifying the BMV to
suspend licenses, but the
weight of the work is in
the counseling and parent
education

Parent education
program through the
court. Failure to
attend constitutes
parental educational
neglect

If a student was
habitually truant last
year, and are truant the
following year, then
whoever started the
case will typically take
them to court.
If it is a first
mediation, they will
have a month on the
AIP to show
improvement, or
truancy will be filed

How
AITs
keep
track of
AIPs

Google Folder with
Attendance Intervention
Spreadsheet, email
response templates, next
steps to streamline the
data entry process, and a
flow chart that deciphers
when a student needs an
Attendance Success Plan,
Health Plan, or the AIT
needs to complete an
Excessive Absence Form

Shared google folder
with district HB 410
letter templates and
flow charts for
excused vs.
unexcused absences

The AIT develops the
AIP, but the mediator
writes out the actual
AIP. Then, the SCW
keeps individual file
folders with printed
copies of the student’s
absence report and
their signed AIP

Meetings individually
scheduled by School
Community Worker

Some buildings also
use an Absence
Intervention Team
Planning Checklistdeveloped in
partnership with
(MP’s) county juvenile
court
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Absence Intervention Plans

It is the task of Absence Intervention Teams to develop an Absence Intervention

Plan in order to reduce whatever barriers may be in the way of regular school attendance.
There is a difference among districts ways of creating and documenting their plans. Some

of the common reasons for unexcused absences in both suburban districts are students
having bad routines in the morning along with some student anxiety and school
avoidance. According to Anna in Madison Prep, her building typically has 2-3 habitually
truant students, which is more than Elizabeth at Winston Local has ever had. While they
have some punitive consequences like suspending student’s driver's licenses, they
primarily rely on supportive interventions like counseling and parent education. Because

they’ve been able to communicate with parents, it is rare for either district to make a

referral to juvenile court.
However, in Maya’s building in Portsonhurst, which has a similar number of

students as Elizabeth and Anna’s buildings, there were higher numbers of habitually
truant students and very different reasons listed for students to not attend school. There

were around 50 students in 2019 that needed AITs and AIPs with 6 or 7 needing to be
filed in court because they did not improve on their plan. Also, according to Maya she

should be setting up AITs with closer to 100 students, but because of their transient
student population and their computer system not picking everything up she has to

perform manual checks periodically.
How Districts Mitigate Policy Adoption and Implementation Challenges (Precovid)

The second research question asks how implementation efforts compare and

contrast across districts. While there were many similarities in the ways in which each
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district co-constructed its interpretations of HB 410 and related documentation, there
were also differences in what those interpretations entailed. For example, while nearly all
districts created letter templates to mail to families at specific attendance thresholds, the

people keeping track of the thresholds, sending the letters, and creating the teams differed
based upon resources and routines already present within each district. Cross-Case

Synthesis of Themes outlines a final table of data comparing each district across various
elements and themes referenced in subsequent chapter sections. Policy Evolution

Retrofitting is an important theme because of the influence of existing knowledge,
beliefs, and experience along with other local circumstances on the way that policy is
understood and performed.

Although there were many differences in the ways that districts manifested their
Absence Intervention Teams, many of the differences seemed to be due to resource
challenges from an unfunded mandate more than differences in understanding of
policymakers’ intent or blatant rejection of reform ideas. All three districts described how
they were using preventative approaches to provide ways to encourage students to come

to school and be Supportive not Punitive. Members from all three districts also described
that Building Relationships and a Community Approach to accomplishing a supportive
approach toward increasing school attendance.

These themes help to contextualize the ways districts navigated Unfunded

Mandate Generated Ambiguity. Bound by their Limited Resources, Procedures and
Understandings within districts influenced districts’ Use of Discretion to Mitigate
Implementation Challenges (Precovid).
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Cross-Case Synthesis of Themes

While there were many similarities among districts, the demographics of the district

appears to have influenced the nature, frequency, duration, and location of the contact
between the program and its participants. As shown in Table III: Cross-Case Synthesis of

Challenges and Successes, the Large Urban (Typology 8) district (Portsonhurst) had all
of the reasons for absence as the Suburban (Typology 6) districts, with added barriers.
Even if Portsonhurst had the same number of absences, it would require more and
different resources to provide necessary support to students absent from school because
they are having home, social and/or health issues because of the economic challenges

faced by families.
The degree to which attendance issues exist in Portsonhurst is compounded

because these issues are more difficult to solve, which makes them more likely to persist.
This ultimately increases the number of students absent across the district over time.
Additionally, for some of the same reasons that students are not reliably coming to

school, students and families in the Large Urban district are less likely to have excused

absences because they are more difficult to contact and are less likely to be prepared with
relevant documentation to excuse an absence, like a doctor’s note.

By contrast, Elizabeth at Winston Local claims to be able to complete virtually all

of the tasks involved in Maya from Portsonhurst’s full time job in less than half of a day
each month. This is not necessarily due to any differences in individual training or district

interpretation of the goals of HB 410, but the differences in conditions do manifest as

needing different resources to support school attendance and different numbers of
students ultimately being referred to the courts for truancy.
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Four themes that emerged during data analysis were how districts used retrofitting
and adapted previous policies to accommodate HB 410 initiatives. They also had

different access to strategies intended to support and increase attendance. While mental
health was a priority, districts did not have the resources to support students equally. The

use of and perceptions involved with online learning (pre-pandemic) was particularly
interesting. This and the other themes are discussed in more detail in the next sections.
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Table III
Cross-Case Synthesis of Challenges and Successes

School Districts
Elements

Madison Prep
Suburban
(Typology 6)

Winston Park Local
Suburban
(Typology 6)

Portsonhurst City
Urban
(Typology 8)

Common
reasons
for
unexcused
absences

Poor morning routines, Vacations, school
anxiety, school
refusal
avoidance

School refusal,
transportation, safety,
academic/ school issues,
homelessness, social
issues, health issues,
lacking basic needs
(clothes, food, etc.)

Referrals

A building may have
two or three habitually
truant students, but
since HB 410 has been
in place, they’ve had
one juvenile court
referral because they
have been able to
intervene and improve

Elizabeth hasn’t had
any habitually truant
students- she hasn’t
even had an AIT or
AIP, let alone a
referral because they
have been able to
capture excused
absences

According to Maya, they
had about 50 mediations
in 2019 with 6 or 7
students that they filed
truancy on, including a
girl who had not
attended since the
beginning of the school
year

Retro
fitting

Letters and similar
procedures before HB
410

Letters and similar
procedures before HB
410

Letters and similar
procedures before HB
410

Support
ive not
Punitive

RTI preventative
approach and
shortened day reward

Shortened day reward
and senior lounge
privileges

Snacks, lunch with the
SCW

Mental
Health

A full-time school
psychologist, two
guidance counselors,
and full-time social
worker in one building

Full-time mental
health and behavior
specialist

Lost mediators to
funding

Online
Learning

Only in severe cases as Only in severe cases
a specific intervention. as a specific
intervention
Does not count
towards attendance
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Completely online in
severe cases, also a
digital academy hybrid
option

Policy Evolution of HB 410 (2016-2019)— Retrofitting
The Policy Manifestation in the variegated diagram in Figure 1 is orange because

it incorporates influences from both the top down and the bottom up. The previous
sections described how district policy was shaped by HB 410, but this section focuses on

other influences. One of the biggest differences among districts that remained unchanged
from HB 410 was the nature of conditions within the school and the community. This

influenced how each district handled attendance meetings before HB 410. District

training and procedures before HB 410 affected the conceptualization of HB 410.
According to Elizabeth, Winston Local always had a policy to send attendance
letters. Jason from Madison Prep said that they already had teams in place, and they
already had consequences for excessive absences that were unexcused. The change was

the way they calculated from days to hours, gave specific roles within AIT and “just got
better at what we were already doing anyway.” Instead of having multiple meetings with

different people about the same student, HB 410 helped them retool and refine what they
were doing and make it better. Jason’s colleague Genvieve said “a lot of the things were
doing now we did before we were required to.” Aside from a few improvements like
reducing the amount of time that students have to be absent in order to prompt certain

school responses, she said there were few changes because she believed that her district
“had a pretty solid plan in place before the bill.” She said that they did “have more

frequent conversations at earlier times than we did before”, but otherwise the content and
reactions to the conversations were generally the same as they were before the bill was
introduced.
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Portsonhurst also had letters sent out based upon in house triggers and mediated

truancy with students and families though the county courts prior to HB 410. Their
School Community Worker would schedule families to meet with the mediator one to
two days per month to facilitate a conversation on increasing student attendance. When

HB 410 came along, the primary things that changed were the threshold for when the

letters would be sent and some of the language (like from truancy mediation to
attendance mediation). The meeting that they used to have with the SCW and the
mediator with the students and families was renamed the AIT meeting and the mediation

was the intervention outlined the AIP. The only thing left to do was for the SCW to get
more voices around the table like a nurse or behavioral health person. Another positive

change after HB 410 was it allowed the AIT to move forward and create a plan as long as
three good faith attempts were made to contact the family instead of having to reschedule

a no-show.
Because districts were already doing many of the same things at different levels
prior to HB 410, everyone interviewed said that if HB 410 went away, they would likely
continue doing things the way that they are with minimal modifications. Olivia said that

at Portsonhurst “if House Bill went away tomorrow, we would still operate with sending
letters and scheduling families in to create plans.” At Madison Prep, Anna confirmed that

“I think people are in a groove. Districts are in a groove. They know what they’re doing.
Whether it’s 410 or not, these are things that we do to support kids, right?”

Supportive Not Punitive
One of the goals of HB 410 was to encourage a preventative approach to reduce

absences. This approach focused on personal empowerment instead of punishment,
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especially punishments that cause students to miss more school. In an effort towards a
therapeutic approach instead of a punitive one, Madison Prep and Winston Local both
have parent education programs that they use to encourage better habits and promote
student attendance.

Madison Prep utilizes a preventative approach through their interventions when

students accumulate tardies. In the first meeting with Alexis, she said that “the attendance
indicator is one of the biggest signs that someone is disengaging from school.” Alexis

described their districts' Response to Intervention (RTI) process. She said every building

has what’s called an RTI team and a Positive Behavior Intervention and Support (PBIS)

team that meets regularly to discuss students according to certain indicators. She said that
attendance is often a first trigger that there is an issue with a student even before other
equally serious indicators like continued failing grades and discipline referrals. Alexis

explained, “When we see someone with an attendance pattern that's really looking
unhealthy, that’s an opportunity for us to intervene with students on the preventative

side.”

In her building at Madison Prep Genvieve said “A student could be tardy 1 minute
5 times and we start intervening.” Jason said that because at Madison Prep “our policy

has always been how can we keep them here? What support do we need to put in place?
How can we help?” Jason said that they have kids tardy nearly every day. At the fifth

tardy that students can begin to lose privileges and they meet with a counselor and work

on strategies like packing up the night before and setting an alarm. At 10 tardies they

meet with an administrator and must complete modules on time management and what
they could do to ensure a timely arrival. At 15 tardies students are referred to a social
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worker in case there is possibly something bigger going on, and at 20 they really start

looking into building an AIP and possibly have some punitive ramifications like papers
filed with the BMV to suspend the parent’s driver’s license.

But the move from punitive goes beyond frequent intervention as districts

reexamine the concept of rewards and punishments. Genvieve described how threatening
students and families with going to court is not only punitive, but also abstract. It is really
most effective if they’ve never been to court before. She thinks that offering a tangible
reward is far more motivating. In her building at the end of each quarter, students fill out

an application that includes any disciplinary infractions, how many tardies they’ve had,

and what their grades are. Based upon that feedback they can be approved to have no
class 1st period or 10th period- late arrival or early release, which she says students are

VERY motivated to work towards. She said, “I never hear them say ‘I don’t want to
violate HB 410’- they don’t care about that- they are like ‘I wanna get out of here

early...or’- school starts super early here so there really motivated to really have that
privilege more so than the house bill.”

Winston Local also uses strength-based incentives. In addition to late arrival/
early release options similar to Madison Prep, there are acknowledgements for perfect
attendance and privileges to use a seniors-only lounge during the school day.
Maya at Portsonhurst also rewards her students with incentives like snacks and

the privilege of having lunch in her office. She said this is much more effective than

going to the courts sometimes because the courts were also challenged to provide
interventions. Maya said, “Sometimes I walk away like...ok we really didn’t get
anywhere.. .we just did what I’ve already done.” Olivia said that she would like to avoid
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punitive actions, but often wondered, in regard to the courts, “what is the next step, and
how is it going to be different than the last?”

During her first interview, Anna said that she believed her district was not the
kind of district that HB 410 was designed for because they have a high graduation rate,
but they have tried to use the themes of a preventative approach that the legislation

brings. She went on to say that while this might not actually change anything with their
two students who are actually habitually truant, where their approach has probably made

a difference is in areas that are not reported. Because of their proactive approach, they do
not wait for a plan to not be effective for 60 days. Anna explained that if after 40 days,

student attendance has not improved, they realize plan is unlikely to start working at 50
days, so they adjust it sooner which restarts the plan clock back to day one. On the 61st

day after the intervention plan and the student have failed to make progress, the district

should be reporting to the courts, but through this method they may never actually reach
the 60th day.

Jason described attendance as a mystery. He said it can be really tough to pinpoint

what the real issue is from a school perspective. One can continue to meet and build
better rapport with the student but still after a couple of years still be trying to figure out

what the real attendance issue is. The district can give awards and file in court and do
everything possible and some students will still be absent. As noted by Genvieve, “I think

it’s well-intentioned, but I think it’s an age-old problem, you know. What kid wants to
come to school?”
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Building Relationships and a Community Approach
One theme across districts was a focus on building relationships with students and

families and a more community approach. While none of the districts said it was common

for people from outside the district to participate on AITs, the data suggest that the
condition in districts that most facilitates successful intervention plans is good rapport

with families. While delaying interaction with the courts, schools have found that
building relationships have been integral to the move away from a punitive approach to
be able to better support and collaborate with students and families. While the letters sent

and the forms filled out were the requirements of HB 410, the relationships with families
is where the difference is made.

According to Elizabeth at Winston Local, the massive amount of letters they send
out make little difference. Before HB 410, they sent letters, after HB 410 they increased
the frequency of the letters, and for some families a letter might make a small difference

for a short while. However, Elizabeth indicated that for the students that who notoriously
miss a lot of school and who would benefit the most, these students are used to getting

their letters every year. “I just think it’s just another thing that we had to put into place
that really isn’t working. I’m not sure [the letters] make a bit of difference.” (Carly)

Elizabeth said that if a family is missing for a legitimate reason and they already
know about it, then sending a letter that is citing law can also come across as threatening
to parents and can be counterproductive. Carly said that they do not want to be put into a
position where they are fighting with parents or where there is any animosity. They’ve

had parents withdraw their children because of attendance protocols which is the opposite

of their goal of improving their attendance. Maya describes what happens when a child
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withdraws from the school after hitting attendance triggers: “They always end up coming
back.” She said that students often think that learning from home will be easier because

it is at their own pace, but there is also less support, so it is only a matter of time before
they come back. Depending on how long they are gone, their trigger resets as a “clean

slate”, but their attendance does not improve.
Maya said, “A lot of the paperwork that we send out is just repetitive...instead of

sending letters to the same family five days in a row we could’ve just sent one and gotten
the same results.” Anna at Madison Prep said, “You can fill out all of the forms in the
world, but that’s not going to make a difference for that child. What makes a difference

for that child? The relationships that the child has with the adults here.”

According to Maya, relationship building is key to improving attendance. Maya
said that she thinks that everyone has had times that they did not want to go to school or

work and finding something that students and families can relate to helps build rapport.
Maya said that she “always asks students- we want you to come to school, so what can

we do for you?” She normally tries to do strength-based mediations because families do
not want to hear a bunch of negative things about their students. Maya also tries to

establish a relationship with students prior to mediation and that she has even used her
own money to purchase things like lunches, snacks, and even bought a student shoes and

a hoodie because she knew her students needed them.
Tiffany emphasized that she believed HB 410 was potentially lifesaving. She gave

the example of a girl that was kidnapped in a neighboring city and described how urgent

it was to notify parents when their kids were not in school. At her school in Portsonhurst,
Tiffany described her position of School Community Worker as an attendance liaison.
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She said that due to her involvement in the district in various other roles, she had already

built relationships with many of the families. This made it easier for her to call parents to
discuss attendance.

Since her position was created before HB 410 it is more encompassing, and the

relationships are more integral. She described how she also went into the community and

built relationships with partners to be able to offer students and families different
resources. She described instances of guiding parents their first time in line at a food
pantry or hot meal site and has been working on a collaboration with the food bank.

Unfunded Mandate Generated Ambiguity
“The problem is it’s another unfunded mandate from the state. It’s great in theory,

but if you’re not giving support for schools to do it then you’re widening the gap.”

(Anna)
The common takeaways from HB 410 across districts include the following: to
focus on a supportive, community approach for dealing with school attendance issues, to

build and use relationships with students and families to encourage them to want to come

to school; and to move away from punishments. However, the local conditions and

understandings within districts and the resources available required staff to make

decisions during implementation. Because this was an unfunded mandate, interventions
revolved around strategic funding along with the time and energy of school employees.
None of the districts mentioned anything in particular that they were actually able
to purchase to support HB 410 and increase attendance. Instead of implementing agents

utilizing new tools to achieve policy goals, they had to figure out interventions within the

structure that existed prior to HB 410. Anna and Alexis both mentioned the way their
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district, Madison Prep had an advantage because their district had better funding and
higher per-pupil spending than most.

Alexis said that she was aware that other districts are struggling to implement HB
410 because a regional stakeholder asked their team to present their HB 410 procedures

to other districts in the area. She agreed because she was proud of what they were

accomplishing but wondered if it would actually be very helpful to anyone because she
did not believe the other districts had the capacity to replicate it. According to Alexis,

“the issue truly is resources- its personnel- it’s a lot of individual student tracking- it’s a
lot of follow up with families- and I don’t know if a lot of places have the extra personnel

to do all the extra work.” Anna believes that Madison Prep should not be the exception.

She said that every district should have access to the resources that Madison Prep has, but
the inequity of funding for schools in Ohio prevents that from happening and has always

been an issue.
Regardless of the lack of additional resources, districts were required to develop
plans to create and sustain interventions and increase attendance. Inequalities that existed

before HB 410 continued as districts with low per-pupil spending were expected to

display similar outcomes to districts with high per-pupil spending. What was ambiguous
in the policy was guidance for how this could be accomplished in districts with limited

resources and varying conditions.
The amount of funding in districts limited the tools and personnel utilized to

accomplish interventions related to HB 410. The limited amount of personnel required
individuals to acquire additional responsibilities or abandon initiatives. As there are only

a finite number of hours in a day or week, individuals with additional responsibilities
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were still limited by the amount of time they could devote to HB 410 initiatives and other
responsibilities. Strategic decision-making was required to maximize resources. Crucial

details in definitions of attendances, tardies, and student intervention plans made big
differences.
Limited Resource— Time
At Portsonhurst, Olivia said that in the beginning, she spent a lot of time reading

materials trying to understand what the bill meant, what the implications were, how it
aligned with what they were doing, where the gaps were and where the changes needed to

be made due to the switch from recording absences in days to hours. They needed to
change their database and reporting and train their attendance workers on the codes for

why a student is absent and how to run reports to check which students have met which
thresholds. She also had to create template letters to go along with each threshold so it
would automatically input the data and send the letter to the school community worker to

print out and schedule people to come in for an Absence Intervention Team meeting. She
said although a lot of time went into that, the automated process was an investment that

ultimately saved time because before HB 410 if a community worker wanted a letter or

report, they had to run or write it manually. Their district also already used robocalls for

other communications, but they were able to streamline some of the calls that community
workers used to do for attendance. Now, the school community worker can focus on

other tasks for HB 410 like scheduling and documenting when the team met, and the plan
was created along with any progress.
At Madison Prep, Anna said that her building’s attendance committee meets twice

a month. During their meeting, they run a report from their student database in order to
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see which students hit benchmarks for habitual truant and excessively absent in order to
make plans for both types of student. Anna indicated the forms her district completed and
shared internally through Google docs in order to have a holistic view of the student and

how attendance fits into the broader picture. They keep track of the letters that have been

sent, adjustments that have been made to their plans, a teacher feedback form, and
progress that has been made.

When asked how much time has been spent developing their protocol and various
forms with canned responses and dropdown menus, Anna’s response was “TONS!

[laughter] but HB 410 has been around for something like four years now, so there are a

couple summers of work embedded in here as well. And then it’s not just me. Our whole

team meets for probably two hours every month, so things evolve and change as we
update information every week.”
Viewing time as a resource, Anna also acknowledged that she has more time to
spend with her team talking about attendance than people in different districts. Anna said
that there are administrative tasks that she may spend less time on because Madison Prep

is a Suburban district with very low student poverty (Typology 6). “I don’t have a lot of

fights in my building. I don’t have a lot of weapons coming into my building. I don’t
have to worry: are the metal detectors working? I’m not running a breakfast program...”

Each of these issues that Anna does not have to worry about gives her more time to focus
on improving attendance.
Like Anna, Genvieve is in the Madison district, but in a different building.
Genvieve said that HB 410 is causing her team to meet with students at much lower
thresholds and have more frequent conversations at earlier times than they did before,
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which can be “a bit tedious.” She said the benefit is that they are more supportive of
students. Genvieve also said that adding another piece of the responsibility to what they

were already doing is very time intensive and having a policy to put a team together puts
pressure on the school, but they have to “just shift and adjust.” She also pointed out the

irony of HB 410 having a goal to move away from a punitive reaction towards students

and families, while creating a punitive response against school districts who are in

violation when their numbers absentee rate is too high.
At Winston Local, Carly said that her high school absentee rate was currently

19% and their principal has “put an enormous amount of time into figuring out how to get
to the state goal of 11.5%” by comparing themselves to other schools and trying to gather

other information. Elizabeth said that she has spent “like a crazy amount of time doing
the letters.”

When the HB 410 requirements were first released, Elizabeth said “we were all
doing tons of letters, like all the time.” Her secretary would help her to print reports at the

end of the month and they would go through all of the names, highlight the hours, and do
the letters. Even though there was a template for the letters, they had to tailor every letter

to the student with their hours and other specific information and then finally document
the completion of the letters. Elizabeth explained: “I would say at the end of every month

when this came out, it would take at least probably half of a workday just to do the letters
every month. At least that. Sometimes longer depending on the list. I mean there would

be some months where it was.. .a crazy amount.” She also emphasized that this was just
for the letters and not actually the team meetings and was in addition to all of her other
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responsibilities as building principal. However, once they stopped including unexcused
absences, this became easier and now she spends much less time on the letters.

Elizabeth said that she has not been on an Absence Intervention Team, so the
letters are only time she has spent on tasks related to HB 410 so far. However, as a
building leader, she would be responsible for formulating an Absence Intervention Team
for a student whose absences require an Absence Intervention Plan. She explained that

because they have a very proactive excused absence process, they have never had to put
together a team or plan for anyone in her building. Details in the way districts defined
absence and attendance made crucial differences in interventions and related procedures
and the resources necessary to fulfill them.

Procedures and Understandings: Attendance.
Anna said that at Madison Prep they have identified people in each building who

lead the charge for attendance, but there is still confusion about what may or may not

count. She said some of this confusion is from the state, and some may be due to board

policy. “Let me just say it as clearly as I can- [pause] board policy determines what’s an
excused absence and not an excused absence.” Anna also said that their board policy

allows parents to excuse a student from school if they are not feeling well, but also for
other things like family vacations and there is no limit on it. A student with excessive
excused absences would not hit the triggers for habitual truancy.
The state used to require documenting interventions for students who are

habitually truant and students with excessive absences. Now that the state only requires

documenting interventions for students that are habitually truant, some buildings only
want to do the bare minimum. In her building, they use a spreadsheet to help their
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attendance committee sort out what type of attendance they addressed and what they did

about it.
Carly at Winston Local said “I can tell you flat out one thing that is a frustration
that is not enforced at all schools is that after a certain number of absences there is

supposed to be a physician's note.” She said that at the schools that enforce a policy that
students will need a physician's note for every excused absence past a certain threshold,
there seems to be less of an attendance issue, but when her district tried to enforce that

policy, a parent said they were going to sue them. Presently their handbook says students

must have 93% attendance or better to participate in athletics, but in extenuating
circumstances, students may appeal to the building principal, coaches and advisors who
are responsible for verifying daily student attendance. However, Carly said that typically

the kids that are very involved in athletics come to school anyway.

Elizabeth at Winston Local Elementary said that the only time they have
unexcused absences is when they do not hear from the parents at all. She gave an

example of how their building is not air conditioned and every year there are complaints

about the heat so the superintendent puts out a message that says that parents can call and
say they are keeping their kids home if they feel like their child could get sick from the
heat and it will be considered excused. Elizabeth said, “We don’t have any students that

accumulate unexcused because truly our secretaries are kind of tasked with calling until
you get a hold of a parent, so we don’t- we literally don’t- have many that are just marked
unexcused because we continue to follow up.”

This is very different in Portsonhurst, a Large Urban district with very high
student poverty (Typology 8). They also have the highest number of students who are
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habitually truant and sends more students to court for truancy in a single building each
year than the other two districts combined. According to Maya, after they take

attendance, the robocalls go out. She said nine out of ten times the call home involves a

response where a family member either hangs up or there is no answer at all. If they do

connect with a parent, and the parent says the student is sick, then they will be marked as
excused. Vacations also count as excused. However, if a parent has not reached or given

a reason, then they would be marked unexcused. Maya also said that some people’s
registration is not updated, so they do not have valid phone numbers or addresses for
families and there are some parents that simply do not want to communicate with the

school, perhaps because of their past with the school or schooling in general.

Procedures and Understandings: Tardies.
Whether a student is or is not excused for an absence was only one of many
decisions that district leaders had to make that affected when students reached truancy

thresholds. With HB 410’s switch from counting days to counting hours, the policy

affected instructional time lost due to tardies, or when a student was late to school, there
also needed to be a consideration for time not in school. Early dismissal or leaving school

before the end of the school day, was another consideration. So, how tardy is tardy? That
depends on the district.
At Winston Local, Carly described that when the original attendance committee

met, they had to decide what they would do, what the timeline would be, what it would
look like switching from days to hours, and they also had to consider tardies. She said

that in her district, there is no such thing as being seven minutes late because the system
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can only round to 15-minute intervals. However, attendance is being measured in hours,
so the committee had to decide things like when and how to round.
At Portsonhurst, Tiffany said that students are supposed to be at school at 9:20,

but she will give them until 9:25 to get to class and not be considered late. When she
checks the attendance, she has until 10:20 to correct the system with the students who

were marked absent when their teacher did attendance but signed in during morning
announcements. She said that is when she will call all of the homes of students who are

absent Tiffany noted that in 2019 there were few issues. “Maybe some 3-day letters, but
definitely no court.”

At Madison Prep, Genvieve said that “a student could be tardy one minute five

times and we have to start intervening.” Jason said that they have students that are tardy

every day and they follow the tardy policy in their handbook. Jason explained that tardies
one through four are “a freebie”, but at tardy five they have to meet with a counselor to

review what is going on to cause the tardiness. The counselors give them life skill
strategies like using an alarm and preparing belongings the night before. At ten tardies,

students have to meet with an administrator and spend time completing a module about
time management with a packet of questions “which they hate doing but it gets them to
think about why they are absent and time management and what they could do better.”

He also said that at 10 times tardy they send a letter home and at 15 times tardy they refer

them to a social worker because there is possibly something bigger going on. At 20 times
tardy, they start building a plan that matches what they should be doing for HB 410.

Even still, there is some discretion on which tardies may count. During our
interview, Jason briefly stepped away to meet with a student who had tardies that she did
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not want to count towards her hours and trigger a threshold. She asked him to look into it

and possibly correct something for her.
Genvieve said when she describes what they are doing in her district, people in

other districts respond by asking “oh? Wait. What are we supposed to be doing?” She
also said that she spoke to a colleague at her former district about filing and they told her
that they had not filed anything all year. She said since she is so familiar with the other

district, she cannot imagine how there would be no students who are meeting the
thresholds, but believed it was more likely that their staff did not have the time to meet

and form teams and follow the rest of the steps. She said she thought the bill was “well
intentioned” but “this bill can’t be sustainable the way that it’s written because people

just can’t- they physically can’t do it. There aren’t enough hours in the day to meet all of
the steps that they’re asking people to meet.”

Limited Resource— Funding to Support Mental Health Initiatives

When describing staff as a resource, Olivia said they use school community

workers, attendance workers, attendance specialists and family support specialists as
people with basically the same role in different buildings around the district. However,
they have different titles because they were hired through different funding. For instance,

she said that the role of family support specialist became a union issue, so they had to
change the funding for that position. So, families with children in different grade levels

might work with an attendance specialist in one building and a school community worker

in another.
Olivia also said that before HB 410 they had mediators as part of their

interventions that were paid for by their county’s court system. However, since HB 410,
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funding has dwindled and by the 2019-2020 school year, her district had to pay for the
mediators themselves. Since they now have to pay for each mediation out of their pupil
services budget, they changed their protocol to only have mediators for grades K-5

interventions and to let the grades 6-12 school community workers hold their own
Absence Intervention Team meetings. “HB 410 never said that a mediator had to be
present; it was a structure we had in place already, so we only use mediation at the K-5

level now.”
Counselors are also frequently included in Absence Intervention Team meetings.

Maya mentioned some of the social-emotional effects of out-of-school technology use on

student attendance and performance in school: “People do bully. People do. This right

here [points to cell phone] is a #1 - it could be a deadly weapon here at a middle
school...so we always ask if there’s a social issue. Bullying or anything like that so that

way our counselor and our principal can try to prevent that or try to figure what’s going
on.” With mental health being such a big factor in attendance, Maya said that as the

school community worker she often has conversations with students that the students say
they were unable to have with a counselor. However, she attributes that to her natural

rapport with students because she has had no professional development or training to

offer that kind of support.
Carly said at Winston Local they also invested in staff due to the relationship

between mental health and school attendance. “The mental health piece and the behavior
piece- those are new for us and definitely a huge need. The mental health especially. If

you want to talk about absenteeism, tying it back to the amount of kids that we have that
are not coming to school because they are anxious or they’re not getting their mental
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health needs met whatever the case may be. The specialists have been very involved in
that.” Carly also said that one of the biggest differences at Winston Local has been

having a full-time mental health person and behavior specialist. They had a part time
person in each position paid for by the ESC with gradually more days as need increased

and for the 2019-2020 school year are both finally full time, five days a week.

When speaking of staff at Madison Prep, Alexis and Anna both said multiple
times that they are very lucky to be in a district with so many resources. Anna said that

her building has 500 middle schoolers. Her building’s attendance committee includes two
administrators, two guidance counselors, a full-time school psychologist, a full-time
social worker, a full-time school nurse, a resource officer that they share with the high

school, and one of their building’s office assistants designated to attendance and

residency.

Jason described way the team members at Madison Prep work together and
support each other. He said the social worker may contact parents or bring information to
the team based upon support that she has given outside of school, but that could be
related to attendance. The nurse can talk to doctors or therapists and bring information

that might not have made it to the principal or a counselor. They also have a speech

pathologist and an occupational therapist that contributes depending on the situation and

the needs of the student. Anna explained that “all of those resources are a lot that other

districts don’t have, and all of those people are instrumental in making this work.”
Alexis said that the benefits of deploying staff in different ways has outweighed
the cost because it has allowed the team to recognize that attendance was a symptom that
provoked them to uncover other significant needs. Anna also said that at Madison Prep,
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“attendance isn’t connected to our poor performing students. It's almost the other way

around for us. In the last several years we seem to have a number of our gifted students
who have school avoidance frequently connected with anxiety.” Alexis said that they

have students who perform at very high levels- even some with 4.0 and even 5.0 GPAs-

with poor attendance due to mental health and school refusal.
Anna and Alexis said that even though they are a smaller district with about 2,000

students, Madison Prep had strong mental health support with guidance counselors,
school psychologists and social workers as part of a mental health support team in every

building even before HB 410. Alexis described Madison Prep’s global view of mental

health by saying, “It’s about the health of the family. It’s about the relationship between
the children and their parents. It’s about expectations for school and its priority. It’s about

value for school. It’s about all of those things, but it’s also about systems looking at

themselves and asking: are we truly serving our customers?”
According to Alexis, one strong positive outcome of HB 410 has been
streamlining their existing processes and the way they are supporting students’ social

emotional needs. Since HB 410 and discovering the extent of students reporting anxiety

and school refusal, they included their mental health support team as part of their
attendance committee and broadened their mental health plans to address school

avoidance. Anna elaborated that Madison Prep’s “health plan has evolved and broadened
to include mental health and more of a reentry plan.”

Madison Prep took this approach because the message Alexis was receiving from
students was “I don’t have to come; I’m not going to come” when students were
achieving academically despite having excessive absences. Her solution for these
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students was to modify their day to provide home instruction with some blended and

online learning opportunities. She even opened a contracted services budget to purchase

home instructors to support students who are at home.
Alexis gave an example of a student that they’ve been working with for three

years on one of these plans. She said the student is gifted and can earn an advanced or an
accelerated grade on her end of course exams without even entering the building, but
Alexis is concerned that the student has such significant mental health needs that the
student is not able to leave her home for any reason. Alexis said that as a central office
administrator, she is involved because the school refusal is at such an intense level.

Alexis is concerned the student may “live her whole life in her parents living room,” so
the district contracted a home instructor that meets the student at the library- which
happens to be next door to the Madison Preparatory School’s central office.

The student claims that she dreads coming to school, but Alexis is pleased that the
student is meeting a home instructor at a library with the computer provided by the

district. The library meetings give the student a reason to leave her house to do something

academic, and computer software enables the district to monitor her progress and make

formative curricular adjustments. This student is moving into 10th grade, and the plan is
to integrate her back into school through softball- which is another activity at the school.

In addition to the home instructors, there is a coordinator of all of the online programs
that gives students feedback and makes relationships with students and provides a

connection with an instructor at the high school.
The plan for this student is to give her a modified schedule where she will work in
the small, safe space in the building where the online instructor works, whom she has
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been forming a relationship with for three years now. Alexis emphasized that the barriers
for this student are psychological and emotional, so the goal is to eventually get her into
the larger school community to the extent that she can tolerate, but progress has already

been made. “I think that is a good process and we’ve done that for a lot of different kids.”
Alexis also described her vision for the future to have “more online, more blended, more
choice, and more personalized learning” opportunities for students that “isn’t about

putting square pegs in a round hole and expecting everybody to do the same thing.”

Procedures and Understandings: Online Learning.
The team at Madison Prep attempted to re-envision school in order to allow

students with school avoidance to continue earning credits without completely severing
ties with the school. Alexis described how her own children use YouTube tutorials and

conceded that “kids can learn in ways that can be extremely engaging and that has
nothing to do with school.” For this reason, she believed that schools need to look more

innovatively into their programming and examine the value they are adding to student
learning.

Alexis mentioned that with student anxiety and school refusal, they have had to
explore some different programs and also deploy different staff to actually run the
program and provide online instruction. Their blended learning program is for students

whose status is changed to home instruction because they need intense interventions. By
changing the students’ status, they are considered to be homeschooled instead of being
actively enrolled in the public school district, and therefore are excused from some of the

compulsory attendance and HB 410 guidelines. This provides flexibility, but since
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schools are financed based upon enrollment, this reduces some of the funding provided
by the state.

Carly also described a similar strategy to identify a student as needing home
instruction as an intervention, then using a combination of online learning along with an

actual instructor to go out and make student visits. She said that it would not count as
attendance, but it also does not count as absence and is not a strategy they use very often.
Olivia said that her district has also had situations where they have considered online

interventions for students who are unable to regularly attend school. They also have a
digital academy which only requires students to come to the building for a couple of

hours each day, and then work on their own for the rest of the time. They may
recommend this to students depending on what their attendance issue is whether it’s
childcare or something medical or another situation where the student just needs some
flexibility.
All three districts also had one-to-one technology initiatives. Assignments were

available to students online through google classroom but working towards those
assignments from home did not count towards attendance for missed classes. These
assignments were also not available to students officially placed on home instruction.

Students on home instruction used software and assignments to learn online that was

different from the typical classroom curriculum.
Through early 2020, there was a resounding opinion that students should be in
school to learn and learning outside of school should not be as highly regarded as
learning at school. Anna provided her stance on students completing work at home saying

“We have 1-1 Chromebook. Teachers use Google classroom, so we have students who
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might not get straight As, but they can pass a course by doing the work that’s assigned

independently and not being here. So, what do you do with that under HB 410? So, it’s an
interesting concept. As an administrator, I'd want to tell my teachers if the student cannot
be in your class and get an A that’s a problem (laughter) right? Because evidently, you’re
not contributing anything to their learning by your presence.” Although districts and
administrators were aware of online learning opportunities before Covidtimes, their

opinion was that while it was better than nothing, it was still not as good as learning in
person. This mindset was a substantial influence on policy evolution.

Use of Discretion to Mitigate Implementation Challenges (Precovid)
In chapter four, the evolution was presented of the policy as legislated and then
translated by stakeholders before becoming district-level policies in their local
handbooks. Also described were examples of some of the other documentation that was
developed by districts to comply with HB 410 was presented. The manifestations within
each of the three districts are of interest because the differences in the ways the policy

was conceptualized and actualized in each district serve as examples of how

implementation does not always materialize the way that policy makers intended.
Districts reported similar understanding of the goals of BH 410. However,

ambiguity within the policy and a lack of secondary guidance on how districts with
different conditions could achieve policy goals required the use of discretion on the part

of district staff. The lack of additional funding to support policy initiatives magnified
variation in attendance priorities, interventions, and implementation strategies.

Absence Intervention Team members in each district used discretion to mitigate

implementation challenges. To maximize resources and reduce the amount of time spent
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on administrative tasks related to HB 410, all districts created template letters, agendas,
and automated phone calls to streamline and generalize the process for creating
individualized Absence Intervention Plans. As noted in the literature, discrepancies in

resource availability led to differences in implementation through key organizational
factors like the availability of administrative cooperation and support along with

irregularities in the nature, frequency, duration, and location of the contact within
Absence Intervention Teams from each district (Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman 2003, p. 20).

Some districts had more resources, like time and staff to devote to HB 410

interventions that were required for fewer students. Alexis said that before HB 410,
districts may not have been motivated to investigate every student absence. “Schools may
have thought that’s not my business, but that is our business. Those are our kids. It is our

business.” However, Alexis also acknowledged that Madison Prep had the resources
available to make it their business and focus on attendance in a way that other districts
did not. With their increased ability to devote resources to HB 410 initiatives, Madison
Prep was able to identify trends in absenteeism from their high performing students

associated with mental health and develop strategic interventions that benefited students
while reducing absenteeism.

Removing students from the traditional learning environment and providing

online learning opportunities to support home instruction was not specific policy or

stakeholder guidance. Implementing agents made the decision to unenroll students from
their typical program and offer this costly intervention in all three districts. Other

instances of bureaucratic discretion were used by districts to reduce the strain on

resources and fill gaps in understanding.
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When HB 410 initially put a strain on resources, Winston Local was focusing on
both excused and unexcused absences. To alleviate this, they used discretion to only use
unexcused absences towards Absence Intervention Teams. By reducing the types of

absences that required intervention, they saved time and they were able to build a culture

with the expectation that families would communicate an excuse for every absence. This
reduced the unexcused absences, which again reduced the need for intervention, and
saved even more time meeting and training staff on how to have a meeting.

This was not as easily accomplished in Portsonhurst. As a large, urban district, the

Absence Intervention Team had more students and more transience, which required more
time gathering correct registration information. Revolving enrollment brought more

instances physiological and safety needs, which produced more unexcused absences.

Having less time to build rapport with more families and little authority outside of school,
implementing agents utilized increased discretion when handling tardies.

Sense-making and discretion surfaced at a variety of levels. Individually and
collectively as members of a committee, at the district level affecting many students and
in special cases the buildings for particular students, implementing agents used their
judgement to carry out HB 410 initiatives under local conditions with varying resources.
These constructed understandings and choices produced multiple interpretations across

districts with the biggest differences caused by factors related to demographics.
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CHAPTER V
THE CORONACOASTER

While collecting data for this dissertation, the country and the world were

changed by a global pandemic. The outbreak of the novel coronavirus disease (COVID19) was first detected in the Wuhan region of China in December 2019. By February

2020, when many of the interviews for this dissertation were happening, cases of

COVID-19 had been found on every continent. While interviewing Elizabeth, that same
month, she said “Just as of yesterday there’s confirmed cases near us. If a parent would
call in and say they are keeping their kid home for that it would probably be marked
parent excused. I’m not sure if that would be right or wrong, but we probably would mark
that as excused.”

In early March, growing concern over the Coronavirus, COVID-19 prompted a lot
of local businesses and universities to close or move to virtual-only communication.
There was talk of the need for "social-distance" and many communities were limiting the

amount of people who could gather in a single place. On March 12, Ohio Governor Mike

DeWine announced that K-12 schools would be temporarily closed. Shortly after, it was
recommended that everyone who should work from home, if possible. Concerts and
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events were cancelled, and families fled to the stores like they were preparing for a storm.

Everyone was told to remain at home and only leave for "essential" reasons.

In Ohio, Governor DeWine (R) held daily press conferences at 2pm to give

updates on information about the virus and what we should or must do. This included the
closing of "all nonessential businesses" and a "stay at home order." While it was unclear

just how long we would all need to stay at home, I do not think many people realized at
the time that they would not be leaving their home for months.
As a country, there was sadness, anxiety and depression. Some of the businesses

that closed knew they would never reopen. Some of the businesses that remained open

(including government agencies) let go of many employees. For a brief period,
unemployment was so common that people were surprised to hear when neighbors were

still working. Only "essential" workers like medical and some critical factories were
permitted to work as many other settings restructured to be able to continue projects

remotely. This included schools.
The conventional education of approximately 400 million students from the

United States and around the world was simultaneously disrupted. As many educators
tried to figure out how to continue to teach their students remotely, schools also worked
overtime to try to continue other services that they have taken on. There were sites

around the state where children who depended on school lunches for food could still get
lunch and other supplies.

For the first few weeks, American teachers were considered heroes for getting
students to complete assignments, but that sentiment quickly faded. At some point
teachers’ experimentation with remote learning lost its novelty. With teachers trying to
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create different arrangements and experiencing different results there was a sense of

chaos and frustration shared by nearly everyone. The general consensus was that remote
learning in 2020 left little to be desired with many people concerned about student
learning losses.

There are many possible reasons for this. For starters, most teachers were

completely unfamiliar with and had never even considered creating and delivering
lectures, assignments, and learning activities remotely. Additionally, schools had deeply
inequitable technological arrangements. Most schools were not ready with digital

subscriptions, devices, and other infrastructure in order to support online learning.
Parents also were not prepared to take on an additional role and be ready with tools at

home to use the materials the schools were offering which led to a growing resentment of
teachers and schools. And, finally, there was a global pandemic that everyone was also
trying to figure out how to live though. The relative importance of schoolwork or other

priorities shifted from family to family, day by day on what has been termed as the
Coronacoaster, or a rollercoaster of emotions. A popular example was "one minute I'm

baking sourdough bread from scratch and the next I'm watching the news crying
uncontrollably.” For many, the Coronacoaster continued as the days turned into weeks

and months.
The following sections describe what teaching and learning looked like after Ohio
mandated the closing of school buildings. In Covidtimes Spring 2020, there were no
legislative changes to HB 410, but schools were not able to follow the procedures they

had been implementing prior to Covidtimes. During times of crisis, ambiguity is
increased, and discretion expands. Sense-making without Guidance occurred as teachers
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and administrators tried to develop creative strategies, routines, procedures, and

understandings. The little guidance that was given by stakeholders supported putting
Maslow Before Bloom and focused on safety instead of pedagogy.
Decision-making is not a singular event. This is especially true in the early stages

of Covidtimes. There were multiple sources of information that often gave Conflicting
Directives. Opportunities to communicate a clear plan during summer 2020 were lost to a
politically volatile environment that added to the Coronacoaster feeling. School leaders

had to make decisions on the type of information they would use to make decisions. This
extreme ambiguity required implementing agents to utilize discretion ambitiously. For
these reasons, public education during Covidtimes Fall 2020 manifested in multiple

learning models that varied by district and by day.

Restructuring the School Day was a monumental task that required districts to
develop multiple plans for both in-person and online schooling. A Typical School Day in
each district was very different. The feasibility of each plan was based on so many

changing variables that large adjustments were made in nearly every district mid

semester. For all of these reasons, the Policy Evolution of HB 410 in Covidtimes was in
some ways a step backwards from the progress that was made from 2016-2019. The Use
of Discretion to Mitigate Implementation Challenges in Covidtimes is a review of the

various decisions and outcomes led by district and school staff responsible for monitoring

attendance and reducing truancy. These individuals, acting in the world as Street Level

Bureaucrats (Lipsky, 1980) responded to changing conditions in this study as to carrying
out HB 410. At the time of writing these results in the spring of 2021, the threat of

COVID-19 was reduced, but had not vanished and the 2020-2021 school year was
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unfinished but persisting despite lingering uncertainties. In the sections that follow, a

chronology of events and participants’ narration of policy decision are described.
Covidtimes Spring 2020
Absenteeism has long been a vexing and frustrating issue for educators. During
COVID-19, the phenomenon has only grown more pressing.
—Liberman, 2020a
At Portsonhurst, Olivia clearly remembered that the last day for students was

Friday, March 16. She said staff came in on Monday and before the end of the day their

superintendent told them they were allowed to work from home. She said that she worked
remotely until August. Olivia said, “our students went virtual, everyone was virtual, and

it was- it was a mess. It was a mess. I can’t speak much on grades and that kind of thing,
but I’m sure it was a mess as well. And the buildings did the best that they could; I think

we were all so caught off guard. We had a digital academy, but it certainly wasn’t scaled
to the entire district and so what we thought we knew— we didn’t really know. I don’t
even know how attendance could have been captured other than everybody’s present.”
Maya said that everyone’s job changed, and school was on hold. There was no truancy or

forms, and it was pretty much like a clean slate.
At Madison Prep, Jason said “we first thought we were going on a long spring

break. That was kind of how it was presented to us; we’ll have an extended spring break.

We'll be back after spring break.” When they started teaching again students needed
materials from the classroom, but no one could access them. Since everything they

needed was locked in their classroom, teachers said that they just tried to pull things off
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of the internet and do the best that they could. They were fully virtual and there were no
requirements.
Genvieve said that her building in Madison Prep also did not take attendance in

the Spring, which also meant none of the letters went out or team meetings were held as
they had been before schools closed. They also did not file for truancy. She said that she

kept a spreadsheet to keep note of students that teachers expressed concerns about a lack

of participation, and when they were unable to make contact with families. They made
some family visits and there was at least one student that there was absolutely no contact

with from March until our interview in September that she was very concerned about.
Anna said that her building in Madison Prep used Google Classroom. They

frequently asked teachers about students, but the teachers were not required to report
attendance to the district, so the district also did not have attendance to report. Some

teachers were having live virtual classes regularly; however, because there was no
requirement to have live sessions, so some classes never met. To keep in contact with
families, Anna used about 15 building paraprofessionals along with 8 office staff and

about 10 other people and divided up the names, so each family got a personal phone call
from the school to check in find out how things were going. She said that she did not

have to file on anyone for truancy, but also that she thought the courts would not have
taken it seriously if she did. This was not like the case in Michigan, where a 15-year-old

girl was incarcerated in July for not doing her online schoolwork (Ortiz, 2020).

According to an April article by Mark Liberman of Education Week, (2020a),

many districts stopped taking attendance because they were more focused on getting
students access to their learning platforms than determining how often they were using
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them. They also pointed out that logging into a platform may not necessarily mean
students are engaged or learning and it that is not healthy for students to be logged into a

single platform for an entire school day. According to the Council of Great City Schools,
in Spring 2020, many districts were still using paper packets for their remote learning.
Ohio joined Georgia and Washington D.C. and declared in April that all students should

be marked “present” for the rest of the school year.
Sense-making Without Clear Guidance

During Covidtimes, there were no changes to legislation or specific district

policies related to HB 410. There was a lot of attention and guidance given for safety, but
not much attention or guidance was being paid to pedagogy. Jason described the

conditions of crisis in which he and his colleagues worked:
I don't know that there could be any guidance because this has never happened.
Ever. So, I think districts are just, you know, treading water right now and trying
to figure it out as you go. Now after this is all done, we probably all could write
books on what to do if a pandemic comes educationally- I'm sure those are going
to come later, but right now we're just learning every day. And I'm telling you, it
changes every day. (Jason)
When secondary guidance was given by stakeholders, it was typically safety

based pedagogy to inform a return to schools and classrooms in-person. Maya said that
when her Portsonhurst school came back, “everything just seemed unsure;
chaotic...everyone is kind of on edge; everyone doesn't have answers; everyone is trying

to figure it out.” She also said that she was proud of her school and how everyone came

together at a vulnerable time.

Carly said that her district team used their own discretion because there was “no
guidance; no flexibility in regard to timelines or anything for the Spring.” Carly also
mentioned frustration with the government’s distribution of the CDC guidelines. “They
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teased us with them for a long time and they didn't give them to us. And then they gave

them to us. And then they said, we're going to change them. And it's kind of like You
know what, we just need to make our own decisions here.”
Carly also said that with her superintendent’s support, the top priority across

Winston Local Schools is to “do everything possible to keep kids safe.” One of the

decisions that Carly made early in the pandemic was to fall out of compliance on some

special education Evaluation Team Reports because instead of bringing students and staff
into the school building “I just said no...and I'm okay with that because I still feel that I

can sleep at night knowing I'm doing everything I can to keep people safe.”

With that guiding principle, school district personnel in the central office and on
Absence Intervention Teams actively sought out new information and co-created
understandings as a team instead of passively waiting for guidance. They also

continuously reviewed and updated their practices as new information became available.
Carly said they also have already discussed what their plan will be for when they are

audited.
Procedures and Understandings: Maslow Before Bloom

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (1943) is a triangle- shaped diagram that is used to

demonstrate five tiers of human needs. According to this theory, needs lower on the
hierarchy are foundational and need to be satisfied before moving up. The most basic

need for all humans is physical survival. Physiological needs like air, food, shelter, and

sleep are biological requirements and without them, the human body cannot function
properly. Next are safety needs, followed by love and belonging and esteem. Bloom’s
Taxonomy (1956) is a similar triangle that provides a hierarchy of pedagogical objectives
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with preconditions on the base of the triangle moving towards the point with increasingly

difficult cognitive tasks. Putting Maslow before Bloom means prioritizing physical and

psychological needs listed in Maslow’s diagram ahead of learning and pedagogical
objectives (Denton, Doran, & McKinney, 2002).

With a lack of pedagogical or other early guidance from the Department of
Education, leaders within school districts relied on their own judgment to make decisions

in Covidtimes. Many districts focused their resources on increased safety. Instead of
seeking out resources directly intended for teaching and learning, all three districts

focused on guidance from the Center for Disease Control and purchased resources to
protect students and faculty. Student safety and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
were districts’ top priority. This could be due to districts intentionally utilizing the

theoretical practice of putting Maslow before Bloom since PPE is key factor in the ability
to safely return to in-person learning, but it also could be districts responding to the only

guidance they received.

Carly said the first big decision that she made in May 2020 was to completely

self-contain the intensive needs classrooms and separate their preschool, so the students
are not with their typical peers at all. She said that she never thought she would do that,

and thought that parents would be upset, but instead they were all grateful she made the
decision to keep the staff and students safe. She also said that since they required all

students to wear masks, there were some parents that elected the remote learning option
just for that reason. Carly said it was hard because she wanted to do everything possible

keep kids and the staff safe because otherwise, students could fall ill, and they would
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need to close the school again. That concern weighed on Carly heavily as the numbers of

positive cases were climbing in her county and covid fatigue was setting in.
Carly also said that when the shutdown happened, she started getting dozens of

emails a day from different online providers like additional math programs, additional
reading programs, or online tutoring and online speech therapy. She also got emails about

sanitizer, sprayers to disinfect rooms, and other PPE items. In August 2020 she said, “I
mean, it was coming at us fast and furious. It is still happening now...” She said “I never

thought I would ever purchase as much PPE as I have purchased. It's just been trying to
put in as many layers of protection as possible.”

Carly said that her team started ordering gloves and gowns in May and had almost

all of their PPE by July. She said that they purchased sheets of plexiglass for anyone who
wanted dividers, portable hand washing stations with sanitizer for the playgrounds and

cafeteria, they even bought voice amplifiers so teachers could be heard through their

masks. She said that there were some things that were requested that they could not fulfill
like full HEPA filters for the classrooms. Carly said that they were “doing everything we

possibly can. But there are limits of what we can do. We're not going to put everyone in
hazmat suits breathing oxygen tanks, but I can provide all of this stuff: gowns, glasses,

shields; every kid has to wear a mask.”

When interviewing Jason in October 2020, he shared that he received no guidance

regarding HB 410 since the pandemic started. He said that they had received safety
guidance from the health department, but nothing from the county, state or federal

education departments. He said that they listened to Governor DeWine’s reports and
reviewed the national standards from the CDC. They talked to their local Board of Health
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and also consulted with the area infectious disease specialist and with the nurses in their
district. Even the pedagogical decisions they have made were based on health department
recommendations.

Jason said that every week in their PLC meeting they discuss safety. They had a
lot of guidance about safety. He said “It’s probably 80% health and safety because that’s

obviously the topic of our daily lives now, and for pedagogy we are focused on: what
does this look like six feet away with safety precautions? What does this look like now in

a socially distanced environment?”
Jason gave an example of how much conversation, planning, and team decision
making was required for a seemingly simple task: taking student temperatures. He said,
initially, they planned to take student temperatures when they got on the bus, but they

found research that said it may not be accurate if they had been standing out in the cold.
They thought they could take it as they walk into the building, but there is another

temperature change when they get off of the bus and walk into the school, so then they
started talking about taking it in the classroom, but some people were concerned that it

could be too late for it to matter by then because they have already been around so many
other students. Jason said, “It's hard to figure out whose standards and what day we’re
going to go by those standards because they change.''
Jason described their meticulous plan to return to the classroom. They created

AM and PM cohorts with plexiglass and six-foot distancing. During the 90 minutes
between cohorts, all chairs and desks will be sanitized. They also purchased masks for
every student and teacher in their district. Jason emphasized that “The biggest thing is to
do it in a safe manner.”
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Anna said that information from their school nurses has been “phenomenal.” She
said that they have been collaboratively working with the superintendent to develop

language and protocols for situations like kids checking out books from a classroom
library and kids sanitizing their hands as they get on and off of the school bus.
Procedures and Understandings: Conflicting Directives

One of the reasons why education stakeholders had not distributed clear guidance

documents over the summer for districts to use for planning, was due to the conflicting
directives given between government policy requests and advice from educational

specialists and researchers. Politically, there was a strong push to return to the traditional
model of classroom learning while health experts were requesting people to stay home

and avoid being in prolonged close contact with others. While education stakeholders,
specialists, and researchers weighed in on where they thought education could take place,
there was less clarity on how learning should occur or pedagogical guidance for the new

distanced and remote environments or how student participation would be monitored, and
attendance could be taken.

OEA released a series of recommendations in March 2020 to support schools and

provide guidance through the changes in learning and other school operations caused by
the coronavirus pandemic. While there were many valuable insights regarding testing,
student and school report cards, graduation, teacher evaluation, and other issues, there

was no direct mention of remote learning, attendance, or HB 410 (DiMauro letter in

files). In late March, many of those recommendations passed along with a provision
allowing eLearning to extend beyond the 10-day max that was in place.
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Although this was the first time that the whole world was experiencing nearly the
same disaster at the same time, acknowledging that became politicized in the USA. With
the growing resentment of being at home, came a growing denial that the virus was

dangerous or even real. On March 30, The US Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos,

addressed the pandemic for the first time.
As districts were purchasing computers and Internet hotspots for students to be

able to access lessons and assignments from their homes during the shelter in place, there

was a political push in the opposite direction to "reopen the economy.” This created
pressure to reopen schools not because schools were unable or unwilling to offer online

learning opportunities to their students, but because most parents rely on schools to
supervise their kids while they go to work. There was concern that parents would not be

able work until students went back into school buildings every day. The political divide
between concerns about health safety versus economic sustainability increased with

protests reacting to extended government safety mandates and deepening racial tensions.
Throughout the spring and summer, the President of the United States, Donald

Trump, pushed for schools to return to normal first asking them to “seriously reconsider”

reopening in April 2020. In May 2020, Trump declared victory over the pandemic and
presented a one-page reopening decision tree instead of the 63-page CDC report designed

for educators and business owners. In July, Trump posted to Twitter “I disagree with [the
CDC] on their very tough & expensive guidelines for opening schools. While they want

them open, they are asking schools to do very impractical things. I will be meeting with
them!!!”
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Many people believed that COVID-19 was not dangerous to children. This put
added pressure on districts to bring students and staff back to school for events like in
person graduation ceremonies, which some did. In June 2020, The “Reopen our Schools

Act” (H.R. 7152) was introduced to prohibit federal funding to schools unless they
returned to traditional in-person instruction by September 2020-Forbes magazine called it

“the granddaddy of all unfunded mandates” (Green, 2020) The American Federation for
Teachers estimated that it would cost hundreds of billions of dollars for the staff and PPE

necessary to safely reopen schools (American Federation of Teachers, 2020). Not only
did HR 7152 not provide any additional funding, but since schools would lose money if
they failed to meet the guidelines, it would have become the first negatively funded

mandate. The Reopen Our Schools Act did not get far in Congress, but it was successful

in escalating tensions and concerns.
School districts across the country spent summer 2020 planning for the 2020
2021 school year based upon the priorities communicated to them. According to Mark

Liberman of Education Week, a few schools in the United States will get through the
2020-21 academic year without some form of remote learning, for some portion of the
student body, for some period of time (2021a). It was predicted that health officials’

recommendations for social distancing in classrooms would limit the number of students
who would be able to come to school each day. It was also predicted that safety concerns

from parents, teachers, and other staff members would keep many people at home even if
school buildings are permitted to reopen in some capacity. Although nearly every school

in the country (and across the world) was using some form of remote learning, and nearly

every education professional, unions, and scholars unanimously agreed that some form of
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online learning would be necessary for the foreseeable future, the US Department of
Education did not provide guidance or support for all public school districts to offer and
improve online teaching and learning.

While many district leaders were expecting guidance for online schooling, during
the State of the Union in July, US Education Secretary DeVos repeatedly called for

schools to open with full-time, in-person learning in Fall 2020. DeVos claimed that it was
“in no way dangerous” for students to return but did not provide specific guidance

outlining a safe transition back to school. On July 16, White House Press Secretary

Kayleigh McEnany told reporters that schools must reopen in-person for fall instruction:
“The science should not stand in the way of this” (Press Secretary, 2020). It was even
suggested that if school buildings did not reopen, the money that would have been given
to schools would be given directly to families.

It is one thing to come up with a plan that reimagines every aspect of schooling
under unprecedented conditions to accommodate pandemic learning either in-person or

remotely, and another to come up with the resources needed to accomplish it, especially

in districts that are already under-resourced. In July 2020, conflicting messaging from the
US Department of Education continued as $180 million in grant funding to improve

access to and quality of remote learning was distributed only to awardees in 11 states
(Georgia, Iowa, Louisiana, Maine, North Carolina, New York, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, and Texas) (US DOE website).Instead of having the

guidance and resources to train staff and execute high quality learning opportunities, the
majority of public school districts across the country, including in Ohio, were left to
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make a series of unsupported contingency plans that considered multiple permutations

learning possibilities.
Although politicians continued to push to reopen schools and the economy, there

was no evidence that was the best pedagogical decision. In Fall 2020, districts in Ohio
and across the country delayed their scheduled re-openings to attempt different
combinations of in-person and remote learning. In September 2020, The National

Education Association (NEA) released a statement that “Trump and DeVos have failed
educators and students on COVID-19. It didn’t have to be this way” (NEA, 2020)

Covidtimes Fall 2020
In Covidtimes Fall 2020, teachers and administrators in schools and districts

across the country and around the world made adjustments to their prior concepts of
schooling in order to improve on teaching and learning in Spring 2020 and develop ways
to keep students learning. Flexibility was emphasized as schools made and reversed

decisions reacting to constantly changing information. For example, in an article by
Sparks, Matthew Stem, deputy secretary for elementary and secondary education at the

Pennsylvania education department spoke of developing multiple plans for reopening and
remote schooling as the department assisted districts in evaluating and adapting their

protocols in order to respond to the pandemic as it evolves. Stem said, "Our district
leaders almost universally have multiple plans, not only for how they were going to

reopen, but how they would pivot to a more restrictive or conservative approach
depending on changing conditions in community spread" (Sparks, 2020).

All three districts included in this study developed different strategies to handle
in-person and remote learning in Fall 2020. Benchmarks, strategies, schedules, resources,
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and expectations were realized in different ways across districts. Even though they were

all different, they all had one sentiment in common: It’s not perfect, but it’s an
improvement from what was done in the spring.
Procedures and Understandings: Reconstructing the School Day.

The lack of clear and consistent guidelines caused the districts included in this

study and schools across the country to develop multiple plans for the return to school in

Fall 2020. Not only did every district have different strategies for remote and in-person
learning, but nearly every district’s plan changed in some way during the first semester.
This added to confusion for students, staff, and school leaders. In this manner, the

implementation of HB 410 in the fall of 2020 reflected a set of conditions each district
encountered as it addressed challenges and strategized accordingly.

In Winston Local, Carly reported that the district asked families to commit to in
person or online learning for the fall semester. She said the district started the school year

with two weeks of hybrid learning. This allowed the students who wanted to come back
in-person to get used to the masks, social distancing, handwashing, and other routines.
During that time there were parents of online students who wanted to change to in-person
and parents of in-person students who wanted to move online. That was very difficult for

them because they had already made staffing decisions based upon those commitments,
but they did honor some requests. By October, Winston Local had all of the in-person

students on a regular schedule, but Carly acknowledged that all of the schools closing in
the spring without warning was out of her control, and it could happen again. According

to Carly, the hardest part was needing to make vital decisions while so much was still

unknown. She said that at a recent board meeting, the board had just approved a
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contingency plan should school closure and online instruction be necessary. Carly
reflected, “We're just trying to figure out the best way to do things. And there's going to

have to be some flexibility and, you know, we'll just have to see what happens.”

In Portsonhurst, Maya said her school is “not 100% where it should be.” She said
they have some virtual hybrid students and some in the building. She said they could be

here tomorrow, they may not; they are trying to follow the rules and guidance and

playing every day by ear. Olivia described the difference between CDC guidance and

“the best that they can.” She said that in order to accommodate all of the students that
chose the option to come back to in-person instruction, they emptied furniture out of
classrooms so there are only student desks, but the desks are not necessarily 6-feet apart.

Olivia’s description illustrated the on-the-ground “best that they can” interpretation.

Jason said that Madison Prep started the school year 100% remote. When their
county recommended that instruction should be held virtually their superintendent

announced that they would be remote until January, but parents wanted their children

back in the buildings. The district sent out a poll to all families and built a cohort. He said
they spent weeks crunching numbers and creating schedules because there were so many

pieces associated with returning. Similarly, Anna commented on the investment in time

to plan the logistics of instructional delivery. She said the schedule consumed most of her
summer. Anna noted several versions of schooling were proposed, adding “I would say

80% of our time was nothing but thinking through the remote learning schedule.”
Jason described how switching back and forth from remote to in-person learning

requires coordination of resources and consideration to detail. He said in Spring 2020, a
major barrier to learning was students having a lack of materials. When school started in
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Fall 2020, the teachers went into their classrooms and made bags that were taken to
students' homes so they would be prepared for learning. He noted, however, that Madison
Prep will probably need to get some of those materials back if they can in order to

transition back into the building for in-person learning. Some students that decided to
continue learning remotely and needed to keep some of the classroom materials. Jason
reflected the complexity of this period of time, as he noted “It's so many pieces! This is
even funny talking about it, but it's good talking about it.”

In September, Genvieve noted that “there are constant plans for reintegrating
students into the building.” She also said, “My entire job has changed.” Genvieve

expressed that since the pandemic, 70% of her time as a principal was devoted to trying
to figure out how to do things in a new way, like teacher evaluations and student
discipline remotely, or at least from a distance. She also shared that she is using a lot of

personal and professional time considering the implications of staying remote and the

counterfactuals of possible returns because it is unlikely 100% of students will be back
any time soon.

In addition to the pedagogical and safety decisions involved with in-person or
online learning, Genvieve articulated a series of other logistical decisions that school
administrators, like herself, were actively trying to problem solve. She said that when

students are enrolled in virtual learning, the school needs to make sure that students have

access and are attending. However, they also need to consider transportation when school
opens back up. Moving to any partial schedule where all students are not coming at the
same time requires reorganizing bus routes. She also said that while some people viewed

it as less urgent, sports were an immediate concern for many students and their families.
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Because students were looking to be recruited for scholarships, they wanted to practice
and play, but the school had to figure out how to safely offer sports.

Food Services is another program that required a lot of decision-making while
students were not physically attending school in their building. The district office staff
needed to make sure that they were serving the students that the state required them to

serve, but they also needed to protect the students’ privacy. In the beginning of the

pandemic, they passed out food in high need areas, but it was in a public environment
there were other people in the area who would come because they were in need, although
they did not qualify for school lunch. According to Genevieve, they had to consider

“policy versus humanity” and find a way to make sure they were feeding everyone that

was supposed to be fed. These issues were not directly related to HB 410, but addressing
these complications caused by the lack of physical presence in a school building took

precedence over attendance interventions like Absence Intervention Teams.
Anna said that she thought they should bring the kids back into the building as

long as they could do it safely because some of the students were slipping behind with
online learning. In early October, Madison Preparatory Schools released a statement that
they regrettably would remain 100% full remote due to their county’s move to Level 3 -

Red status according to Ohio’s color-coded Public Health Advisory Alert System
designed to identify levels of emergency and potential exposure to virus. The status

change actually happened on the day of Anna’s second interview in October 2020.
Students who indicated they preferred in-person learning were supposed to return to the

building. Anna reported they had everything ready to go, but the number of COVID-19
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cases in their area had increased, moving their county from “orange” (Level 2) to “red”

(Level 3).

Although the move to “Level 3-Red” was the cause cited for continuing online

learning, the demand to return to the physical classroom created a lot of pressure on
schools. Later in October, the Superintendent of Madison Prep released a statement
saying, “with the current red designation, I am excited to confirm that we will be

implementing our in-person/remote learning hybrid plans beginning Monday, November
2nd.” It should be noted that from October 15 through October 29, the county that

Madison Prep is in not only stayed at Level 3 (red), but the number of COVID-19 cases
actually increased. However, the district was able to negotiate with the union during that

time period and successfully created a plan to safely reopen for in-person learning for
families requesting that option while also simultaneously offering an equitable online
learning option.

In November, the Ohio Department of Health released data that showed Ohio

schools reported over 1,000 new cases of COVID-19 among students and school staff
each week in October. “Since the beginning of the school year Public Health has

recommended remote learning and no extra-curricular activities, however, we are not
issuing an order for remote learning unless it is a statewide mandate,” said Dan

Suffoletto, spokesman for Public Health Dayton & Montgomery County.

Despite the public health arguments for online learning, the lack of guidance to
support online learning created indecision and instability. A variety of arrangements were

created to keep students, families, and staff engaged in teaching and learning. For
decades, the typical school day held similar hours, schedules and routines across Ohio. In
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Covidtimes, this all changed. Trying to accommodate both in-person and online learning

created an array of schedules that were often confusing and difficult to keep track of.
A Typical School Day at Winston Local.
Carly said that every district in their county ended up providing online instruction

in the fall for about 25% of their population, the percentage her district needed to be able
to have enough space to bring some of their students back in-person and have enough
space to be appropriately distanced. She said that if every family had wanted their
children to return, she could not imagine how they would have satisfied the requests. All

of the furniture had been moved as far apart as possible. For example, students sat one
per table in the cafeteria.

Carly said that the most difficult thing about fall 2020 was that they not only had

to develop a fully online option, but in-person instruction as well. Additionally, the in
person instruction they were offering was different than anything they have done
previously. They were essentially simultaneously piloting two brand new learning

methods. She explained that “It's just difficult to try and fulfill everything that's needed
you know, because it's like we've got kids here; we've got kids that are quarantined that
we're trying to educate; we've got kids that are fully online. I mean, there's so many
moving parts. It's definitely a challenge.”

A Typical School Day at Madison Prep.
Jason said that in contrast to the spring of 2020, when teachers may or may not
have offered live sessions during remote learning, synchronous (live) instruction was

required during certain periods of the day in the fall. Additionally, because the state
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required teachers to take attendance again, the practice of daily attendance resumed
during remote learning and the records were entered into a database.
Anna explained that her building is using an A, B, C, D four-day rotation
schedule, which meant predictability in scheduling although variation by day. Depending

on the letter designation of the day, the students would have two core classes that meet in
the morning, a special, a break in the middle of the day, and come back to meet those

same two classes again at the end of the day. This schedule also created variation by
week because the four-day rotation schedule occurred in a five-day week. For example, if

Monday was an A-day in a typical week, Friday would also be an A-day, and the
following Monday would be a B-day. A sample seventh grade schedule for an A-day is

illustrated below.
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Table IV

Sample Schedule for Madison Prep

Time

Class

8:00-8:45

Social Studies

8:50-9:25

Language Arts

9:30-10:10

Music Elective

10:15-10:35

Advisory Program

10:35-12:45

Personalized Learning + Lunch

1:00-1:45

Social Studies

1:50-2:25

Language Arts

2:30-3:10

Spanish

A student with this schedule would have one teacher or adult for the group of

about 10-15 students during Pride, which was their strategy to increase attendance and
participation by offering student guidance and removing obstacles to learning that may or
may not be related to being remote. The intent for personalized learning time is that

students would work on something for their morning classes that they would be able to
have completed as preparation for the afternoon sessions. A student who has Social

Studies and Language Arts on an A day, would follow a similar a similar schedule on B
day, but go to Math and Science along with different specials.
Anna said that teachers were having a hard time engaging their learners and

sustaining their presence in the online environment. Due to new mechanisms for
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recording students’ presence in the online class, she was not surprised to see the drops in
attendance. In the traditional in-person setting of the past, if students were in a physical
school building, they would have been counted present merely for not leaving the

building before the end of the day. However, in online learning students have to log in
and out throughout the school day. The extra effort required to join a class makes it easier
for students to opt out of classes, which creates a new set of attendance numbers to reflect

students’ irregular attendance. Anna explained that “If a teacher lectures for 40 minutes
in the morning and then to the same group 40 minutes in the afternoon, those kids don’t
want to show up in the afternoon.” Anna also said that this schedule is not the one that
administrators designed, as the design was developed with a lot of input by the teachers'
union.

A Typical School Day at Portsonhurst.

When meeting with Maya, school had been in session for two weeks. She said
that “everything has dramatically changed” and “there’s been a steep learning curve”

making sure students have everything they need to learn from home. Their building
usually has around 700 students, but at that time they had less than 100 students who had

chosen to come back to the building. Maya was pleased about the arrangement saying, “If

you can keep your kids at home, please do,” but she understood that not all parents could
pot for remote learning.

A number of issues emerged in the district’s implementation of remote and in
person learning. Maya said that teachers were stressed and concerned that there was no

separation in time between home and school and parents are concerned about the amount

of screen time. She said concerns remained that students and teachers could be exposed
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to COVID. However, they were following their protocols, social distancing, talking about

symptoms and “we're just trying to, you know, stay on protocol with COVID so that no
one is going to get it [laughter].”

Maya emphasized variation was the norm. She said that everyone was teaching

differently than they had before and differently than each other because the virtual/hybrid
schedules were still changing. She mentioned one teacher who was planning to teach

face-to-face but was trying to set a time for her class with some consistency because not
all teaches have set times. She also brought up the need to press the issue of taking
attendance with teachers because it is so different for them. Maya described that “In

regard to attendance, everything is up in the air. We're taking everything, you know, day
by day trying to figure out our virtual compared to our hybrid. With our hybrid they come
two days, they're off three days. So, we're just trying to figure out a system that will

work.”
Portsonhurst had three versions of learning in the fall. There are fully online

students who did not come to the building at all, blended students who come to the
building two days a week and are home the other three, and PreK- 5th grade students had
the option of 100% face to face 5 days a week. Tiffany said the face-to-face students

were basically hybrid students because they completed 100% of their work on iPads (no
paper at all) and they are expected to stay home and do their work remotely if they have
any sign of illness. According to Olivia, “everybody was in a much better place” than
they were in the spring.
Portsonhurst organized the hybrid students into two groups: A and B day students.

On Monday and Tuesday, the A students come, and the B students come in on Thursday
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and Friday. No one comes in on Wednesday. At first, parents had to choose what model
they were going to follow, but because grades and attendance were down, they have

started to let more kids switch in order to come into the buildings. Tiffany said that a lot

of her students were home by themselves because their parents had to work. One of the
problems Tiffany mentioned with the virtual learning was that in terms of student work,
the district had “given them too much leeway.” As long as students turned in their work,

their virtual absences would be changed to excused, so their parents may not even really
know how much class time they are missing. This greatly concerned Tiffany, who

indicated “We’re putting a college level responsibility on 10-year-olds...13-year-olds, and

it breaks my heart. Some of these kids are high ability students and they're not doing any
work. That bothers me. I don't want to see these kids have to repeat a grade when they

were just fine before. We're losing a generation of kids due to this pandemic.”
Olivia said that it took a while, but they were finally able to craft a letter to be

mailed out with report cards to communicate to the parents the importance of virtual

attendance. She said that she felt it was unfortunate that it took nine weeks, but at that
point they would be able to refine their process and the school community workers would
be able to run the required reports and they could do triage in terms of what was

happening.
Tiffany said that she was praying that all of the kids would come back into the

school as soon as possible. She was happy that she had the ability to call parents and offer

them the option of coming back in-person, adding “I've been instrumental..., in probably

about ten kids coming back. We just had about four more come back this week.” Olivia
said that around 50% of 6th-12th grade students were 100% remote which may give them
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enough space for the hybrid students to come in more often, particularly the elementary

students. However, they also had to address the need for social distancing as their
classrooms filled.

Policy Evolution of HB 410 in Covidtimes
In general, the HB 410 law did not change at the state level, and the policy
approved by the board did not change in any of the districts, but almost everyone
interviewed said that implementation was nearly impossible and had been since the

beginning of the pandemic. There was no indication that the law or policy would change;
however, new strategies were required to accommodate changing conditions. Without

guidance on how to handle implementation, sense-making and the related procedures and

understandings contributed to HB 410’s evolution in every district. Districts relied on

previous practices when originally retrofitting policy to accommodate HB 410. However,
retrofitting practices during Covidtimes was not as simple a task.

In her Covidtimes interview, Carly from Winston Local reflected that when their

district was creating protocols for HB 410, they simply adapted procedures from before
HB 410 to include initiatives for HB 410. However, she emphasized that they were not

able to simply repeat that method of adapting old procedures and expect them to work
during Covidtimes- especially within online learning. “The whole thing was not that

much different than what we used to do. It was just a whole bunch of different terms... if
you're trying to apply that same rule to the online... It's impossible. It would be absolutely

impossible.”
Genvieve from Madison Prep echoed Carly’s remarks and said that

implementation of HB 410 was not a current priority at that time and that it would be
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unrealistic to even try until students come back into the building. Genvieve said that
“everything has dramatically changed since March” and “There’s been a steep learning

curve.” She said that while the students were online, Madison Prep was calculating single
daily attendance back into hours for reporting. Genvieve noted “I’m hopeful that we get
some more specific regulations about how to tally those things, but right now we're sort

of trying to retrofit our policies which match the House bill to this new virtual
environment.” Jason said that they were also not enforcing HB 410 in his Madison Prep

school. He said that they were constantly trying to identify and remove barriers to
attendance but had stopped “sending out the harsh letters and all of the required meetings

with the team.”
When asked where the HB 410 flowchart and spreadsheets that they followed so
meticulously were during Covidtimes, Jason responded “I don't know if you can see my

cabinet back here, but the flow chart is in there. That's where. I'm looking at- like, our
attendance committee. We are still following the House Bill 410; we still have the

committee; we're still monitoring attendance, but how to go through with the mandates of

House Bill 410? I think everybody, including the people at the state level, probably have

done the same as the cabinet thing. They're like, well, I think we're not going to worry

about that right now.” He said that they were still following the processes that they could.
They were still trying to figure out how to accumulate the hours of attendance and they

were still meeting and involving parents, but just not at the same level as before. House
Bill 410 was not at the top of their priority list- it was relegated to the “cabinet.”
The contrast between attention to policy implementation of HB 410 pre-COVID

and during COVID is significant and reflects the new priorities the pandemic introduced.
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According to Jason, his team spent approximately 2 hours each day dealing with
attendance logs and data collection to prepare for an additional 32 hours of meetings

discussing HB 410 and attendance issues from October 2019 through March 2020. In

contrast, from March 2020 through October 2020 Jason said they have spent fewer than
five hours on HB 410 issues “because of being remote.” Jason said that they have

struggled with what attending virtually really means and “it’s hard to go to the next level
or next stages or steps for the requirements for HB 410” because the students and district

staff were all at home. Jason said that although his team had not reported anyone for

truancy, he assumed that their court would accept it, but there would be a significant

delay because of the inability to meet face to face.
Portsonhurst also struggled maintaining HB 410 interventions during Covidtimes.

Olivia said “I think they were all so caught off guard” that there were no truancy hearings
during Spring 2020. She also said that as of October, the district continued to struggle

with interventions. According to Olivia, nothing technically changed with HB 410, so
they were still planning to send out letters and continuing both informal and formal court

complaints based upon the attendance data that was entered. Unfortunately, the first

letters they sent were incorrect due to errors in the way attendance hours were calculated.
However, at the time of the interview (October) they had developed a new format for

calculating attendance and clarified the data entry process. Olivia noted she believed they
would be following the same protocol with absence intervention plans, family meetings,

and court hearings.

In her Covidtimes interview, Maya from Portsonhurst confirmed that due to lack
of guidance from leadership, nothing was done in her building with HB 410 from March
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2020- her first interview with me - and the second interview in October 2020. She noted

“I think honestly for most people the bill is kind of going by the wayside just because of
everything that's happening. And it's a bit unrealistic. I personally think it's a bit

unrealistic to be able to follow those guidelines given the virtual environment, and I

believe it was never intended to be applied in a virtual environment. So, we're sort of, you
know, putting a square in a round hole.” Maya said that even though they had already
started the school year, her team had not even talked about truancy yet.

Maya gave the example of one-way COVID protocols had changed

implementation of HB 410 through the way she contacted students. Before COVID, she
would call students out of class to commend them for great attendance, or to discuss

potential consequences and offer interventions. As of our October interview, she and the

students were coming into the building daily, but she was unsure when she would
actually be face to face with them again because she was told students should stay out of

her office due to COVID protocols. Maya explained that she felt “really kind of stuck

trying to get in touch with the students through the parents. Sometimes that doesn't even
work. There's no answer at the door, no answer from the parents. They're kind of

dropping off the face of the earth. So, the interventions are not even a factor.”
Maya said that she did not have working phone numbers for many of her students
and parents were also not allowed into the building due to COVID protocols. Maya

requested access to the software teachers were using to teach online classes so she could
attempt virtual mediations, but they had always had a hard time getting parents to the
building for individual meetings and were now unsure how parents would respond to

group virtual meetings. Maya also was unsure how they would handle the signed
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paperwork that comes with mediation. She also wondered if they did follow procedures
and report a truancy, what would happen if a family who stayed in their house citing

health and safety reasons then refused to appear in court?
For these reasons, Maya said she believed that the students need to be back in
school in order for HB 410 to work the way that she believed it was intended to, “My

hope. Really knock on some wood here I think that we need to be back full time in no

time.” She said that the district was considering a hybrid model, which she thought was
going to be “a disaster” because it would be “a nightmare” to manage tracking attendance

hours effectively. Maya said once they are back on a regular schedule, they will be fine
but “anything other than that is going to be problematic” to calculate and monitor hours

for attendance thresholds.
Also in Portsonhurst, Tiffany agreed with Maya and believed the students needed

to come back to school in-person as soon as possible because the new plan attendance

calculations had flaws. Tiffany said that “The new rules for attendance do less to increase
attendance and more to track it not being a problem until it’s really a problem.” She said

that she has worked with 20-25 families this school year, which was more than ever

before. She said some students were found by the principal to not have completed any

work or attended any classes for the entire first quarter of the school year. As the School
Community Worker, she was upset that so many weeks went by before she was notified

and could even start to prepare communications or interventions.

Even when students would be identified for her to work with, Tiffany said she
was unsure logistically how previous procedures could happen during Covidtimes. She
said that she recently spoke with a mediator and was scheduled to attend an in-person
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hearing, but she was unsure of the details or her role in the intervention. Tiffany thought
for a moment and said, “I think we're all going; I don't know if they're going to sit us all

in different areas or how that's going to go because this will be my first one since the
pandemic.”

Use of Discretion to Mitigate Implementation Challenges (Covidtimes)
Chapter five described how the implementation of House Bill 410 (HB 410) was
neglected in order to prioritize teaching and learning during a global pandemic caused by
COVID-19. During times of crisis, ambiguity is increased, and discretion expands.

Decision-making is not a singular event. Procedures and understandings are constantly
shaped by different actors and contexts.
In Covidtimes, there were no legislative changes to HB 410, but there was also

little guidance for districts as they tried to develop creative strategies, routines,

procedures, and understandings. What Lipsky (1980) would refer to as Street Level

Bureaucrats-which for the sake of this study would be the members of Absence
Intervention Teams in each district- utilized increased discretion as they needed to make
provisions for where, when, and how learning and other tasks schools were responsible
for would occur. These multifaceted decisions prioritized student safety over procedures
and interventions associated with HB 410 like letters and meetings. Nearly everyone

interviewed acknowledged that HB 410 had not changed, but admitted they believed they
were no longer even attempting to implement with the fidelity that they had in place

before Covidtimes. However, even though tedious administrative tasks districts used to

demonstrate accountability to HB 410 were being skipped, interventions related to the

intentions of the bill were at the forefront during Covidtimes.
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In Chapter 6, the prioritization of increasing attendance through supportive

interventions during Covidtimes is presented. The juxtaposition of resources and
discretion is highlighted as Street Level Bureaucrats were forced to reconceptualize
attendance thresholds and interventions. While there were some key differences in

procedures and understandings by district before, this was magnified through Covidtimes
as districts pursued a new normal.
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CHAPTER VI

BUREAUCRATIC DISCRETION IN HB 410 AND BEYOND
Crisis only magnifies what your weaknesses and strengths are.

—Anna

In Chapter four, House Bill 410 (HB 410) was introduced along with a description
of strategies utilized by schools for implementation. Discretion was used to fill gaps in
guidance and/or funding to create and sustain interventions and to mitigate differences in
conditions and resources as the policy evolved during implementation in different
districts. In the case of this study, Lipsky’s term, Street Level Bureaucrats, offers

theoretical meaning for members of the Absence Intervention Teams, due to their role in
using discretion to determine definitions, procedures, and interventions as related to HB

410.
While there likely will always be some obstacles, there was also a major hardship
that all districts happened to encounter at the same time during data collection for this

project, and that was a global pandemic caused by Covid-19. In Chapter five, some of the

conditions brought by the pandemic were outlined. With increased ambiguity and a
reprioritization of conditions to triage, implementation of HB 410 focused less on data,
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tracking, and other administrative tasks and evolved to a more holistic view of supporting
student attendance.
As HB 410 continued to be an unfunded mandate, the Limited Resources

exacerbated inequalities among districts and their ability to create and sustain
interventions. Although keeping students connected and safely learning during
Covidtimes was not an official initiative to support HB 410, each of the districts accepted

the responsibility of reinventing teaching and learning during Covidtimes without
guidance. The influence of prior sense-making was evident as priorities from before
Covidtimes reemerged. While there were some key differences among districts and their

implementation strategies pre-covid, these were all magnified by this major event.
Supporting students and staff through Mental Health initiatives was critical to the

interpretation of the prioritization of school attendance and participation. In addition to

attending to students' mental health, the physical health of students and staff was
promoted through Online Learning.

The expansion of online learning during Covidtimes created additional difficulty

in identifying and monitoring student attendance and participation. Street Level
Bureaucrats once again relied on discretion to determine definitions, procedures, and

interventions to create a Flexible and Supportive New Normal. The Evolution of HB 410
Illustrated Within a Variegated Diagram summarizes the evolution of policy as not a

single linear path, but as a process constantly changed by varying conditions that can
influence the policy in multiple ways and directions.
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Limited Resources—Time, Funding, and Guidance

In July 2020, a stakeholder article said that educators and experts agreed that
providing professional development for school and district administrators and utilizing

training resources from nonprofits and education companies should be a priority
(Liberman, 2020b). Although it is common for school districts to offer their staff
professional development opportunities in the summertime gap between school years, a

special and ongoing initiative to offer professional development for online teaching and
learning was vitally needed in 2020. The recommendations were to focus on “mastering

their learning management systems, honing video teaching skills, understanding what
remote assessment should look like” in order to move districts from the chaos and

inconsistencies of the spring and have successful remote instruction in the fall (Liberman,
2020b). However, with limited time, and funding, the amount of pedagogical guidance
that districts could offer varied.
At Madison Prep, Anna said that she and her staff received very helpful tips and

instructional strategies. While they have received some information from their ESC, their
curriculum department was also able to develop resources and modules specific to their
district. They put out something new for staff to access every Friday that was “usually
brief and very helpful.” According to Anna, “Our Curriculum Department has really

kicked it up a notch. Maybe some of the best work I’ve ever seen from that department

has occurred within the last three months.”
Portsonhurst did not have the same access to resources as Madison Prep. Changes

in leadership also could have been a factor in the timely distribution and organization of
guidance and resources. In her Covidtimes interview, Maya said that she had not received
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any software or new tools to communicate with students or families and was unsure what
the teachers were using, or if she would get access to anything to use for interventions

and mediations.
Tiffany also said that she had not received software or training, but she wanted

and needed it. She said that it was very difficult to form and maintain relationships with

students and families when she could not be interacting in-person. “I wish that we could

at least do home visits, maybe sit on a sidewalk. You know something so that we can still
stay connected to our families”
Tiffany said that they used to do something called Parent Cafe where parents

would come to the building like an open house. In general, they would ask families how
they are doing or if they need anything to keep parents engaged. They might have social

workers or someone from the food bank attend to show families they were there to
support them as a district. In her September 2020 interview, Tiffany said that if she had

access or was trained in Google Meet, she may be able to connect with her families that
way. By her October 2020 interview, Tiffany said that the administration had announced
that she and the other school community workers were going to start hosting Virtual
Parent Cafes in Google Classroom, but she still had never used Google Classroom or

Google Meet or had any training. Tiffany joked that she will “probably have to watch a

YouTube video [laughter].”
Tiffany also expressed her observations of the way that the pandemic also

exacerbated preexisting learning gaps through disparities in access to health care and the
Internet. The digital divide not only applied to differing levels of student access to

technology, but also disparities in the amount of help and support that parents were able
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to offer. Parents of remote learners not only need to have the time and the content

knowledge to help their kids, but to also have access and familiarity with technology.
All students in Portsonhurst were doing all of their work on their iPads. They

were not using bookbags, or lockers, or anything on pencil and paper in an effort to
reduce the spread of germs. Tiffany said that she thought the district should have offered

training for parents in order to prepare them to help their kids be more successful. Many

of the parents she had spoken with were unfamiliar with some of the apps on their
students iPads. They had no experience with Google Classroom, and most importantly
did not even know their children were failing. These parents also missed the messages the

teachers were leaving for them online. They were relying on the information they
received from their children, which was not always accurate. Tiffany underscored the

challenges for parents who were not fluent in the technology: “They were like, ‘What do
I do Miss Tiffany? Because I don't know how to look. I don't know how to check it. I
don't know how to sign on. I don't know what to do.’ Then many of them didn't have

email addresses so we couldn't get in contact them. I mean, it’s bad.”
Tiffany noted that she struggled as well with some of the technology. She said she

was able to organize a meeting for parents to “sit down with the student and teacher so
the teachers could show the parents how to sign on, and what to do,” but because this was

all so new, she could only be a mediator and couldn’t even help them herself. Tiffany
said the first time she was in a Google Meet she had to ask her colleagues for help when

she couldn’t get her camera to work. Tiffany noted that she “had someone to ask for help,
so I can imagine how it is with our parents.” Tiffany suggested that the district should
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have organized an event for parents, staff, and teachers to demonstrate the online
programs.
Districts with more resources were able to communicate with families and better

prepare them to successfully navigate changes in learning. At Madison Prep, they were

able to use their resources to create a video for families along with FAQ’s and other

information for students and staff. Since Madison Prep had two communication people
for their district, they were even able to put specific videos together for each building.

According to Anna, the video for their building explained what to expect when

students get on and off of the bus and enter the building. They explained that they will
carry their books with them instead of going to their locker. Anna said that a lot of people

collaborated to get the information together. It was only an eight-minute video, but they
spent at least four hours filming the segments and she imagines that “it took her an

extraordinary amount of time” to edit, “but it’s a nice video!”
Procedures and Understandings: Supporting Mental Health in Covidtimes

Mental Health emerged as a theme related to student attendance, performance,
and success. Several participants also discussed mental health of staff and students during
their Covidtimes interview. When asking how they personally were feeling during the
second interview, Olivia responded “Um, it's been stressful.” Maya said “I think

everybody came back a little nervous. Nobody knew what to expect” but their
administrators acknowledged they were all in a vulnerable spot and didn’t have all of the

answers. “So, it made it okay for everybody else to be like, Okay, you know, we just
gonna go with the flow because we don't know what to expect.”
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Genvieve said that she was “not feeling fully in control,” but was “rolling with the

punches.” Jason seemed genuinely surprised by the question and said “Oh, that’s so
nice!”, and after pausing for a moment continued with “Well, worried... about coming

back.” He said, “you know this virus is still out there and it's still wreaking havoc on
everybody.” He said on his way into work that very day he heard that a district only a

couple of miles down the road from them had to close down because of positive cases
that may have affected the whole school, so he was worried about that. Even if only half

of their students returned in-person as planned, it is still would put over 400 students and
100 more adults into the building, and he had some fear about everyone coming back.

On the other hand, he was also excited because they had been without students in
the building for so many months. He said he was used to helping and supporting students

and he was getting “zoom fatigue” from looking at a screen all day. Jason said they were

all trained to work with students in a building for traditional teaching and learning. “So,

it's like I said- I fear it, but at the same time, I welcome everybody back so we can
hopefully get past this.”

After investing time and training into improving and maintaining mental health,

many school leaders in other Ohio districts acknowledged the toll of the pandemic on
student mental health. In September 2020, one district in the Columbus area released a

statement reaffirming that their desire to reduce the stigma associated with mental health.
Their statement also acknowledged that mental health issues could have been made worse
by the pandemic. They also recommended students to consider mental health similarly to

physical health and take Mental Health Day off of school like they might stay home if
they had a cold. The district emphasized that they would rather students acknowledge
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their feelings and take a Mental Health Day to rest and heal so their School Counselors

could be alerted to these absences and potentially intervene and provide support to
students and families.
When discussing students’ mental health and anxiety, Carly said “I think

everybody across the county's having the same challenges. I think everybody has the
same worries and the same concerns.” At the same time, Carly also explained that the

flexibility offered through their remote learning program during Covidtimes had actually
helped students struggling to come back to school. Following a traditional schedule, if a
student had anxiety about a particular class, it could throw off their entire day. However,

when they’re at home, if they’re having a bad day, they can just work on something else
that is easier and then come back to that class when they are feeling better about it. This

is one way the perceived successes and failures can affect programming through the end

of Covidtimes and beyond.
Procedures and Understandings: Online Learning in Covidtimes

It's just been crazy. I mean, we had to open a fully online school! We started out

with about 650 kids in the online school, and really, we needed kids to go to it
because we wouldn't have been able to socially distance in our classrooms if we

had all of our kids returning.
—Carly
Carly said that some people may think that Winston Local is a rich district, but in

reality, they are very careful about their spending. In addition to all of their normal

responsibilities, in Covidtimes she and their curriculum director were in charge of
preparing the district to come back to the buildings along with developing and running an
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entire K-12 online school. She said that it was easier to figure out the safety and spacing

in the classrooms than it was to conceptualize their online option because their prior
knowledge consisted of traditional experiences. Carly also mentioned that in all of the
confusion, being able to walk into the room and move desks and physically rearrange
spaces felt like they were accomplishing more than the hours spent researching online
options. It was very difficult for them to decide on an online program because there was
so much involved. Since they didn’t have any kind of online option before like other

districts may have had, they researched six different online programs. She said that it was
“super challenging with very, very, very long days. I mean seven, you know, it was

working seven days a week for sure just trying to figure everything out. A lot of details
for sure.”

Influencing their programming decision, Carly said that it was important for her
to be able to accommodate their staff with medical conditions as the teachers that support

their online learners. Carly explained that of their administrative team, “None of us are

online school people. All of us are brick-and-mortar and it's difficult because you want it
to be the same, but there is no product that is exactly the same. We ultimately chose a
program that gave us the flexibility to take out lessons or add lessons and have our own

staff supporting it, which many of the other programs out there do not allow you to do.”

Their teachers monitor student progress and may have office hours for guidance, but “the
online instruction does not look like our district instruction” because “the online students
are not getting Zoom instruction or anything like that.” Students were expected to move

through the purchased curriculum more independently.
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Although Carly put forth great time and effort to try to be responsive to as many
variables as possible and create and offer the best online option for her district, not

everyone was pleased with it. According to Carly, the instruction in their online program
“does not look like our district instruction and parents are upset about that...people are
expecting it to be like recreation of our elementary or the recreation of the middle or the

recreation of the high school in their homes...well, we can't be everything to everyone in
these situations. And I think that's the challenging part. We can't do that. We would have

to have three times the amount of staff to do that. Going online like that would mean
hiring like any a whole nother crew of people.”

The lack of resources and funding to support online learning wasn’t the only

barrier to creating a quality online option. Carly said that even if they had funds to hire a

team of experienced online teachers, they would have been very difficult to find
additional staff because of the growth in online programs. Substitutes of any kind had

been difficult to find because a lot of people from their sub list said they didn’t want to be
substitutes during Covidtimes. In addition to having a smaller supply of potential
applicants, there was also increased demand because every district had people that were
out for medical reasons and a lot of people chose to retire.

The lack of resources and guidance required districts to experiment locally. Carly

discussed the diversity of approaches used by colleagues and thought everyone was just
trying everything they can to educate students in a variety of ways. She mentioned that

some other districts were zooming, others were live feeding their classrooms while

they’re teaching, and “many other districts have already jumped ship on the program that
they chose at least once already and are going with another program.”
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Winston Local wasn’t the only district that was still in the process of constructing
their conceptions related to online learning months into Covidtimes. While preparing to
return to the classroom in October, Madison Prep recognized that there were going to be
some students staying online- possibly forever. Jason was concerned about pedagogy and
ensuring students were doing their own work. Anna lamented that her district always tries

to be the best, but she believed that some other districts were ahead of them. She gave the
example of a district that decided to hire 36 building subs before school started in August

in order to run their online academy and have a physically present school at the same

time. These are just a few examples of areas that guidance and resources would have
greatly influenced procedures and understandings within school districts.

In Covidtimes, districts individually evaluated their options to keep students in
their districts learning. Even districts that found ways to return to the building recognized
that at least a portion of their students would remain learning online. Multiple other

decisions were required to create and institute online learning programs and schedules.

Once Covidtimes plans were in place, districts had another paradox to clarify in order to
address HB 410 initiatives that actually preceded the legislation: Rethinking school
attendance considering challenges associated with online learning.
Procedures and Understandings: Attendance in Covidtimes

During Covidtimes, school districts across the country were reconceptualizing
their school day. A similar concern nationally was increasing attendance and

participation. While many blamed online learning for poor attendance outcomes, there
were multiple factors affecting student attendance and performance. Returning to a
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traditional school schedule was not as safe and ultimately did not automatically stabilize

attendance.
A Mathematica study by Gill, Goyal, & Hotchkiss (2020) compared school

reopening strategies. The study found that schools that tried to remain offering full-time
in-person instruction were ultimately having more absenteeism than hybrid or remote
schooling models because of disruptive shutdowns from outbreaks. Since districts could
not control what staff and families were doing outside of school, schools could not

guarantee zero infections.
The most notable finding in the study was that school attendance was higher in

schools that used part-time hybrid schedules. This is because in the hybrid models, the
schools were able to reduce the amount of time students spent with others while in school
and reduce the group sizes enough to improve social distancing and reduce the number of

contacts that any individual student had. These factors kept outbreaks lower and school
attendance higher at all community infection levels (Gill, Goyal, & Hotchkiss, 2020).

As school employees, including Absence Intervention Team Members within
Ohio districts continued to construct understandings based upon researcher and

stakeholder guidance, there was still ambiguity in policy guidance. At a September 29
press conference with Governor DeWine, student absenteeism related to the pandemic

was discussed. When asked about loosening policies, his response was “We're asking

schools to tell us if something needs changed due to covid. - we're willing to change thatwe don't want them in school if they are sick” (Ohio, 2020). While this wasn’t official

policy guidance, it was an opening that some districts interpreted as granting discretion to

use their best judgment to handle attendance. Just as each district developed different
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strategies to offer learning opportunities, they needed to respond to local conditions and

establish procedures to calculate and communicate attendance and participation within
multiple learning models.
Rethinking Attendance at Madison Prep.

I'm sure when House Bill 410 was created they didn't create it for pandemic or

virtual learning. This whole pandemic has changed the ballgame.
—Jason

When discussing attendance during her Covidtimes interview, Anna from
Madison Prep indicated “We’re all over the place.” She said that they didn’t do very

much with attendance over the spring or summer. She started working on what
attendance would look like with their team in August. Due to the development of new
attendance processes, there were less AIT/AIP Meetings during Covidtimes. Even though

less students were identified, it did not mean there was actually better attendance or
participation.

Jason said that during our first interview in March, when students were still in

traditional in-person schooling and walking in through the same doors at the same time
every day it was very easy to take attendance. If they didn’t see them, they weren’t there.

During Covidtimes, they had nearly all of the same causes for tardies and absences as
they did before: students need to be more organized, set an alarm clock, social-emotional

issues, illness, etc. However, additional issues emerged during remote learning.
Anna mentioned needing to consider a variety of lived realities while developing

plans for instruction during Covidtimes. Some students were home alone, while other

students might be with four other siblings that were all trying to do remote learning at the
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same table at the same time. Anna said that she believed “parents are doing the very, very
best that they can. And I think it's really stressful and really challenging for a lot of

parents to manage their own work schedule, whether it's in the home or out of the home,
and their family obligations, and try to make sure their kids are on track with the remote
learning. So, I think it's really challenging. So, we just try to extend as much grace and

understanding to our families as we can and to provide them whatever supports, we can.”
Genvieve said that the largest barrier for her team was taking attendance during

the live sessions. Initially, they thought students would just log in and they would take
attendance like when they were in the classroom. Even though it was not entirely

uncommon for a student to be present for only part of the day before Covidtimes, the
number of students missing part of the school day increased exponentially during online

learning.

Some of the variables that increased absenteeism were that students often have

connectivity issues that may only cause them to miss one class but log in for the rest of
the day. They also might even log in at the right time, but to the wrong class. The Internet
is a big place and getting students to the right class isn’t as easy as walking them down

the hallway. It was also easier for students to just “click a button off” if they decided that
they didn't want to participate at a particular time.

Another condition that changed attendance procedure was students who were

logged in, but not participating. Since teachers could not force students to have their
camera on, a student might appear to be logged in, but actually not be seated at the

computer and engaged in the learning. Deciding what they would count as attendance
was up to the discretion of teachers.
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Teachers who decided to individually check if students were actually attending

Zoom sessions reported that it could take up to five minutes each class to check if each
student is actually present. In addition to not having better pedagogical guidance to

support student attendance and participation, they reported that Madison Prep also
developed and operationalized a strategy that allowed teachers to enter attendance data

since the teachers didn’t have direct access to the system from home.

Regarding policy implementation, Madison's district team required a new way to
track attendance before they could even consider interventions and consequences. Anna
said that after teachers took attendance during the first period of the day, robocalls were

generated that said, “Johnny hasn’t logged into his first period class.” Anna said that their
process was the same as before the pandemic, but the supports were different. To track

students who logged into only some classes throughout the day, she created a form she

called a “remote learning attendance adjustment form.” She said the form was for
teachers to use to identify when a student was on the absent list, but came to a class after
first period, or if they were not on the absent list and were not in a class after first period

in order to identify partial daily attendance. Anna said that reviewing and updating the

spreadsheet of all of the forms the teachers were submitting and making sure the correct

hours were calculated and put into the system also created a large task for the office
secretary in charge of attendance, which was a position that they luckily already had in

place.
Another difference during Covidtimes was related to their virtual block schedules.

Since they had the personalized learning block in the middle of each day, she
recommended that teachers schedule work that should be completed during that time, and
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if the assignment wasn’t complete teachers could deduct 40 minutes of time from the
students' attendance. However, as a school Anna said that they are just assuming that
most students are doing well, but they were using the deductions as an option for a
student who was repeatedly not doing their work.
While reflecting on their process of reconceptualizing attendance in Covidtimes,

Jason disclosed that he “didn’t even know if the state level people had even thought about

virtual attendance” because he hadn’t “received any guidance yet to address the issues he
was witnessing.” Jason also mentioned that it was still strange for him to think about how

different learning at home was. In traditional learning models, students had to wake up,
get ready, gather their materials, and if they missed the bus, they had to find someone to
bring them to the building or miss out on learning. “With remote learning, they’re always

in school, in a sense” because they can log in and control their level of participation from
their end. “Mom, or whoever could still have breakfast going, but I'm in class. I can shoot
my video off so that I could eat, but I'm still in class. It's just different. It's a whole

different way of looking at this whole attendance thing.”
Rethinking Attendance at Portsonhurst.

In her Covidtimes interview, Olivia admitted that Portsonhurst was struggling to
record attendance. Tiffany pointed out that attendance was complicated not only for

online students, but also for the face-to-face students. She said if a student stays home

with a fever, or if they are sent home for a headache or something else that can be
considered a COVID symptom, they need to stay home for three days as a precaution.
Maya said that “everyone is trying to work together in regard to attendance and just

school in general” but everything was completely different in Fall 2020 and things were
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continuously changing. She said that “In regard to attendance, everything is up in the air;
we're taking everything day by day.”
As they tried to figure out a system to keep track of their students and if they were

logging on or doing their work, Maya’s first priority was trying to track down students
who were on a DNR- or Did Not Return list. Students on the DNR list possibly moved in

between March and September and could even be going to a new school already. At time

of our Covidtimes interview, her focus was to figure out where those students were so
that she could either take them off of Portsonhurst’s roster or find out why they hadn’t

been coming to school. Once removed from the roster, they would no longer appear to be
absent students, which would immediately improve the district’s attendance. She was
also already preparing for her next task, which would be to develop a plan to track the

attendance of hybrid and virtual students, but as of their second week of school, they
hadn’t even talked about truancy.

Maya said that even though Portsonhurst has distributed iPads and hotspots,

temporary Internet outages and other unexpected technical difficulties were common. “In
this environment it's hard to manage. There are so many factors, like students losing

connectivity. Does that count in their absence minutes? If you check in with a student at
the beginning of class and then 15 minutes into it, they’re kicked off and they don't

return, is that an hour of absence?” Maya also described an additional difficulty of

keeping track of the virtual and hybrid students included increasing access to and the
capabilities of the software that was being used to track attendance in their district. She
said that their technology team had been working on it, but there was even “talk of going
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back to the old days with attendance cards” which were pieces of paper teachers used to
write down the names of students that were absent.
Tiffany said that before COVID, she didn’t have problems with truancy at her

school. However, if a student missed an entire week, she would schedule a truancy
meeting. She said she never used to have very many individual plans, but during
Covidtimes she needed to create them for some of the virtual students. She also said that

she knew that she should be creating plans for more students, but the second grading
period had just started, and they are still trying to figure out how to manage the reports

and identify attendance thresholds.
Olivia said that she spent a lot of time trying to figure out a way their district

could record virtual attendance. Since there was no guidance over the summer, she used
Google to search phrases like “virtual attendance” to inform her decisions. Her research
said to look at attendance through evidence of participation and to be flexible. Olivia said

that she tried to use a guidance document that the Ohio Department of Education released

in August 2020, but that it also focused on prioritizing student health and safety, building

relationships, and being flexible (Ohio Department of Education, 2020). Even though
they were weeks into the school year, they were still trying to figure out what attendance

and participation would look like. Olivia and her team were aware that the decisions they

were making while developing schedules and attendance procedures would determine the
processes teachers and attendance workers followed, the goals they would try to achieve,

and the outcomes they would report. Olivia said, “the way we see it our attendance is
either going to be really good, or it's going to be really bad.”
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Olivia said that she wanted to begin by creating some parameters and guidelines

on how teachers could record virtual attendance. Olivia said that although they had
software that could record the amount of time students spend completing assignments and

could be used in their district towards attendance, she didn’t know if teachers used it very
often and wanted to give them the discretion to say if a student had done enough work to

be counted as present for a given day. Shortly after the first grading period, the codes

VA, for a Virtual Absence, and VT, which stands for Virtual Technology were available
for a teacher to use if a teacher believed a student was not sufficiently present, but to also
acknowledge that missed classes could be for issues with their computer or their

connectivity. When asked how many VT’s a student would need to accumulate before
getting a letter, Tiffany responded “We are still working on that. We just got the codes on

Friday (laughter) it’s ludicrous!”
According to Tiffany, with the new codes, missing an entire week of school might
not add up to enough hours to trigger a truancy meeting. She said that this change could
also allow a student to be tardy every day without even prompt a truancy letter to parents.

She gave the example that their hybrid students come to school two days, and then are

virtual for three days. According to Tiffany, regardless of if they attended the virtual
classroom, as long as they turned their work in, they could be considered present for the

entire week. Tiffany said that with this new form of attendance she didn’t think that
students would ever build up the 30-hour threshold of absences virtually and was
concerned it might make attendance and participation even worse. Tiffany asked, “So,

what kid do you know is going to show up?”
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Tiffany said another observation she had was from a recent mediation. The

student was supposed to come into the building, “but they have older siblings are virtual,
so they figure they want to stay home too.” She also said “we have it (bad attendance)

because we are putting so much responsibility on 10-year-olds to 13-year-olds. I am an
old adult, and I cannot do online classes with six teachers. That's a lot of pressure and

stress on the kids and they’re falling to the wayside because they're falling behind.”
Tiffany said that she is concerned that Fall 2020 attendance had been the worst

that she had ever seen. She noted that virtual students were not logging in, hybrid kids

would come for the in-person classes, but then not the online classwork, and their face-to-

face kids were being coached to stay home if they don’t feel well for COVID safety.
Tiffany said that she thought they were giving the students grace at that point because the

administrators realized that with the different learning models and possibility of students

becoming ill, being strict with attendance “wasn’t going to work anymore.”
Olivia affirmed that the purpose of the guidance document and the VA and VT

codes was to have the teachers record something daily for every student within a flexible
mindset. This way, the attendance officers could have information to make decisions with
while also providing the opportunity for VAs to be taken away because of differences in

conditions and situations in homes. Olivia gave the example that some students may not
be able to get their work done during the day. It might be better for them to do their work

in the evening, or on the weekend and as long as they do their work within a reasonable
window of time, she did not want students to be penalized for technology issues and other
circumstances that may be beyond their control.
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Tiffany also said that another factor that complicated the situation was that the

school community workers used to handle attendance, but the new codes relied on

teachers and since they can be changed, the community workers also can’t get the full
picture from the data alone. Tiffany said, “If the teacher doesn’t notify us, we don’t

know. My Principal just came to me about one student that didn’t show up for the whole
first grading period. Report cards went out on Friday and she didn’t do any work. We’re

starting a new grading period and can’t even go back now.” Olivia acknowledged that

with the virtual students, the attendance worker is no longer the first line of
communication and that the teachers had at that point the additional responsibility of
making initial contact with families in order to find out why students were not logging in

or completing their work and then communicate that information to the attendance

officer.
Rethinking Attendance at Winston Local.

Carly said that everyone in the state had had a hard time trying to figure out

online attendance because the only guidance from ODE was to be flexible. When
reflecting on conversations with other district leaders, she said “I can honestly tell you,
everyone is really struggling...everybody's trying to figure out, like, what are you doing,

what are you doing, what are you doing? So really we just kind of came up from the very

beginning knowing that we have to be flexible.”
When describing the need to be flexible, Carly started with the example of a
student who was keeping up to date and completing all of their assignments, but only

working for two days each week. Carly shared a similar sentiment to Olivia when she
said “Can I count him absent for not logging into Zoom? No, I can't, because it's unfair.
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He's keeping up to date. Some kids don't want to Zoom. Some kids chose our
asynchronous online option because they said they were sick and tired of Zooming. They

felt like their life revolved around it. And I understand that because sometimes I feel that

way.” Carly said that her superintendent agrees that “it can't be black and white. It just
can't be. It has to be flexible because we have to understand why some families chose this

option.”
In another comment similar to sentiments from Portsonhurst, Carly gave the
rationale that they needed to be flexible because for some students, the only time they

could complete their work was outside of school hours. They had several families with
multiple kids that were online and did not have the bandwidth in their home to have five
Zoom sessions going on at the same time. “We can't say, oh, well, if you don't sign in and
Zoom with us, then you're absent, we can't do that.” Carly also said that they did not want
their students in front of the computer for seven hours a day because they felt like that

was unhealthy. She also said, “And let's be honest, if you were in school, you would not
be being educated for that amount of time.”
Carly said that some students were structured and smart enough that they were

able to move through the curriculum. She said some of their students were “so bright and
so driven” that they were “completing their AP and honors courses, which is a lot, and
they are doing great.” She also pointed out that even in traditional classrooms, some of

the kids were able to complete an assignment much faster than other kids, so the most
imperative thing in their district is for students to stay on pace. They already examined

their online curriculum against their traditional curriculum map and approved the number

of assignments. As long as students completed their work and stayed on pace then Carly
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would count them as present. “I know some of them are going to complete long before

February, they're going to have like a month's vacation.”

During our Covidtimes interview, Carly said that they were still in the process of

writing up a new attendance policy. “Really what it comes down to is, if they are keeping
up with their pacing and completing the work that we are expecting them to do, then how
can we count them absent even if they don’t log into a Zoom session?” Carly explained
that as long as students were engaging, they would not be marked for unexcused

absences. If they weren’t coming to Zoom sessions or submitting their work or if they
weren’t responding to emails or phone calls, they could receive an unexcused absence.
Carly said that what she thinks the auditors will look for is how their district was

monitoring their expectation of students staying on pace and what they were doing for
students that were not responding, such as sending out their resource officer or the sheriff
to do a wellness check. She said that they were documenting everything they were doing
to try to engage the students and let them know the district and their Absence
Intervention Team was there to support the student. In this manner, if Winston Local is
audited, as Carly believes they will be, the district would be able to provide

documentation of their board and state approved plan, and their documented efforts to

follow that plan.
Carly said that their most common reason for absence is technology issues. She

reasoned that families approached schooling with different resources and juggling

different priorities. There may be no adult at home pushing the student to do their
required academic work. She said that is why they have Zoom times students in that
predicament could have some structure and scaffolding. Carly noted “Let's be honest
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about this too. We have kids that come to school and they're not participating, and they're
not engaged. They're here, but they're not.” Like pre-Covid practices, teachers were

expected to constantly stay on top of disengaged to complete their work. Carly saw the
remote learning period due to Covid as in some ways not very different, adding “it's

really no different and quite honestly, the kids that we’re really chasing after ... It is the
exact same kids that if you were here [in the school building], we would be doing the
exact same.”

Conceptualizing a Flexible and Supportive New Normal
I think the biggest challenge is getting people to move through this crisis in a
positive way.

—Anna
The pandemic, “Covidtimes” represented a period of a crisis. Anna emphasized
that sometimes people needed to be reminded that online learning in 2020 transpired

because of a global pandemic. Anna said that people react differently in a crisis, and that
the panic might paralyze some people’s ability to problem solve. “I'm dealing with very

educated people and some of the questions... It's like: I sanitize the desks, then do I go
wash my hands? And what about the kids in my room? And I'm like: Really, you can't

decide whether to wash your hands or not?!?”
On the same track as Anna, Carly said “It is what it is. Nothing is normal. I mean,
we've just all come to have to accept that nothing is normal, and you have to be flexible,

and everything has to be about safety first...The flexibility pieces key. And I can tell you
that a lot of our administration is really having a difficult time wrapping their heads

around it.”
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At Madison Prep, Genvieve said that they are still following, at least loosely, the

HB 410 guidelines and that her building “pretty much looks the same, except there's

plexiglass and lots of hand sanitizer everywhere.” She also didn’t believe their school
would ever return to exactly the way things were before the pandemic because there were
so many issues brought to light during Covidtimes that now require consideration.

Jason said that he hoped and wished that by January they would be past the

pandemic and they would be able to “just go back to what we've trained and what we

know to do and to be like on a normal basis. So, I’m hopeful for January.” However,
Jason also acknowledged that “as long as parents and family members are concerned

about safety during the pandemic, he thinks that Madison Prep will continue to offer
remote learning. Even if that goes into 2021 or 2022, he thinks that there will be students

and families that will elect to stay learning remotely.
Anna said that her district will have some aspect of remote learning “Ideally, I

think forever.” She said that it is difficult to get people to move out of the traditional

structure of education, which she called “archaic.” She seemed delighted that they’ve had
the opportunity to explore another method of learning. She also pointed out that “for
some students remote learning has been better.”
Anna also mentioned that it always made her uncomfortable that they suspended

students for any reason because being out of class also punished them academically “and
they're usually the kids who can't afford that.” She said one positive piece online learning
during Covidtimes was that now if a student was suspended for behavior, the school

could just remove the student’s social interaction and while the student continued
academic learning.
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Anna also talked to other districts that planned to maintain their online academy

post-pandemic. She said just having an online academy as an option within the district
can be valuable. Challenging student behaviors might be addressed in-district through an

online program. Anna reflected “It's so handy. I mean, when you think of kids who go to
an alternative school or an alternative placement because of behaviors, right, you

wouldn't have to do that anymore.” Anna went on to say, “I think there are some places
that really have been out front and thinking about what this looks like, and what impact it

could have long term on how we deliver education to kids.”
Carly also said, “I think we will be keeping some form of online option available

now.” She didn’t expect the number of students utilizing their online option at Winston
Local to decrease. While Winston Local might handle the curriculum differently in the
future, she anticipated the interest in online learning to continue.

Olivia said at Portsonhurst she anticipated that “I think after this pandemic, we

will always have a virtual remote learning option.” She said that in the past, Portsonhurst
had a digital academy for students requiring additional supports such as mental health
resources. Family or work situations may also schedule flexibility. The pandemic has

changed the landscape and allowed the district to develop the remote learning into
something that might become its own virtual school with its own principal and other

features moving forward. Before remote learning was a single strategy or a solution, but
in the future, it could be its own set of supports and technology as part of a fully
developed school option.

Although every district predicted that online learning would continue, there

wasn’t agreement that it should. Maya and Tiffany both expressed concern about
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worsening truancy and learning loss. They asserted that returning to a traditional model
would be best for the majority of students, at least until some of the other barriers related

to online learning were resolved.
Tiffany said, “I’ve learned that parents need support and that we put too much

responsibility on these children.” She thought that online learning was not sustainable

and said, “we’re losing our kids.” She wasn’t sure if things were going to return to a
“normal” of the past, but she hoped that they would. Even though some parents may be

worried about sending their kids back to school, many students weren’t doing well
virtually, so she thinks that the majority of students should come back to the building.

Maya said, “some students are more successful in the virtual environments and some may
never want to come back” but “I think that that coming back will be in their best

interest.”

Looking to the future Maya said, “I think the normal will be for all students to
come back into our buildings. However, I think the new normal would be to actually give

students the option to do virtual at home. I think that would be our new normal. And it

just might work. Some people are good at being at home. Some people are good with
working at their own pace and not actually being in the building. I think we could
probably go back to normal, however, what is normal at this point? That that's up in the
air. So, if we were to stick with our virtual and hybrid situation, that just might just look

normal.”

Policy Evolution of HB 410 Illustrated Within a Variegated Diagram
Summing up, the three research questions of this study were organized to answer

how the districts included in this study interpreted HB 410, elements they implemented,
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and some of the obstacles they encountered. The variegated diagram is a map that uses

colors to demonstrate levels of sense-making and transformation. Positioning Concepts
and Processes Within the Variegated Diagram illustrates influences on the evolution of
policy and contextualizes some of the patterns of influences, variables, and themes

identified by the researcher.

Figure 8. Conceptual map of policy interpretation
From the variegated illustration in Chapter 1, the policy as written was

represented at the top as a blue circle in a position to acknowledge the influence of policy
from the top-down. The policy expectations were the same for all districts. The

interpretations of HB 410 by Ohio Department of Education and The Ohio Supreme
Court were also described in Chapter 4 as examples of the various Advocacy Coalitions
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that produced documents that outlined HB 410 by summarizing only the components that
they believed to be relevant to their constituents. The influence of their perspective is

evident by how different their documents are.

The document from ODE was written for educators and schools. It instructed

districts to change their policies and provides great detail on the purpose and structure of
absence intervention teams and absence intervention plans, which were both concepts

introduced in the bill. In general, ODE’s document focused on the critical steps and
recommendations before involving the courts.
The Supreme Court Toolkit was written for courts and schools. It is much longer
than the document from ODE and in addition to providing reference to Ohio attendance
laws and barriers to attendance, this document described specific strategies and resources

that could be used by teams and within plans to improve attendance. This document also

influenced implementation beyond when courts become involved because it provided

information on Tier III interventions that may begin after truancy charges have been

filed.
While nearly all districts referred to the document from the Department of
Education, none of them mentioned being familiar with the document from the Supreme

Court. Other advocacy coalitions that offered varying levels of influence include but are
not limited to: Ohio Education Association (OEA), Ohio School Board Association

(OSBA), the Juvenile Justice Coalition, the Ohio Federation of Teachers, the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), and the Ohio Parent Teachers Association (PTA). In the

diagram, these secondary meaning makers are represented in purple. As the first
evolution of HB 410, purple was selected for this level of stakeholders because the
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original bill was blue, but what they produced about the bill was tinted by their

perspective.

School districts were described as tertiary meaning makers and were given the

color red because as a primary color, red is its own color and is what is seen when blue is
no longer an influence on purple. While interpretations by coalitions are meant to inform

and influence the districts, districts also set their own local policies. Although schools are

expected to comply with HB 410 directives, once their board approves their plan, the
policy that they created is the policy they abide by and reference. Schools have the

discretion to create policies that do not address elements of HB 410 that are believed to
be not relevant to them (like annual report requirements for juvenile courts [R.C.

2151.18(B)]), and to add elements to their policies that were not mentioned in HB 410.

Schools are also responsible for communicating their policies and procedures to their
community.
While creating their policies, none of the districts were starting from a blank slate;
they all had attendance procedures that they had already created and invested in. Since

HB 410 was an unfunded mandate, districts may not have had the resources for bigger

changes in policy even if they could envision them. In most cases, they used their
discretion to tweak practices they had in place in order to simply be compliant and make
state policy directives workable, like the phrasing on the letters that were being sent

home.
The policy manifestation of Absence Intervention Teams (AIT) and Absence
Intervention Plans were different in all three districts. These are represented on the

diagram in orange because ways that the AIT were formed were heavily influenced by
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school district policy (red) and the ways that the teams were utilized were based upon the

decisions of policy implementers (yellow). In the case of AIT, both red and yellow
elements were directed by prior practice.

The retrofitting and evolution of district plans to implement HB 410 is an

important theme because it demonstrates the strong influence of prior knowledge. While
there were some similarities between district interpretations on the goals and importance

of HB 410, nearly every person interviewed mentioned that what they were doing after
HB 410 was similar to what they were doing before HB 410, and that they anticipated
that what they were doing would continue in the future regardless of potential changes to

HB 410. This demonstrates how much the actions of implementing agents are influenced
by existing knowledge and procedures. Examples include how team members and leaders

were chosen, and other meeting expectations. For example, Portsonhurst used school
community workers instead of school administrators as team leaders and the school
liaison between the family and the courts who scheduled meetings and fulfilled other

necessary bureaucratic tasks. Madison Prep was able to add AIT elements to their long-

established weekly RIT meetings. These factors greatly influenced the frequency,
participation, and outcomes of Absence Intervention Teams.
Another example of the influence of school culture on the interpretation of policy

is the way colleagues interviewed from the same districts shared many of the same

sentiments. They all made comments that demonstrated their awareness of the type of

district that they were in, and how circumstances, like resources and priorities, may be
different in another district. The collective sense-making within each district was more
evident than sense-making by role or position. Even though all participants were
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interviewed individually, and their transcripts were dissected by theme, when it came
time to write findings, I found that my analysis of participant perspectives from the same

district often ended up so similar that in-person they might have been able to finish each
other’s sentences.
It was anticipated that due to the evolution from the (blue) policy as it was written
to the (yellow) policy implemented, district manifestations could be represented in green.

Each district could be represented in different shades due to the different proportions of
influence across the diagram. However, the retrofitting of existing policy added a strong
(red) influence in this scenario.

Additionally, the environment that was represented by a grey background in the

original diagram was brought to the forefront by the social, political, and other
interruptions caused by COVID-19. Although the whole background is only a single

shade of grey, in reality each interruption added another layer of considerations that
sometimes overlapped and had a stronger affect in some places than in others. Without

clear and timely guidance, the members of the Absence Intervention Teams acting in a
crisis increasingly relied on discretion to navigate through various shades of grey. In

many ways, they demonstrated the characteristics of Lipsky’s Street Level Bureaucrats
negotiating very difficult circumstances.
The crisis in 2020 overshadowed both in-and out-of-school priorities affecting
districts’ ability to maintain policy. Before COVID-19, one of the few resources that all

districts were able to use was time. In Covidtimes, districts were in an extended state of
emergency triage. Their discretion was expanded, and everyone made decisions each day
that were based upon their own sense-making at that point in time. Each time a decision
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was made, the policy they were enacting veered further from the policy that was written.
District manifestations could be dramatically different not only from each other, but from

themselves at different points in time.
However, because of the strong influence of existing district policy (Red) and

environmental factors (grey), I believe that if snapshots were taken, instead of shades of
green district manifestations would have been best represented as shades of maroon. It
may have been muddy or brownish like a wine in early 2020, but there were some points

in the summer and fall of 2020 that HB 410 was simply not a priority, and a
manifestation could have been a scarlet or deep garnet.

Although attendance was made a heightened school priority through HB 410,
following the mandates of HB 410 was not maintained as a priority through Covidtimes.

According to Genvieve, implementation was not only not a priority, but she believed that

it was unrealistic for any district to even try to fulfill until things settled down. The
intense focus of keeping kids connected so they can continue to learn during Covidtimes-

a sweeping focus on increasing attendance and participation- was viewed to be separate
from HB 410 guidelines to create individualized teams and plans to increase student

attendance.
Guidance documents and leadership earlier in 2020 could have impacted

perception and sense-making in significant ways. While creating additional support

structures for students was a fundamental part of HB 410, there was a lack of funding and

guidance, especially during Covidtimes. This required implementing agents to rely
primarily on their prior knowledge and experiences to inform their decision-making at a

time when there were a lot of decisions that needed to be made. In the absence of
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influence from blue and purple levels of sense-making, red and gray are left as the

dominant colors.
Conclusion of Findings
When HB 410 was passed in 2016, leaders within districts were tasked with
adapting their existing policies and process in order to comply with key initiatives like
changing their attendance tracking procedures and forming Absence Intervention Teams,

Absence Intervention Plans, and other ways to support students with the goal of
increasing student attendance. Districts were challenged to establish interventions within

specific conditions to accomplish policy initiatives. Even with similar goals districts
relied on discretion to mitigate a lack of resources and other local implementation
challenges.

The crisis of a global pandemic increased decision-making under ambiguous

conditions. Although districts did not edit their board-approved policies and procedures,
the evolution of policy-as-implemented was exacerbated by the urgent construction and

reconstruction of emerging knowledge. District leaders were challenged to develop
creative solutions that affected nearly every aspect of schooling while coping with their
own fatigue, personal fears, and overall mental health. As accountability decreased,

discretion increased and implementing HB 410 with fidelity became a lower priority.
Before Covidtimes, Madison Prep was a district that always tried to be the best

and created meticulous procedures to follow HB 410 and keep track of the way they were

able to utilize interventions. If anyone was going to keep things going, it would have

been Madison Prep. However, without guidance, they struggled to provide solutions to all
of the issues associated with pandemic learning. Rethinking attendance at Madison Prep
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required implementing agents to acknowledge differences in online learning and consider

why students might continue to miss classes and what they could or should do about it.
They also had to address the discretion that had been granted to students and families

when redefining attendance and participation expectations.
Portsonhurst is the largest district in this study, but it had very limited resources to

handle a high volume of cases. Before Covidtimes, the district had the highest

absenteeism for the most diversified reasons. Portsonhurst encountered nearly every

explanation for absence that emerged in either of the other two districts, and then some.
They also had the most experience with the courts for mediations and truancy. Instead of
even attempting to implement potentially unrealistic schedules and expectations for

pandemic learning, they took the approach of providing flexible opportunities for

students and staff to be successful.
Winston Local utilized a flexible approach similar to Portsonhurst even before

Covidtimes. They had very low absenteeism and rarely dealt with interventions related to
HB 410 because they almost always made sure to have excused absences. During the
crisis of the pandemic, they became emboldened even further and decided to create their

own attendance policy based upon a competency-based method instead of conforming to

mandates they decided were inappropriate.
As PIPE was designed to be a formative study of implemented policy, it should be

noted that at the time this was written, the threat of COVID-19 had been reduced, but not

eliminated. As the urgency of the crisis lessens, the evolution of policy continues as

schools have begun to focus on reestablishing norms and recovering some of discretion
that has been granted.
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CHAPTER VII

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Historically, there have been several initiatives to increase school attendance in

the United States. Broad interpretations of policies and a lack of enforcement have been

used to justify several reforms over nearly 300 years. In 2016, the passing of House Bill
410 (HB 410) in Ohio reflected national mandates to increase school attendance through

supportive approaches to prevent truancy and introduce community-based methods like

diversionary programs and other alternatives to adjudication that engage students and

parents when truancy charges are filed. HB 410 revised Ohio laws by redefining
terminology and consequences related to compulsory school attendance. There was also a
requirement that school districts adapt their existing policies and processes in order to
comply with key initiatives like changing their attendance tracking procedures and
forming Absence Intervention Teams, Absence Intervention Plans, and other ways to

support students and increase student attendance.
The evolution of HB 410 was inevitable as districts were challenged to establish

interventions within specific conditions to accomplish policy initiatives. Even districts
with similar goals and constructed understandings had different outcomes as they relied
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on discretion to mitigate a lack of resources and other local implementation challenges.
Under normal conditions, a variety of policy manifestations were observed.
The crisis of a global pandemic increased decision-making under extreme and
ambiguous conditions. Although the legislation did not change and districts did not edit

their board-approved policies and procedures, the evolution of policy-as-implemented

was accelerated by the urgent construction and reconstruction of emerging knowledge.
District leaders were challenged to develop creative solutions that affected nearly every
aspect of schooling while coping with their own fatigue, personal fears, and overall

mental health. As accountability decreased, discretion increased, and HB 410 became a
lower priority. The evolution of policy is not necessarily a linear process. The evolution

of HB 410 continues as districts persevere to create and sustain a new normal.
In addition to describing specific strategies utilized by districts to increase student
attendance, the evolution of HB 410 outlined in this study contributes to the broader
understanding of how the implementation of policies can be influenced by a myriad of
factors. The timing of this study also presented a unique opportunity to better understand

policy implementation within a crisis situation. In the final sections, a Summary of Key
Findings provides a thematic summary of significant revelations and their relationship to

the literature.

The Recommendations sections include recommendations from both the
researcher and from some of the participants. They are sorted first by relevance to the
levels of meaning makers as the recommendations apply to schools, courts, legislators,

and stakeholders. These sections focus on recommendations to address HB 410 or similar
policies. Next, the recommendations for the future of learning focus on the general need
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to reexamine the structure of K-12 education that became a topic of discussion that was

brought to the forefront during Covidtimes. Finally, recommendations for future research
provide areas of study that are still needed.

Summary of Key Findings
Throughout the previous chapters, examples were used to describe each theme as
they manifested within districts as compared to how other districts implemented and

interpreted HB 410. It was notable that although participants were interviewed

individually and confidentially, participant data naturally aggregated similar thoughts,

feelings, and experiences within districts. This demonstrates that in addition to

consistency in policy messaging driven by common paperwork and district procedures,
there were also similar interpretations and understandings of policy concepts,

imperatives, and concerns within districts. In some instances, it was as if participants

were finishing each other’s sentences. Alternatively, there were clear differences in some
aspects of policy implementation. The ability to identify which district a participant
belonged to based upon their implementation strategies, priorities, and apprehensions

demonstrates the strength of school culture and district conditions on both program
design and individual sense-making.

This phenomenon is relevant to the levels of policymaking. Traditionally, policy

failure results when a program is not implemented the way that policymakers intended
(Patton, Sawicki, & Clark, 2013, p. 344). However, in the case of HB410, implementing
agents were responding to both state policy and district policy. This scenario provides the

opportunity for implementing agents to address one level of policy initiatives with
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fidelity, but intentionally or unintentionally undermine the achievement of other policy
goals.
Culture and sense-making within a school district were especially influential on
the empowerment of staff members utilizing discretion during implementation. Differing

resources and conditions provided a range of interpretations and strategies to create and
sustain interventions. The collective sense-making within districts before HB 410 was

passed in 2016, during the first phase of implementation (from 2016-2020), and during
the crisis of navigating a global pandemic during Covidtimes affected the evolution of

procedures and understandings within districts.
Districts first learned of HB 410 in 2016. District leaders relied on prior

knowledge and individual sense-making to decide who they would involve and how they
would approach planning for implementation. While all districts had a central office

administrator involved, the reliance on collective sense-making within and beyond the

district affected the ways districts edited their policies, handbooks, and other
documentation. Districts used discretion to determine how attendance and tardies would
accumulate, who would keep track of those accumulations, and how they should react to
them.

According to Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003, p. 390), when policy directives
pair a clear goal with an efficient way to measure change, it is more likely to be

implemented the way that policy makers intended. Ambiguity increases the need for
interpretation and discretion, potentially causing unstandardized and uncontrolled

implementation (Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman, 2003, p. 390; Roux-Dufort, 2007).
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There were a lot of similarities in district interpretations of the goals of HB 410.

Participants in all three districts described the importance of moving away from
punishing students for being absent while simultaneously using strategies to support and
encourage increased attendance. Initial key outcomes from all three districts included an

emphasis on building relationships and utilizing a community approach as key strategies
to identify and resolve barriers in order to improve attendance and learning. However, as

implementing agents relied on discretion to fill in gaps in local guidance and funding, the
policies and processes developed to create and achieve those outcomes varied.
According to Lipsky (1980), Street-Level Bureaucrats (SLB) may intentionally or
unintentionally implement policy in ways other than policy makers intended. These
implementation agents can become relatively autonomous and are more likely to use
discretion when these agents believe it is not possible or reasonable to follow policy

directives. This is especially true when SLB believe it will be difficult or costly to
monitor their behavior (Lipsky, 1980). Street Level Bureaucrats are known to utilize

increased discretion during a crisis. In crisis situations, new conditions increase policy
ambiguity, reduce accountability, burden resources, and expand discretion in exceptional
and often urgent cases (Alcadipani et al., 2020; Collins & Augsberger, 2020; Honig,

2006; Hupe, 2013; Lindqvist, 2019; Purnom, Suharto, & Wahyunengseh, 2020; Weible et

al., 2020).

Although districts had already made decisions and were comfortably
implementing their own versions of HB 410 before Covidtimes, decision-making is not
necessarily a singular experience. Coming out of remote learning due to the pandemic,

district leaders spent months in 2020 planning to return to school. Instead of making a
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single plan to teach remotely or in-person and use their time implementing and
supporting that decision, political influences aggravated an already stressful and
confusing process. The lack of consistent and clear guidance required everyone in

schools to work within layers of contingency plans.
District leaders were forced to individually develop multiple scenarios to
creatively restructure nearly every aspect of schooling in order to respond to the constant
stream of new and emerging information. This affected decision-making as implementing
agents constructed and reconstructed understandings while coping with their own mental

health and fatigue. Within each in-person or remote learning scenario, district leaders had
to reassess previous decisions on how attendance and tardies would accumulate, who

would keep track of those accumulations, and how they should react to them.

As it became overwhelming to keep up with the mandates of HB 410, SLB used
discretion to develop routines and strategies to cope with unreasonable responsibilities

and expectations. As anticipated by Davidovitz, et al. (2021) and Hupe (2013), priorities

shifted, and all participants reported focusing their efforts away from trying to sustain all
of the interventions developed before Covidtimes. Although districts did not edit their
board-approved policies and procedures, the implementation of HB 410 fluctuated

greatly within and among districts during this time.

The evolution of policy implementation is also not necessarily linear. Before

Covidtimes, interviews shared that participants were generally content with their

implementation strategy and procedures. The committees that had been formed to
interpret initiatives related to HB 410 were no longer meeting with regularity because, in
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their minds, the work of creating procedures to monitor attendance and intervention
responses to absences was complete.
When school buildings were closed in Spring 2020, districts focused on trying to

figure out how to even offer students the opportunity to learn remotely before they were
able to consider how they would keep track of student participation in learning activities.

In Fall 2020, districts were moving at different rates toward creating consistent schedules

and expectations for students but were still unsure if their previous attendance

interventions would be relevant once they reestablished learning routines because the
conditions had undergone so much change.

One commonality in district implementation strategies before Covidtimes was
they all mailed letters to families based upon student absence milestones. Another

similarity is that during at least some point during Covidtimes, their letter procedure
ceased. In their Covidtimes interview, most of the participants described that they were

unable to fulfill this policy initiative because of the change in circumstances. This pattern
of decision-making on the part of participants reflects choices of what Lipsky (1980)
describes as SLBs utilizing discretion in order to ignore policy directives seen as lacking
benefit and utility (Lipsky, 1980).
In his Covidtimes interview, Jason from Madison Prep said they were no longer

“sending out the harsh letters.” Before Covidtimes, Olivia from Portsonhurst admitted
that there were possibly additional and even better ways to provide information to

families and listed text messaging and various software programs their district already
used to communicate with families. Elizabeth from Winston Local said that she believed

that the letters could come across as threatening to parents and be counterproductive to
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the relationships they are trying to build. Notably, despite the fact that the number of
letters about attendance sent to families increased dramatically from 2016-2020, Carly

from Winston Local said, “I just think it’s just another thing that we had to put into place
that really isn’t working. I’m not sure they make a bit of difference.” During Covidtimes,

there was no shortage of paper, envelopes, or stamps. Administrators had student
addresses and other resources needed to mail letters to families. However, with increased

discretion through the pandemic, SLBs opted to focus their efforts on other policy goals.

The manifestation of constructed ideas by implementing agents contributes to the
evolution of policy (Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002). During their first interviews
discussing HB 410, participants described their primary goal was to increase student

attendance. Building relationships with students and family and utilizing a community
approach to address barriers to attendance was the most effective strategy to reduce
absenteeism shared across districts. Rapport building included emphasizing the

importance of students’ mental health and wellbeing and providing social-emotional
supports.
In an age of intense focus on educational accountability, participants’ statements

regarding policy implementation revolved around administrative tasks used to document
and track activities. However, their actions and priorities as professionals demonstrated
student-centered approaches. Although during their Covidtimes interview participants

said that they were not focusing on HB 410 because they were not following through
with the same paperwork, their actions and priorities through Covidtimes directly
correlate with HB 410 imperatives.
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In his Covidtimes interview, Jason said HB 410 was relegated to the “cabinet.”

Contrarily, it can be argued that he and all of the other participants were working harder
than ever on student attendance initiatives. Instead of using discretion to deprioritize HB

410, SLBs focused their discretion on expanding HB 410 interventions, typically
reserved for a small group of students, to a district-wide scale.
Variables like a lack of clear guidance and the absence or presence of resources

contributed to the evolution of policy before and during a global pandemic caused by
COVID-19. When the government ordered school buildings to close, all students had a

major barrier to attendance. Educators both within and beyond this study worked

tirelessly to develop new routines in order to improve student attendance, participation,
and learning. Absence Intervention Teams may not have been creating plans for
individual students, but problem solving was expanded across the school district. Nearly
everyone reexamined their role in facilitating students’ participation in learning

experiences, but with a flexibility that acknowledged the realities of living through a

global pandemic.

Although districts stopped counting attendance hours and sending letters, they
were recreating school within the paradigm of a global pandemic. This meant remote

learning, which required distributing devices and opportunities for Internet connectivity
along with software licenses and technical and pedagogical training for teachers. It also
included social distanced learning for students who struggled to attend and participate

remotely, which required a lot of PPE and a physical reorganization of people, furniture,
and spaces.
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A primary imperative from HB 410 was to make schools more responsible for

identifying and removing barriers that prevent students from coming to school and
learning. Here we see connections to Moynihan’s writing on Street Level Bureaucrats

utilizing discretion as they continuously review and update policy responses as new

knowledge became available (Moynihan 2008). This process continues as the threat of

COVID-19 is reduced, and the world works to find its new normal. It is predicted that

district attendance policies will continue to evolve as the needs of their students change.
While this study specifically focused on the implementation of strategies to
improve student attendance outcomes in Ohio school districts related to HB 410, it also
contributes to the broader understanding of how policies are implemented. In this

manner, the study provides a unique and meaningful opportunity to better understand
policy implementation within a crisis situation. Recommendations, as they apply to the

future of HB 410 and attendance tracking along with more generalized aspects of policy
creation and implementation in schools, are in the following section.
Recommendations
During their interviews, many of the participants expressed desires and proposals

of ways implementation of policy could be more efficient. In recognition of their
professional experience, their recommendations are presented in this section alongside

educational researchers and other “expert” opinions. Participant contributions along with
recommendations from the findings and other sources are organized here by intended

audience.
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Recommendations to Schools

Making recommendations to other school leaders who may be in a similar
position, Elizabeth emphasized that consistency within and across each district was
necessary in case families have students in multiple buildings. Jason excitedly shared the
flow chart and rubric that the district created. He believed that it was very useful and

recommended that other districts use something similar. He also recommended making
the student the top priority and for Absence Intervention Teams to meet regularly to

review plans for all students instead of trying to schedule individual meetings on an asneeded basis.
Maya also spoke of the importance of discussing students as part of another team
that already meets to consider and discuss students’ academic and behavioral goals.

Another recommendation from Maya would be to meet with the students in groups

instead of individually. She said that some parents refuse to take the mediations seriously
until the courts are involved, but knowing someone else who is having similar
experiences could be motivational and provide additional support. In her opinion, it

would also be more efficient for some of the counselors and administrators who are

unable to attend every meeting could make the group meeting their priority.

In addition to the recommendations made by participants, it is the observation of
the researcher that creating district-level committees to co-create responses to policy

mandates led to a better understanding and appreciation for district initiatives. It was also
apparent that incorporating attendance discussions into other aspects of student learning,

like PBIS or weekly TBT meetings to discuss other data, rather than isolating attendance
as a topic only relevant to some AIT members after a certain threshold. Finally, it is the
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recommendation of the researcher for school employees at all levels to have professional

development or other district-sponsored opportunities to meet and learn with peers from
similar districts.
Recommendations to Courts

Jason, Maya, and Genvieve all made recommendations of things they believed the

courts could do to make implementation in schools less complicated. Jason said clearer
rubrics that define specifically what districts are expected to do before involving the

courts and what to expect once courts were involved would be helpful. Genevieve
requested less cumbersome documents to prepare when it was time to perform a court

referral. Maya requested a better system once a referral has been made. She said it was
difficult for many families to actually get to court. Students often have to miss class;

parents miss work, and some families have other small children they are responsible for
or are without reliable transportation. Maya suggested that if the court staff came to the
school building to hold the truancy meetings or if they could be performed virtually, it
would be more convenient and, in her opinion, not any less effective.

It is the researcher’s recommendation to the courts to communicate with school
districts more proactively on shared initiatives. The School Attendance Toolkit is a good
example of collaboration at the state level that did not percolate down to implementing
agents within school districts who could have benefitted from it greatly. Additionally, in

an effort to decriminalize, moving initial attendance meetings with members of the court

out of the courthouse and into the schoolhouse is more appropriate.
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Recommendations to Legislators

Interviews from all three districts described legislators as out of touch with the

expectations HB 410 placed on schools. Elizabeth, Maya, Olivia, and Genvieve all

expressed their desire for legislators to be more transparent and hear feedback from
educators and others involved in the implementation of a policy as it is being drafted.
They each commented that they believed that their experiences would be different if
legislators had communicated more with schoolteachers and administrators. Maya stated,

“A lot of times, people in higher places pass policies expecting someone else to carry out
that vision because they’ve never actually done the work. Take a step in my shoes.”

Echoing the sentiments of the participants in this study, Ferlazzo (2021) made the
criticism that the people in charge of making policy decisions are too far removed from
the lived realities of young people. Ferlazzo recommended that policymakers gain a
better understanding of relevant stakeholder experiences and that policies offer clear and

informed plans to support and guide implementation. The lack of clear and consistent
directives from policymakers increase ambiguity which can influence interpretation,
policy understandings, and implementation (Mazmanian & Sabatier, 1981; Pressman &
Wildavsky, 1974; Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002; Van Meter & Van Horn, 1975;

Weatherly & Lipsky, 1977).

Elizabeth said that it would be impossible for legislators to be aware of all of the
potential scenarios that educators may face, so schools should also be specifically granted

discretion to handle special circumstances based upon their professional judgment. For
instance, the law states that districts are required to notify guardians in writing of the
legal consequences if a child is approaching truancy (ORC 3321.20). Many participants
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mentioned that the letters were a bureaucratic task that did not seem to create any positive

outcomes. It was brought up that these mandated letters were often viewed by parents as
being punitive rather than supportive. If the goal is truly to be supportive and build
rapport, another strategy may be more effective.
Anna also suggested the need for legislators to address the funding gap among

school districts. She said that she was aware that her district is an exception, and the kids

lucky enough to be in her district should not be the only ones with access to things like a
school psychologist. If legislators want quality education like her district is providing

across Ohio, then they need to find a way to equitably fund resources for all districts.
Recommendations to Stakeholders

Although Alexis and Olivia are from very different districts, they both requested
better guidance documents. Alexis said as soon as the bill was passed, the state

department of education needed to provide examples of how a one-size-fits-all policy

could be implemented across different types of districts. Olivia also said that videos and
practitioner-oriented webinars where they could be able to interact and ask questions

“prior to the roll-out” would have been helpful.

Finally, clear and consistent guidelines for school policies and procedures were

desperately needed in Covidtimes. The information that was provided to districts was too
little and too late. Politics preceded educational research and best practices creating

conflicting situations for educators across the country.
Ambiguity is not unique to specific school districts. During the pandemic, there

was a chance to try new strategies and move teaching and learning forward. It is still not

exactly clear what life or learning will look like post-pandemic. Stakeholders can
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advocate for districts to acknowledge that there were many imperfections in teaching and

learning pre-pandemic, and simply returning to them post-pandemic would not benefit

anyone. A void of coordinated guidance from stakeholders will ensure that 2022 will look

exactly like 2019. There is a window of opportunity for stakeholders to lead exciting

educational transformations. Before it is too late, leadership is needed to create plans that
will unite educators by offering sustainable and effective learning solutions for future
generations.
Recommendations for the Future of Learning

Even before Covidtimes, Alexis described the need for schools to look more
innovatively at their program to consider more online and personalized learning options.

In looking forward to the structure of K-12 schools after Covidtimes, many argue that
going back to a system that was already broken is a bad strategy. Instead, they are
encouraging educators to use this opportunity to think and plan differently to build

something that is better.
Silverman’s March 2021 article for Education Week, Want to Tackle Learning

Loss? First Listen to Your Students, focuses on what students said they wanted for their

education. Similar to the findings in chapters four and six, the three primary themes listed
in that article as priorities for post-pandemic schooling were to focus on relationships,
prioritize mental health, and change schedules and routines to support active learning

instead of keeping track of superficial measures of quantity. To accomplish these, schools
will need smaller class sizes, increased presence, and funding and planning models that
support equity (Silverman, 2021).
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Arguably, the biggest shift in routine for educators across the country during

Covidtimes was moving teaching and learning out of the school building and into the
home. Before 2020, online learning was used by districts as an attendance loophole.

Students that moved to remote learning were counted differently than traditional students.
Additionally, teachers and administrators were not expected to interact with those

students.
Many education researchers believe that Covidtimes has presented a unique

opportunity to utilize discretion and demonstrate how online learning can be used to fill
gaps left by conventional face-to-face education. In this study, many participants also

described anticipating the need to have some form of online learning in perpetuity.

Vlachopoulos (2020) commented that the COVID-19 pandemic presented an opportunity
for online education to expand to new areas and populations.
In Vlachopoulos’ reporting, the author quotes Ryan Stanley, technology director

of Alaska’s Educational Resource Center: “There’s a huge opportunity for a lot of

schools and classrooms right now” to break out of traditional approaches and develop
new ones. However, without investing in, planning, and delivering quality online learning
experiences, it could lead to the misconception that online learning is ineffective, which

would be detrimental (Vlachopoulos, 2020).

In his second interview, Jason made a comment that setting everyone up for
remote learning was difficult because online teaching was all new, and no one had really

taught online before. Online learning may be new compared to schoolhouses, which have

been around for hundreds of years, but it is not as new as some portrayed. Students across
the country, along with tens of thousands of K-12 students in Ohio, have attended school
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in a fully online format every year for over two decades (Anderson, 2008; Drew, 2001;
Tonn, 2006).
One of Jason’s concerns related to HB 410 attendance tracking and online

learning was how to calculate hours. Carly described how her district determined that
they did not want their students sitting in front of a screen all day, every day. Instead of

counting hours logged, they set a different expectation. They are moving towards a model

with lessons assigned based upon predictive software pacing guides. Carly explained that
in their online program, students “have to stay on pace. If you can stay on pace and only
have to work two days a week because of that, I’m sorry” because she is not planning to

require them to do additional activities simply because they may have been able to finish
some assignments early.

Carly was not the inventor of competency-based learning. In an October 2016

article in Education Week, Tonn described learning software used by GOAL Academy,
an online charter school in Colorado. Since tracking online attendance was a challenge,

GOAL’s attendance policy was that if a student completed two or more school-related
activities, they would be considered to be in attendance for that entire week.
Also by 2016, online charter schools in Florida, Minnesota, New Hampshire, and

Utah shifted to similar competency-based instead of time-based measures of attendance
(Tonn, 2016). The dilemma of how to measure student attendance online remains an

“imprecise science.” (Liberman, 2020a) Even though software can keep track of how

much time a student spends logged into a certain task, a student can have multiple
windows open and may not be actively participating in coursework. For these reasons,

states like Oklahoma require virtual schools to consider multiple factors, including online
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logins, offline activities, and completed assignments and testing. While there has been

great progress made researching best practices to increase online engagement; currently,

it is still difficult to definitively measure online engagement (Liberman, 2020a).
One of the primary recommendations by Vlachopoulos (2020) is to provide clear

and consistent policies to teachers and schools, including a government framework

codesigned by researchers and experts that outlines good practices, methodologies, and
common goals across various levels of education. Another recommendation is to provide

training for both educators and students along with flexibility in implementation. Finally,
in order to achieve a quality and inclusive education, access to necessary resources and
an ongoing evaluation of new learning initiatives are critical (Vlachopoulos, 2020).
Recommendations for Future Research

Given the importance of the clarity of policy goals and directives on policy
implementation, more research is needed to inform how to construct and deliver policy

messages. Typical policy research focuses on a government decision, but times of
indecision create more ambiguity. Studies focusing on non-decisions and delayed action

would fill a void in the literature with a new perspective. Further research on how

implementing agents make sense of policy and factors that contribute to the evolution of

policy would also be worthwhile contributions to policy analysis.
The use of discretion by SLBs during a crisis is understudied (Henderson 2014).
Understanding street-level implementation during times of crisis and the role of emotions
and their effect on decision-making and understanding was not addressed in this study

but is meaningful. The pandemic has also highlighted the need to study learning under

stress and during a crisis (Weible et al., 2020).
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Limitations
Basic qualitative studies like this are not intended to be generalizable (Hays &

Singh, 2011). The in-depth study of lived experience among nine participants allows for a

rich description of perspective and processes. The providing of detailed description can
offer transferability. Stake (1990) refers to "naturalistic generalizability" but generally,
even though readers may recognize applications from the findings to sites they are

familiar with, the claims in qualitative research are not the same as those related to

external validity.
Additionally, the use of self-reported data can be considered a limitation because
they are subjective accounts of the participant’s experience. However, the purpose of this

research is to provide data where there currently is none. Absence Intervention Teams are

a new concept for these schools. The Coronavirus pandemic is not over but has already
changed some aspects of teaching and learning, possibly forever. For these reasons, the
use of self-report will allow for the collection of relevant data. Finally, this study
includes only a small number of participants, but given the sampling strategy employed
and the exploratory nature of the study, the number of participants is sufficient.

Acknowledgment of Researcher’s Perspective
A qualitative study of human sense-making would be incomplete without a

statement on the subjectivity of the researcher. Since objectivity cannot be attained, I will
describe the subjectivity that I bring to this study. For starters, I have insider status

because I have worked in schools as a teacher. My insider status can be a strength
because I am very familiar with concepts, terms, attitudes, and expectations in schools.

My experiences can also bridge the gap between a stranger and a colleague, making an
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interview a more comfortable conversational experience. While I might have insider
status as a former teacher, I am currently an outsider as a researcher. In my position, I

work with school leaders from various districts, but I am only in a school building a few
times a year, often in a leadership instead of a teaching or attendance capacity. This could

be a challenge if participants feel the need to describe the way they think that things

should be rather than how they actually are. For instance, I know which school district
participants work in and the attendance rates and performance index of their district. I am
not currently involved in any of the day-to-day interactions related to chronic truancy or

Absence Intervention Teams. Additionally, I am also aware of my subjectivity when it
comes to policy sense-making because I have now developed my own interpretation of

the expectations and requirements of Ohio House Bill 410.

Finally, during this project, I was also living through the COVID-19 pandemic. I

was trying to make sense of and write about new and occasionally conflicting

information as it was emerging. At the time of writing this, the threat of COVID-19 had

been reduced but not eliminated. Writing some sections about Covidtimes was difficult,
emotional, and felt like an autoethnography.
Conclusion

Ohio House Bill 410 was legislated in 2016 with goals of reducing student

absenteeism through supportive and proactive interventions. Policy Implementation

Process Examination (PIPE) and a variegated diagram were used in this study to
represent the evolution of interpretations in a human sense-making framework as it
relates to House Bill 410. How school district personnel acting as Street Level

Bureaucrats make decisions regarding the implementation of legislative initiatives was
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examined. Because decision-making is not a singular experience, policy evolution is not

linear. This formative study provides snapshots of implementations organized into three
time categories: Before COVID-19 (from 2016-2019), Covidtimes Spring 2020, and
Covidtimes Fall 2020.

The goals of Ohio HB 410 were to increase school attendance through supportive
approaches to prevent truancy and provide community-based programs and alternatives
to adjudication that engage students and parents when truancy charges are filed. The

evolution of HB 410 began as implementing agents co-constructed understandings of the

policy provided by stakeholders and peers within local conditions within their district and

used discretion to fill gaps in guidance and/or funding in order to create and sustain
interventions.

Under normal conditions, a variety of policy manifestations were observed. Data

describing implementing agents’ efforts to carry out interventions to increase school
attendance while attending to local conditions in three Ohio school districts, different in
demographics, strengths, and challenges, demonstrated that different resources and

conditions helped to facilitate or impede policy goals. Inequalities affected districts’

ability to respond, which exacerbated inequalities. This was magnified by the global
COVID-19 pandemic (Weible, et al., 2020).
In Covidtimes, policy implementation in each district moved farther away and

back toward the goals set by policymakers in different ways and at different rates.
Variegation was used to illustrate the evolution of policy through the primary, secondary,

and tertiary influences over time. The evolution of HB 410 continues as districts
persevere to create and sustain a new normal.
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In addition to offering examples of creative, responsive, and strategic

interventions to address HB 410 under varying conditions, this study offers broad insight
into the forms of individual and collective agency and problem-solving that occurs in
school districts when there is a change in policy. The timing of this study also offered

perspective regarding the process of policy implementation during a crisis. Urgency

triggers learning from others’ experiences. The pandemic illustrates intra-crisis learning,

including how experts and decision-makers continuously review and update policy
responses as new knowledge becomes available (Moynihan 2008). Study findings as they
related to the implementation of HB 410 in Ohio school districts may be used to inform

district practices, legislative initiatives, and other policy studies.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: District Consent Form

Absence Intervention Teams
DISTRICT CONSENT FORM

Respected Madam/Sir,

My name is Rene Molenaur. I am a Ph.D. candidate at Cleveland State University, in the
College of Education and Human Services. I am studying House Bill 410 (2016), and its

implementation in districts with varying resources. The respondents of my study are
participants in Absence Intervention Teams. I request you to kindly grant me the
permission to collect data from your district. Only your kind cooperation can make this

study a success. I shall be collecting data in Fall 2019. Additional information about the
study is below. I kindly request you to also provide information on the survey attached

with this letter. Thank you.

1) Title of Research Study: An examination of the implementation of state legislature

to reduce chronic absenteeism across school districts in Ohio

2) Investigators): Rene Molenaur (Advisor: Anne Galletta, Ph.D.)

3) Purpose: The purpose of this study is to examine the implementation of policies
related to meeting HB 410 mandates. Specifically, this study seeks to identify the
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resources utilized for the formation and assembling of Absence Intervention Teams
across Ohio school districts of varying typology.

4) Procedures:

You are being asked to nominate members of Absence Intervention Teams in your

district to participate in an hour-long interview. We will not be able to interview all
participants that are nominated, so before meeting with the participants, we will ask them
to complete a short survey which will include a few background questions like their
experience, involvement, and preferred interview location.

The actual interview will take about 60 to 90 minutes in a place identified by the
participant in their survey. The interview will be audiotaped if they agree to be recorded.

After the interview, participants will be contacted via phone with the opportunity to
elaborate or clarify any comments.

5) Risks:

The risks of this study are minimal. Potential breaches of confidentiality or invasions of
privacy will be avoided as results of this study are confidential, and all results will be

stored on password protected servers. Only researchers involved in this study will have

access to the data and results.

6) Benefits:
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As all participants will be helping to better our understanding about the formation and

assembling of Absence Intervention Teams, the summarized strategies that participants

described positively will be organized as results. The successful strategies from each of
the districts will be sent to participants, if they wish.

7) Data Collection & Storage:

Any information collected will be kept confidential and secure and only the people

working with the study will see the data, unless required by law. Anonymity will be
maintained by changing the names of the participants. The documents will be kept for
five years with the researcher in physical and electronic form for the follow up and for its

use in ongoing research. After five years, paper copies will be destroyed by shredding
and electronic data will be deleted. We may publish what we learn from this study. If we

do, we will not let anyone know your name/identity unless you give us permission.

8) Contact Information:
• If you have questions about the study, you should call or email Rene Molenaur at
+1 330-696-9554 or r.bernel@csuohio.edu or Anne Galletta at +1 (216) 687-4581
or a.galletta@csuohio.edu
• If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant,
contact the Sponsored Programs and Research Services at +1 (216) 687-9382 or
send an email to sprs@csuohio.edu.

9) Consent Statement:

*I have read or had read to me the information describing this study. All my questions
have been answered to my satisfaction. I am 18 years of age or older and freely consent
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to participate. I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without

penalty. I have received a copy of this consent form.

I agree ____I do not agree ___ be audiotaped/videotaped.

Printed Name of Participant: ________________________________________________

Signature of Participant: ________________________________ Date: ______________

Printed Name of Investigator: __________________________________________

Signature of Investigator: _______________________________Date: ______________
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Appendix B: District Survey

Absence Intervention Teams
DISTRICT SURVEY

1) Please indicate your school district:

2) Please indicate your role within the school district: _______________________

3)
4)
5)
6)

Does your district have Absence Intervention Teams (Y/N):
________
Is your district required to have Absence Intervention Teams (Y/N): ________
Does your district offer blended/ online learning opportunities (Y/N): _______
Who in your district oversees Absence Intervention Teams / Absence
Intervention Plans?

7) May I contact them?
________
8) Does your district engage with partners outside of the school district during the
formation or assembling of Absence Intervention Teams (Y/N): ________
9) May I contact them?
________
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10) I may not be able to interview everyone that you recommend, but will you please
provide a list of individuals that I may contact regarding this study?

Name

Role

Also, please let me know if there is someone in the district that can provide the email
addresses of these individuals or other contact information.

Thank you for your participation.
Sincerely,

Rene Molenaur
Ph.D. Candidate
Cleveland State University
330.696.9554
r.bernel@csuohio. edu
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Appendix C: Participant Consent Form

Absence Intervention Teams
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

Respected Madam/Sir,

My name is Rene Molenaur. I am a Ph.D. candidate at Cleveland State University, in the
College of Education and Human Services. I am studying House Bill 410 (2016), and its
implementation in districts with varying resources. The respondents of my study are
participants in Absence Intervention Teams. I request you to kindly grant me the
permission to meet with you for an interview. Only your kind cooperation can make this
study a success. I shall be scheduling interviews to collect data in Fall 2019. Additional
information about the study is below. I kindly request you to also provide information on
the survey attached with this letter. Thank you.
1) Title of Research Study: An examination of the implementation of state legislature
to reduce chronic absenteeism across school districts in Ohio

2) Investigators): Rene Molenaur (Advisor: Anne Galletta, Ph.D.)
3) Purpose: The purpose of this study is to examine the implementation of policies
related to meeting HB 410 mandates. Specifically, this study seeks to identify the
resources utilized for the formation and assembling of Absence Intervention Teams
across Ohio school districts of varying typology.
4) Procedures:
You have been nominated by your school district as a member of an Absence
Intervention Team. We ask you to participate in an hour-long interview. We also ask you
to complete a short survey which will include a few background questions like your
experience and preferred interview location.

The actual interview will take about 60 to 90 minutes in a location that you will identify
in the survey. The interview will be audiotaped if you agree to be recorded. After the
interview, participants will be contacted via phone with the opportunity to elaborate or
clarify any comments.
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5) Risks:
The risks of this study are minimal. Potential breaches of confidentiality or invasions of
privacy will be avoided as results of this study are anonymous, and all results will be
stored on password protected servers. Only researchers involved in this study will have
access to the data and results.
6) Benefits:
As all participants will be helping to better our understanding about the formation and
assembling of Absence Intervention Teams, the summarized strategies that participants
described positively will be organized as results. The successful strategies from each of
the districts will be sent to participants, if they wish.
7) Data Collection & Storage:
Any information collected will be kept confidential and secure and only the people
working with the study will see the data, unless required by law. Anonymity will be
maintained by changing the names of the participants. The documents will be kept for
five years with the researcher in physical and electronic form for the follow up and for its
use in ongoing research. After five years, paper copies will be destroyed by shredding
and electronic data will be deleted. We may publish what we learn from this study. If we
do, we will not let anyone know your name/identity unless you give us permission.

8) Contact Information:
• If you have questions about the study, you should call or email Rene Molenaur at
+1 330-696-9554 or r.bernel@csuohio.edu or Anne Galletta at +1 (216) 687-4581
or a.galletta@csuohio.edu
• If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant,
contact the Sponsored Programs and Research Services at +1 (216) 687-9382 or
send an email to sprs@csuohio.edu.
9) Consent Statement:
*I have read or had read to me the information describing this study. All my questions
have been answered to my satisfaction. I am 18 years of age or older and freely consent
to participate. I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without
penalty. I have received a copy of this consent form.

I agree ____I do not agree ___ be audiotaped/videotaped.

Printed Name of Participant: ________________________________________________
Signature of Participant: ________________________________Date: _____________

Printed Name of Investigator: __________________________________________
Signature of Investigator: _______________________________Date: _____________
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Appendix D: Participant Survey

Absence Intervention Teams
PARTICIPANT SURVEY

1) Please indicate your preferred name: _______________________________
2) Please indicate if you have a preferred pseudonym: ____________________
3) Please indicate your preferred contact information:
a. Email: ___________________________________________________

b. Phone: __________________________________________________
4) Please indicate the roles you have had in the district, the number of years you

were in each role, and if you currently hold another role in a different school
district:

# of years
current district

Role

Student

Parent
Teacher
Counselor

Principal

Other Building Position:
Central Office Position 1 :
Central Office Position 2:

Community Nonprofit:
Community for Profit:
Juvenile Court:

Other Stakeholder:
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Position currently
held in another
district (Y/N)

5) Please indicate your current professional title: __________________________
6) Have you participated as a member of an Absence Intervention Team (Y/N)? ___
7) Have you worked with students on an Absence Intervention Plan (Y/N)?

___

8) If Yes to #7, please indicate the grade level(s) of the student(s) _____________
9) Please indicate your preferred interview meeting details:

Day

Morning

Afternoo

Evening

Location

n

Sunday
Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
Saturday

Note: For location, I am able to arrange a space at Cleveland State University, or I can
travel to your office or another location that is convenient for you.
Thank you for your responses.

You will be contacted shortly to schedule an interview.
Sincerely,

Rene Molenaur
Ph.D. Candidate
Cleveland State University
330.696.9554
r.bernel@csuohio.edu
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Appendix E: Semi-Structured Interview Protocol

Semi-Structured Interview Questions:

The following questions were used during 60-90-minute semi-structured interviews:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Please introduce yourself and describe your role in (school district).
o Probe: Name/Title/#Years’ Experience
Describe how you became involved with Absence Intervention Teams.
o Probe: What national, state, or local issues influenced the formation of
these teams?
o Probe: In what ways did these influences affect your involvement?
Describe how Absence Intervention Teams are organized and Absence
Intervention Plans are composed.
o Probe: Composition of Absence Intervention teams / Following a model?
o Probe: What is the frequency and attendance of meetings?
o Probe: Template or pattern for Absence Intervention Plans?
o Probe: In what ways do asynchronous learning opportunities count
towards attendance/ hours of learning?
o Probe: How does the team coordinate with other programs and agencies
with which it must interact?
Describe the ways that resources (facilities/ funding/staff/time etc.) affect
important functions of Absence Intervention Teams.
o Probe: What resources are used?
o Probe: In what ways additional resources or a reorganization of resources
could be/ have been improved?
What changes have been made regarding Absence Intervention Teams since the
program started?
o Probe: What have district personnel learned?
o Probe: Have you encountered difficulties with summer break, transient
students, etc.?
o Probe: What opportunities (formal & informal) have you had to discuss
implementation of these meetings with colleagues from other districts?
o Probe: What has been adjusted, or recommendations for adjustment?
What appear to be initial key outcomes?
o Probe: What is your current level of satisfaction with Absence Intervention
Teams?
o Probe: In what ways are Absence Intervention Plans created by Absence
Intervention Teams helping students and families?
o Probe: What is the perceived cost/benefit of Absence Intervention Teams
and their product (Absence Intervention Plans)?
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Appendix F: Table of Semi-Structured Interview Protocol Development

Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman (2003), program process evaluation schemes are designed to

answer evaluation questions (p. 209). These questions have been adapted to fit PIPE
framework and reflect the research questions for this study which examine how the
meaning participants give during the implementation process influences policy and

practice:

Research Question

(1) How do district
personnel understand their
implementation (models,
conditions within schools
and the community,
resources available) in
relation to the mandates of
state law on reducing
truancy?

(1a) What models are
districts following and
what conditions are they
encountering?

Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman
(2003, p. 219)
Is the program in
compliance with
requirements imposed by
its governing board,
funding agencies, and
higher-level
administration?

Is the program in
compliance with applicable
professional and legal
standards?

Is the program well
organized?
Do staff work well with
each other?
Does the program
coordinate effectively with
the other programs and
agencies with which it
must interact?
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Semi-Structured Interview
Question and Probes
(2) Describe how you
became involved with
Absence Intervention
Teams.
(2.1) Probe: What national,
state, or local issues
influenced the formation of
these teams?
(2.2) Probe: In what ways
did these influences affect
your involvement?

3. Describe how Absence
Intervention Teams are
organized and Absence
Intervention Plans are
composed.

3.1 Probe: Composition of
Absence Intervention
teams / Following a
model?

Research Question

Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman
(2003, p. 219)

Semi-Structured Interview
Question and Probes
3.1 Probe: What is the
frequency and attendance
of meetings?
3.3 Probe: Template or
pattern for Absence
Intervention Plans?
3.4 Probe: In what ways do
asynchronous learning
opportunities count
towards attendance/ hours
of learning?
3.5 Probe: How does the
team coordinate with other
programs and agencies
with which it must
interact?

(1b) What resources were
used to create and sustain
interventions (staff, time,
money, equipment, space,
etc.)?

(1c) How have the plans
evolved since
implementation began and
what have district
personnel learned thus far?

Are resources, facilities,
and funding adequate to
support important program
functions?
Are resources used
effectively and efficiently?
Is staffing sufficient in
numbers and competencies
for the functions that must
be performed?

4. Describe the ways that
resources (facilities/
funding/staff/time etc.)
affect important functions
of Absence Intervention
Teams.

Are necessary program
functions being performed
adequately?

4.2 Probe: In what ways
additional resources or a
reorganization of resources
could be/ have been
improved?

4.1 Probe: What resources
are used?

5. What changes have been
made regarding Absence
Intervention Teams since
the program started?
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Research Question

Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman
(2003, p. 219)

Semi-Structured Interview
Question and Probes
5.1 Probe: What have
district personnel learned?

5.4 Probe: What has been
adjusted, or
recommendations for
adjustment?
(2) How do
implementation efforts
compare and contrast
across districts? (2a) What
appear to be the initial key
outcomes of local district
policies? (2b) What do the
data suggest about the
conditions in districts that
facilitate or impede
intervention plans?

Are those receiving
services the intended
targets?
Are they receiving the
proper amount, type, and
quality of services?
Are there targets who are
not receiving services or
subgroups within the target
population who are
underrepresented among
those receiving services?

5.2 Probe: Have you
encountered difficulties
with summer break,
transient students, etc.?

(3) How consistently is the
policy implemented within
and among districts?

Is performance at some
program sites or locales
significantly better or
poorer than at others?

6. What appear to be initial
key outcomes?

Are participants satisfied
with their interactions with
program personnel and
procedures?
Are participants satisfied
with the services they
receive?

Do participants engage in
appropriate follow-up
behavior after service?
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5.3 Probe: What
opportunities (formal &
informal) have you had to
discuss implementation of
these meetings with
colleagues from other
districts?

6.1 Probe: What is your
current level of satisfaction
with Absence Intervention
Teams?

6.2 Probe: In what ways
are Absence Intervention
Plans created by Absence
Intervention Teams
helping students and
families?
6.3 Probe: What is the
perceived cost/benefit of
Absence Intervention
Teams and their product
(Absence Intervention
Plans)?

